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Introduction

The electronic properties of solid state materials do not only attract interest for
technological reasons, but are also important for the fundamental research in solid
state physics. For many solids, they are described by the electronic band structure.
In the case of insulators and simple metals the band structure is well understood
experimentally and theoretically. More interesting and therefore the object of inten-
sive research activities these days are systems in between the limiting insulator and
metal systems. As an example, in the transition metal oxides phenomena like high
temperature superconductivity or phase segregation occur. For many phenomena,
a situation in a crossover state of itinerant and localised electrons is achieved. The
reason for that are correlation e�ects between the electrons that arise from Coulomb
interaction, and thus the Fermi liquid approximation as it has been used success-
fully for some metals fails. As a consequence of these correlations some transition
metal oxides have been found to be insulators although their valence band is only
partially �lled. The localisation of electrons may lead to local magnetic moments so
that an interplay between charge mobility and magnetism becomes important. Such
an interplay between charge and magnetic degrees of freedom leads to interesting
phenomena such as the colossal magneto�resistance in the manganites or proba-
bly to high temperature superconductivity in the doped cuprates. Experimentally,
an important tool for the investigation of the electronic structure are spectroscopic
methods such as X-ray absorption spectroscopy, photoemission, optical spectroscopy
and X-ray di�raction. Backed by a good theoretical description reliable results can
be achieved.
In this context, the sodium cobalt oxides NaxCoO2 are an interesting system which

is the subject of this work. NaxCoO2 shows many unusual properties such as an
unexpectedly high thermopower accompanied by low resistivity, magnetic ordering
together with itinerant electrons or superconductivity when hydrated with water at
temperatures below 5K. The discovery of superconductivity raised a broad interest
in this system since it is the only 3d transition metal oxide that shows supercon-
ductivity beside the high temperature cuprates and the titanates. Like the high
temperature cuprates, its crystal structure consists of stacked quasi two-dimensional
(Cu, Co)O2 planes. This analogy raised hope to learn more about the mechanism
of high temperature superconductivity, especially when considering that supercon-
ductivity in NaxCoO2 only occurs when it is hydrated, i.e. superconductivity could
in principle be switched on and o�. However, it is not only the discovery of su-
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2 Introduction

perconductivity that raised research interest in this system. Some years before this
discovery, the non�hydrated compound already attracted attention because of its
anomalous high thermopower together with low resistivity. These unusual properties
make this material a favourable candidate for technical applications in refrigeration.
As noted above, both the high Tc cuprates and the Na cobaltates consist of stacked

quasi two�dimensional (Cu, Co)O2 layers. In contrast to the high Tc cuprates how-
ever, the CoO2 layers consist of edge sharing CoO6 octahedra which are distorted
lowering their symmetry from cubic to trigonal. Due to the trigonal distortion, the
former threefold degenerate t2g levels split into an a′1g level with a 3z2 − r2 like
orbital oriented parallel to the c�axis and a twofold degenerate e′g level (the prime
represents the trigonal distortion).
In this work, the electronic structure of non�hydrated NaxCoO2 has been investi-

gated experimentally and theoretically. Mainly X�ray absorption spectroscopy and
photoemission as well as X�ray di�raction and magnetisation experiments have been
performed, while the theoretical treatment involved cluster calculations seeking to
explain the results of the X�ray absorption experiments.
The present thesis is organised in four chapters. The �rst chapter deals with an

introduction to the experimental methods, especially to some selected aspects of
X�ray absorption spectroscopy that are not widely discussed in textbooks. Some
theoretical aspects are addressed in the second chapter, namely the theory of atomic
spectra and group theory. Both are important tools for the calculation of the X�
ray absorption spectra presented later. The next three chapters are devoted to the
investigated system NaxCoO2. In the third chapter every part of the rich phase
diagram will be discussed in great detail, while in chapter four some experimental
results of X�ray di�raction and magnetisation measurements will be discussed. In
the main and �nal chapter the electronic structure of NaxCoO2 will be treated in
great detail. After an overview of the present state of research, the results of X�ray
photoemission and X�ray absorption experiments are presented and discussed which
provides a �rst picture. The deeper insight into the electronic structure, however,
is achieved from the results of the cluster calculations, then following.



Chapter 1

Experimental methods

Compounds of the 3d transition metal elements exhibit an astonishing variety of
physical properties. They range from large band gap insulators and ferroelectrics
to semiconductors and metals, and even superconductors. With regard to magnetic
properties, antiferromagnets, ferrimagnets and ferromagnets have been found. The
reason for this wide range of properties can be found in the sensitivity of the elec-
tronic structure to the details of the crystal structure, the chemical composition
and the detailed stoichiometry. A famous example for this sensitivity are the high
Tc superconductors, where a small change of the electron concentration turns an
antiferrmoagnetic insulator into a high temperature superconductor. Therefore, a
detailed knowledge of the electronic structure and its dependence on the crystal
structure, on spin and charge is crucial for the understanding of these phenomena.
The physical properties of the 3d system of Na cobaltates are governed by the

interplay between lattice, spin, charge and orbital degrees of freedom. In particu-
lar, charge separation, lattice distortion and orbital ordering play an essential role
in the understanding of the various interesting phenomena in NaxCoO2. In order
to investigate the electronic structure, near�edge X�ray absorption �ne structure
(NEXAFS) and photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) are two powerful methods since
they reveal important information about the d�d Coulomb interaction U , the band
dispersion width W , the charge transfer energy ∆ and the crystal and ligand �eld
in�uence [1�8]. NEXAFS probes the unoccupied levels near the Fermi surface while
photoemission excites electrons into the vacuum and thus probes the occupied states
which are in�uenced by the local surroundings. Additionally, both methods are very
"fast" experiments with an excitation time scale of the order of a few femtoseconds.
This allows to distinguish between two ions with the same atomic number but dif-
ferent oxidation states even for a metal, which makes these methods site selective.
Therefore, the main experimental methods used during this thesis were optical

spectroscopic methods, especially near edge X�ray absorption �ne structure (NEX-
AFS) spectroscopy and X�ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS). Both techniques
are already described in detail in various works [9�11]. In this chapter, the focus
will be set on two special topics in NEXAFS spectroscopy, which are not commonly
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4 Experimental methods

explained in the literature in detail - the polarisation dependence and the selection
rules, especially for trigonally distorted systems.
First, the principle of NEXAFS and XPS will be brie�y and basically described as

an introduction, before the polarisation dependence and the selection rules will be
discussed in detail.

1.1 Near�edge X�ray absorption �ne structure spec-
troscopy

1.1.1 Introduction
The principle underlying NEXAFS can be explained in a few words. Basically, it is
an excitation from an occupied core level into an unoccupied level close to the Fermi
energy by the absorption of a photon, so that the required energies are close to the
absorption edge depending on the local electronic structure. The main information
gained from such an experiment is the absorption coe�cient µ(E) as a function of
the photon energy E close to the absorption edge (hence, the experiment probes the
near edge X�ray absorption �ne structure). µ(E) is de�ned by

I(E) = I0e
−µ(E)d, (1.1)

with I0 being the intensity of the incoming light, I(E) the transmitted intensity at
energy E, and d being the thickness of the probed sample. The absorption coe�cient
µ(E) is given by Fermi's Golden Rule

µ(~ω) ∝
∑

i,f

|〈f |H ′|i〉|2δ(Ef − Ei − ~ω), (1.2)

where |i〉 and |f〉 describe the initial and �nal state of the system with their energies
Ei and Ef , respectively. ~ω is the energy of the incoming light. The electron�photon
interaction is described by the Hamiltonian H ′ using photons with a wave vector k:

H ′ = −i~
e

c
A

N∑
j=1

eikrje∇j, (1.3)

with A being the vector potential of the incoming light, e the unit vector of the po-
larisation of the photons, and rj and pj = −i~∇j being the position and momentum
operators of the j�th electron. N is the number of electrons in the system.
Due to the small spatial extension of the core level wave function and the use of

soft X�ray radiation, the assumption k · rj ¿ 1 is valid. This allows to approximate
the term eikrj as equal to 1:

〈f |eikrje · p|i〉 ' 〈f |e · p|i〉. (1.4)
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Furthermore, it is 2m
[
H0, r

]
= −i~p, where H0 describes the isolated atom.

〈f |e · p|i〉 can be rewritten as

e · 〈f |p|i〉 =
im

~
e · 〈f |[H0, r

]|i〉

= im
E0

f − E0
i

~
e · 〈f |r|i〉. (1.5)

This approximation is known as the dipole approximation and reduces the Hamil-
tonian H ′ to the dipole operator. If one additionally assumes that the absorption
process does not in�uence the electrons that are not directly involved as well as the
unoccupied states (sudden approximation), equation (1.2) can be reduced to

µ(~ω) ∝
∑

i,f

|〈f |er|i〉|2δ(Ef − Ei − ~ω). (1.6)

Crucial parameters that determine the electronic structure and thus, have a great
in�uence on the NEXAFS and XPS spectra are the d�d Coulomb interaction Udd,
the band dispersion width W , the charge transfer energy ∆ and the crystal and
ligand �eld in�uence. The charge transfer energy ∆ describes a charge �uctuation
between the 3d central ion and its ligands dn → dn+1L, where the term dn represents
a 3d shell with n electrons. dn+1L represents a con�guration with n + 1 electrons
at the 3d ion site and one ligand hole, the letter c denotes a core hole. The main
questions one would like to answer are: how large are Udd, ∆, W , and how large is
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Figure 1.1: On�site energies of the bare
con�gurations for the initial states and
the �nal states of L�edge NEXAFS and
2p core level XPS. Udd is the repulsive
Coulomb energy between two electrons
in the 3d shell. The charge transfer en-
ergy ∆ describes the energy that costs an
electron to hop from an oxygen site to the
transition metal d site. Q is the Coulomb
potential between an electron in the 3d
shell and the 2p core hole. The ligand
ionisation energy ε describes the energy
di�erence between cdn+1L �nal states in
XPS and cdn+1 �nal states in NEXAFS.
The horizontal dashed lines represent the
energy level of the dn+1L and dn+2L2 ini-
tial states in the scheme for NEXAFS
and XPS. The energy di�erence between
cdn+1(XAS) and cdn+1L(XPS) is the lig-
and ionisation potential ε. The scheme is
taken from van Elp et al [12].
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the covalency (T ). In �gure 1.1 the energy level diagram of the 3d states for the
initial state and for the �nal states of L�edge NEXAFS and 2p core level XPS is
shown. For the initial state only the few lowest states are important while for the
�nal states in principal all di�erent con�gurations can be reached and are therefore
important. The letter c in the �nal state con�gurations represents a core hole. As
it can be seen in �gure 1.1, the in�uence of the core hole is very di�erent for X�ray
absorption and 2p core level photoemission. In the core hole �nal state in the XPS
spectra, the core hole potential Q lowers the energy of the dn+1L and dn+2L2 states
by Q and 2Q, respectively, as compared to the dn state. Note that the energy scale
of the di�erent columns in �gure 1.1 is set in relation to each other. The energy
of the dn initial state and cdn XPS �nal state is set to zero, so that the in�uence
of the core hole potential becomes more illustrative. The NEXAFS �nal states
energies are shifted in a very similar way. However, in the NEXAFS �nal states
also the ligand ionisation potential ε has to be taken into account, which describes
the energy di�erence between cdn+1L �nal states in XPS and cdn+1 �nal states in
NEXAFS.
If Q > ∆ the �rst two lowest energy levels in the XPS �nal states are inverted
compared to the initial state which results in a large satellite peak in the spectra.
This is di�erent in the NEXAFS �nal states, where the lowest energy levels keep
their ordering.
In many publications, term symbols are used for the description of the ground or

excited states, especially in the theory describing X�ray absorption and photoemis-
sion experiments. Therefore, the term symbols shall be introduced brie�y. The main
quantum number n is not important for the angular symmetry of a state and does
not appear in the term symbol. As an example a 2�electron con�guration shall be
treated. The maximum orbital momentum L is equal to the sum of two individual
orbital momenta, l1 and l2 with Lmax = l1 + l2, Lmin = |l1 − l2| and |∆L| = 1. The
same rules apply to the spin momentum, implying that the spin momentum of two
spins can be either 1 or 0. Without spin�orbit coupling all terms are degenerate, i.e.
the energy level is (2L + 1)(2S + 1) fold degenerate. Including spin�orbit coupling
the terms are split in energy according to their J value with a degeneracy (2J + 1),
with Jmax = L + S, Jmin = |L − S| and |∆J | = 1. A term symbol is written as
2S+1XJ , where X corresponds to a letter according to the value of L. The quantity
2S + 1 is called the spin multiplicity of the term: singlet, doublet, triplet, etc. A
single s electron has an orbital moment L = 0, a spin moment S = 1/2 and a total
moment J = 1/2 with the only term symbol 2S1/2, whereas a single d electron has
the term symbols 2D3/2 and 2D5/2. As an easy example for the absorption process,
one can look at an ion like Ca2+ with an empty 3d shell in the ground state. The
2p63d0 ground state of such an ion is 1S0. In the �nal state, the electronic con�gura-
tion is 2p53d1, one hole in the 2p shell (2P ) and one electron in the 3d shell (2D). In
order to �nd the right term symbols one has to multiply 2P ⊗2 D. For the spin, this
leads to S = 0, 1 and for the angular momentum it gives L = 3, 2, 1. In total, as the
term symbols of the �nal state one �nds 1P1, 3P2,1,0, 1D2, 3D3,2,1, 1F3, and 3F4,3,2.
Since J = 0 in the initial state, the optical selection rule gives J = ±1, leading
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to the only possible �nal states 1P1, 3P1, and 3D1 that can be reached in such an
experiment. Therefore, one expects a maximum of three lines that reduce to two
lines with j = 3/2 and j = 1/2 for the core hole with an intensity ratio 2 : 1 for
negligible spin�orbit coupling of the d electrons as well as negligible p�d Coulomb
and exchange interactions. If initial state spin�orbit coupling and electrostatic in-
teractions between the core�hole and valence electrons are included, the intensity
ratio of I(L3)/I(L2) appears to be di�erent from the statistical value [13, 14] and
yields valuable information about these interactions and the ground state.

1.1.2 Selection rules and polarisation dependence
As described above, an excitation of a core electron into an unoccupied site follows
the rules of a dipole, i.e. during such a process the excitation has to obey the
dipole selection rules. These rules are a very powerful tool for the interpretation of
NEXAFS spectra since they provide information about possible �nal states as well
as about the polarisation dependence of the system.
The initial and �nal states |i〉 and |f〉 can be expressed as a product of the radial

and the angular part using the quantum numbers n, l and m. Therefore, the matrix
element 〈f |er|i〉 can be written as

〈f |e · r|i〉 =

∞∫

0

r2dr

∫
dΩR∗

nf lf
Y ∗

lf mf
(θ, φ)e · rRniliYlimi

(θ, φ)

=

∞∫

0

r2drR∗
nf lf

rRnili ×
∫

dΩY ∗
lf mf

(θ, φ)eYlimi
(θ, φ).

(1.7)

The radial part can be very complicated since it contains many Coulomb and ex-
change terms and cannot be easily predicted. Later in the text, a way of calculating
the required matrix elements will be explained. At this point, one can already gain
many information about the polarisation dependence from the angular part alone.
The selection rules for a dipole are in principle well known [15, 16] and are thus
not mentioned in most articles and textbooks about X�ray absorption spectroscopy.
Therefore, just as a reminder and a tool for the arguments used below, the selection
rules are brie�y summarised. In spherical coordinates it is

e · r = ex sin(θ) cos(φ) + ey sin(θ) sin(φ) + ez cos(θ). (1.8)

With the knowledge of the spherical harmonics Y1,0(θ, φ) =
√

4π
3

cos(θ) and

Y1,±1(θ, φ) = ∓
√

8π
3

sin(θ)e±iφ one gets for equation (1.8):

e · r =

√
4π

3

(
ezY1,0 +

−ex + iey√
2

Y1,1 +
ex + iey√

2
Y1,−1

)
. (1.9)
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Therefore, the angular part of equation (1.7) looks like
∫

dΩY ∗
lf mf

(θ, φ)Y1,mYlimi
(θ, φ) (1.10)

with m = 1,0, or −1. From the azimuthal integration one gets
2π∫

0

dφe−imf φeimφeimiφ = 2πδm=mf−mi
, (1.11)

which yields the �rst selection rule

mf −mi = m = 1, 0,−1. (1.12)

Another selection rule can be found through the integration over θ. For the inte-
gration of equation (1.10), the addition theorem of the spherical harmonics is very
helpful. In general, one has [16]

Yl1m1(θ, φ)Yl2m2(θ, φ) =

l1+l2∑

l=|l1−l2|

l∑

m=−l

√
(2l1 + 1)(2l2 + 1)

4π(2l + 1)
〈l1, l2; 0, 0|l, 0〉

×〈l1, l2; m1,m2|l, m〉Yl,m(θ, φ), (1.13)

where the terms 〈l1, l2; m1,m2|l, m〉 represent the Clebsch-Gordan coe�cients.
〈l1, l2; 0, 0|l, 0〉 is di�erent from zero only in the special case where l1 + l2− l is even.
Note that the summation over m is not necessary since the only non vanishing terms
belong to m = m1 + m2. Here the reader is asked to distinguish between m used in
equation (1.12) and this part. Since we are interested in a case such as

I =

∫
dΩYl1m1(θ, φ)Yl2m2(θ, φ)Yl3m3(θ, φ), (1.14)

one has to insert equation (1.13) into equation (1.14), which leads to an expression
such as

K(l,m; l3,m3) =

∫
dΩYlm(θ, φ)Yl3m3(θ, φ). (1.15)

Due to the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics, the solution of this equation
can be found as

K(l,m; l3,m3) = (−1)mδl,l3deltam,−m3 , (1.16)
so that equation 1.14 can be calculated as

I =

∫
dΩYl1m1(θ, φ)Yl2m2(θ, φ)Yl3m3(θ, φ)

= (−1)m3

√
(2l1 + 1)(2l2 + 1)

4π(2l3 + 1)
× 〈l1, l2; 0, 0|l3, 0〉〈l1, l2; m1,m2|l3,−m3〉.

(1.17)

This equation is di�erent from zero, only if
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• m1+m2+m3 = 0. This relation is exactly the same result as given in equation
(1.12) since Y ∗

l,m(θ, φ) = (−1)mYl,m(θ, φ) and m1 = mf , m2 = m, and m3 = mi,

• |l1 − l2| ≤ l3 ≤ l1 + l2 and

• l1 + l2 − l3 = even.

Adopting this general result to the special case as given in equation (1.10), one �nds
the dipole transition selection rules

∆l = ±1, ∆m = 0,±1. (1.18)

These selection rules result as a consequence of the properties of the spherical har-
monics.
Additionally, one gets the selection rule

∆S = 0, (1.19)

if one (realistically) assumes that the only interaction of the systems is spin inde-
pendent as given in equation (1.3).
Note that this result is valid only if the assumption e−ikr ≈ 1 is true. Otherwise,

higher orders play a role (electric quadrupole, magnetic dipole transition). In such
a case, a transition like 1s→3d could be possible, even though it is very unlikely to
occur in NEXAFS.
Up to now, we neglected spin�orbit coupling in the derivation of the dipole tran-

sition selection rules. In fact, the spin-orbit coupling of the 2p core hole in a NEX-
AFS experiment is rather large and cannot be neglected easily. Therefore, a j, j�
representation is more appropriate to work in (c.f. Ref. [17]). If H0 contains a
spin orbit coupling term λL · S, then the eigenstates of H0 are |l, s; j, mj〉, with
j = l + m and not |l, s; m,ms〉. The dipole selection rules become ∆j = 0,±1, (ex-
cept ji = jf = 0), ∆l = ±1, and ∆mj = 0,±1. The selection rules are just stated
here without further explanation. They follow from the Wigner-Eckart theorem
which is well explained for example in Ref. [16].
The dipole selection rules directly lead to another important point in X�ray ab-

sorption spectroscopy: the polarisation dependence. This will be shown in two
examples. First, lets have a look on a transition from a pz orbital to a d3z2−r2 or-
bital. In spherical harmonics1 it is d3z2−r2 = dl=2,m=0 and pz = p1,0. Therefore, if
the selection rule ∆m = 0,±1 holds, the only allowed transitions are those with
∆m = 0 which corresponds only to z�polarised light (see equation (1.9)). An ex-
ample that is a bit more complicated is a transition from a px orbital to a dx2−y2

orbital. Again, �rst one has to know how they are expressed in spherical harmon-
ics: dx2−y2 = 1/

√
2(d2,2 + d2,−2) and px = −1/

√
2(p1,1 − p1,−1). From a �rst view,

only the selection rule ∆m = ±1 holds true, which does not tell which polarisation
1The spherical harmonics are described by the quantum numbers l and m. Therefore, the d

and p orbitals can be expressed as linear combinations of dl,m and pl,m.
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is needed for such a transition. But knowing that Yl,−m = (−1)mY ∗
l,m and there-

fore,
∫

Y ∗
1,−1Y1,1Y2,−2dΩ =

∫
Y ∗

1,1Y1,−1Y2,2dΩ, it follows that such a transition is only
allowed for light polarised along the εy direction and is forbidden for εx and εz.
A picture that is a bit more descriptive concerns the parity of the orbital functions.

Taking the same examples as above, one �rst notes that the intensity is given as
the square of the integral 1.10. Since the integral over an odd function is zero, one
can only detect an intensity if the integrand is even. For the �rst transition from
pz to d3z2−r2 using z�polarised light, one �nds that d3z2−r2 is even in z, z is odd in
z and pz is again odd in z. In total, the whole function is even and therefore such a
transition is allowed. For x� and y�polarised light, the integrand becomes odd and
therefore the intensity is zero. The same can be done for the second example for a
transition from dx2−y2 to px. For x�polarised light, dx2−y2 is even in x, x is odd in x
and px is again odd in x, in total the whole function is even in x so that intensity
can be detected.
With the help of the description given above, one can calculate all matrix elements

for di�erent transitions. In the following, all transitions which lead to an intensity
di�erent from zero are listed for light polarised parallel x, y, and z.

〈px|y|dxy〉 =
1√
5

〈px|x|dx2−y2〉 = 1√
5

〈px|z|dzx〉 =
1√
5

〈py|y|dx2−y2〉 = 1√
5

〈py|x|dxy〉 =
1√
5

〈px|x|d3z2−r2〉 = − 1√
15

〈py|z|dyz〉 =
1√
5

〈py|y|d3z2−r2〉 = 1√
15

〈pz|x|dzx〉 =
1√
5

〈pz|z|d3z2−r2〉 = 2√
15

〈pz|y|dyz〉 =
1√
5

(1.20)

In the case of a cubic crystal �eld, the formerly degenerate 3d states split into lower
lying 3�fold degenerate states with t2g symmetry and higher lying 2�fold degenerate
states with eg symmetry. Note that there is no polarisation dependence observable,
as long as the t2g and eg states are degenerate (as they are for cubic symmetry).
This partially changes when the symmetry is lowered. In tetragonal symmetry, the
t2g and eg states are not degenerate anymore, but split into states with b1, a1, b2,
and e symmetry (see �gure 1.2). For the nomenclature of the b1, a1, b2, and e states
see section 2.2 about group theory. These irreducible representations are typi�ed
by the orbitals 3dx2−y2 , 3d3z2−r2 , 3dxy, and 3dyz,zx, respectively. If, for example,
the ligands are octahedrally arranged around a central ion and if the octahedron
is elongated along the z axis, then the energy states split in such a way that the
dyz and dzx orbitals are in fact still degenerate, but lower in energy than the dxy
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3dx2-y2 (b1)

3d3z2-r2 (a1)

3dxy (b2)

3dyz,zx (e)

(b1) 3dx2-y2

(a1) 3d3z2-r2

(e) 3dyz,zx

(b2) 3dxy

3dx2-y2 (b1)

3d3z2-r2 (a1)

3dxy (b2)

3dyz,zx (e)

(b1) 3dx2-y2

(a1) 3d3z2-r2

(e) 3dyz,zx

(b2) 3dxy

Figure 1.2: Diagram of the energy splitting for a tetragonal distortion (D4h symmetry
group) for a pressed (left) and elongated (right) octahedron. a1, b1 etc. denote the
symmetry of the subspaces. The deeper meaning of these symmetry symbols is given
in the chapter dealing with group theory (see chapter 2.2).
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Figure 1.3: Calculations of the NEXAFS spectra of the Cu2+ L3�edge as a d9 system
in tetragonal symmetry for a compressed (left) and an elongated (right) octahedron.

orbital. Also, the dx2−y2 and d3z2−r2 split with the latter one being higher in energy
(�gure 1.2). Therefore, due to the loss of degeneracy a polarisation dependence
can occur. Here, the easiest example is a d9 central ion with all but one states
occupied. Depending on the distortion (elongation or compression) either a site in
a 3dx2−y2 or a 3d3z2−r2 orbital is unoccupied. With z�polarised light one cannot
reach a 3dx2−y2 orbital and therefore for an elongated octahedron with a d9 central
ion one expects an intensity only for polarisation along x and y. For the other case
(compressed octahedron, 3d3z2−r2 orbital), one expects a two times larger intensity
for z�polarised light than for light polarised perpendicular to z. This example is
shown in �gure 1.3 for the Cu L3�edge, where spectra of a Cu2+ ion in a tetragonal
environment (D4d symmetry group) have been calculated for the two cases of an
elongated and a compressed octahedron by atomic multiplet calculations [18]. One
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Figure 1.4: Top: Illustration
of the shape of the 3d orbitals
in a crystal �eld with trigonal
symmetry. The orbitals have
been calculated from equations
(1.21), (1.22), and (1.23). Left:
Energy level diagram for a trigo-
nal distortion with the three en-
ergy levels eσ

g , a1g and eπ
g .

easily recognises the two di�erent polarisation dependencies. Experimentally, such
a behaviour has been measured by Chen et al. on La1.85Sr0.15CuO4 [19]. This high
Tc superconductor has a CuO plane, where the valence of the Cu is d9 and the only
hole site is in the dx2−y2 orbital, similar to the example given above.
The system NaxCoO2 which has been investigated in this work contains CoO6

octahedra which are trigonally distorted. Under trigonal symmetry (D3d symmetry
group) the t2g states split into states with eπ

g and a1g symmetry, which can be
represented as

|eπ
g±〉 = ∓ 1√

3

(|xy〉+ exp±i2π/3|yz〉+ exp±i4π/3|zx〉) and (1.21)

|a1g〉 =
1√
3

(|xy〉+ |yz〉+ |zx〉). (1.22)

The cubic eg states remain degenerate and will be named eσ
g in the following in order

to avoid confusion. The superscripts π and σ are motivated by the kind of their
binding to the ligand oxygen states. For trigonal symmetry, the degenerate eσ

g states
can be written as

|eσ
g±〉 = ∓ 1√

2

(|3z2 − r2〉 ± i|x2 − r2〉). (1.23)

In �gure 1.4 the resulting orbitals are illustrated. It is seen that the eπ
g± and eσ

g±
orbitals are highly symmetric whereas the a1g orbital looks like a 3z2−r2 orbital but
is rotated towards the (1 1 1) direction. Thus, for trigonal symmetry one expects
only a strong polarisation dependence for excitations into unoccupied states with an
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a1g symmetry. When the example given above with a d9 central ion in a tetragonal
symmetry environment is applied to trigonal symmetry, then, di�erent from the
tetragonal case, no strong polarisation dependence will be expected for any trigonal
distortion. Here, an interesting example is the polarisation dependence of a d5

con�guration in high and low spin states, respectively. For weak crystal �elds,
Hund's exchange energy (JH) is comparably strong and therefore the system will
be in a high spin state with S = 5/2. For crystal �elds of about 3 eV this situation
changes and the system reorganises its spin state to a low one with S = 1/2. In the
latter case, one main peak is expected for excitations into eσ

g levels and a weaker
peak at lower energies for excitations into a1g levels, whereas the high spin case
allows all di�erent excitation levels and therefore should show more than two peaks
in its spectrum.

1.2 Magnetisation and transport measurements
In this work, not only spectroscopic methods were used, but also some magnetisa-
tion and transport measurements will be presented. Obviously, these measurements
are not the main part of this thesis and therefore should be addressed only brie�y.
Measurements of the magnetisation have been either carried out in a Quantum De-
sign MPMS system (SQUID) or in a home�made vibrating sample magnetometer
which allows measurements in external magnetic �elds up to 15T [20]. The under-
lying principle of this instrument is to move the (magnetic) sample in an external
�eld. The magnetic sample vibrates in the center of a pair of coils, which induces
a periodical modulated voltage in these coils. The induced signal is proportional
to the (known) frequency and amplitude of the movement of the sample as well as
to its magnetic moment. A very detailed description of this magnetometer can be
found in the doctoral thesis of Markus Hücker [20], but also (less detailed) in some
other doctoral and Diploma theses (c.f. [21,22]). Measurements of the speci�c heat
were carried out in a Quantum Design PPMS system.

1.3 High energy and resonant X�ray scattering
Beside spectroscopic methods and magnetisation and transport measurements, high
energy and resonant X�ray scattering has been applied in this work. The high energy
X�ray scattering experiments were performed at the BW5 beamline at HASYLAB at
DESY, Hamburg, on a triple�crystal di�ractometer for high energy X�ray scattering
together with J. Geck, and with M. v. Zimmermann as the beamline scientist (a
detailed experimetal setup is described in the literature [23]). The resonant X�ray
experiments were performed at the Mags7 beamline at Bessy II, Berlin, together
with J. Geck, and with R. Feyerherm as the beamline scientist.
In the following, a short introduction to the theory of scattering and its advantages

will be given. It is the aim of this section to provide the reader with the basic
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knowledge of X�ray scattering so that he or she can easily follow the discussion
of the data given below and understand the arguments. Since this work is not
primarily dealing with X�ray scattering, a full and advanced description of this
powerful method is beyond the scope of the thesis. For a deeper insight some
textbooks and doctoral theses are recommended (c.f. [24�28]).

1.3.1 Elastic non-resonant scattering
Under the in�uence of the electromagnetic �eld of the incoming wave the electrons
of the ions inside a crystal start to vibrate and emit light of the same frequency.
These rays interfere with each other, leading to an intensity pattern that depends on
the structure of the crystal. The most general description of the interference while
assuming translational symmetry, is the Bragg equation

nλ = 2d sin θ, (1.24)

where the di�erence in path length between beams scattered by two adjacent lattice
planes with distance d has to be a multiple n of the wavelength λ, 2θ is the scattering
angle, i.e. the angle between the incoming and outgoing beam. In order to describe
the reciprocal space, the Miller indices h, k, l have been introduced that describe the
coordinates of points in the reciprocal space. The distance d between two adjacent
planes in the real space is connected to the Miller indices; the easiest example is a
system with cubic symmetry so that

1

d2
hkl

=
h2 + l2 + k2

a2
, (1.25)

where a is the lattice parameter in real space.
Since the incoming light is scattered by the electrons in the crystal, the measured
intensity of a given re�ection (h k l) depends on the electron density distribution. Its
Fourier transform yields the structure factor which represents the total of a scattered
wave corresponding to a given (h k l) re�ection:

Fhkl =

∫ a

0

∫ b

0

∫ c

0

ρ(x, y, z) exp
[− 2πi

(hx

a
+

hy

b
+

hz

c

)]
dx dy dz. (1.26)

In practice, this equation is di�cult to solve. Therefore, an approximation is applied,
in which the atoms in the unit cell are treated as point charges to which speci�c
atomic scattering factors f are attached. This reduces the equation above to

Fhkl =
N∑
j

fj exp
[− 2πi

(
hxj + kyj + lzj

)]
. (1.27)

The measured intensity is proportional to the square of the structure factor:

Ihkl ∝ |Fhkl|2. (1.28)
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The intensities of the measured re�ections depend on the crystal structure. This is
best illustrated by way of an easy example like a system having only one kind of atom
in a body centered cubic structure. In this structure atoms with the same scattering
factor f are located at two positions: r1 = (0, 0, 0) and r2 = (1/2, 1/2, 1/2).
Equation (1.27) then becomes

Fhkl = f(1 + e−iπ(h+k+l)) =

{
0 for h + k + l = odd
2π for h + k + l = even

(1.29)

Consequently, systematic re�ections with zero intensity called "forbidden" re�ec-
tions are generated.
In general, forbidden re�ections become important when the structure changes due

to variations of the external conditions such as temperature and pressure. In this
work, X�ray scattering was used mainly to investigate ordering e�ects as a function
of temperature. The idea behind the method is very simple. Let us assume that only
one atomic species is involved and that there are two symmetrically non-equivalent
sites that the atoms can occupy. At high temperatures, these sites are randomly
occupied leading to a structure characterised by allowed and forbidden re�ections.
At decreasing temperatures these atoms start to order in such a way that one site is
energetically preferred over the other. This leads to a change in the structure and a
di�erent (larger) unit cell. However, since the same indexing scheme is used for the
high and low temperature structures, formerly forbidden re�ections begin to show
up which is a strong evidence for ordering e�ects. From a collection of formerly
forbidden re�ections one can estimate the kind of the ordering pattern.
For such investigations high energy X�rays (∼100 keV) are advantageous since there
the penetration depth is very large so that true bulk properties can be measured.
In addition, there will be no absorption and extinction e�ects.

1.3.2 Elastic resonant scattering
As mentioned earlier, the structure factor and thus the re�ection intensity depend
on the electron density. In the investigated system NaxCoO2 the Na sites are only
partially occupied possibly leading to ordering e�ects whereas the Co and O sites are
�xed and therefore cannot contribute to the ordering reaction. However, because the
valence of the Co ions is either 4+ or 3+, charge order may occur. Such an ordering
in which e�ectively only one electron is involved, is easily screened by Na ordering
and is therefore di�cult to observe. The main trick to verify charge ordering is to
tune the energy of the incoming X�ray beam to a resonance energy of the ion in
question, e.g. cobalt at the Co K�edge at about 7710 eV. Due to resonance at the
Co K�edge an electron is excited from an 1s core level to an unoccupied 4p state.
In a charge ordered phase, the valence state of di�erent ions varies. This may lead
to di�erent resonance energies and polarisation dependencies as well as to to form
factors that depend on the valency. Therefore, resonant X�ray scattering is very
sensitive to charge, spin, and orbital ordering. Again, the most interesting re�ections
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Figure 1.5: Sketch of the
geometry in a resonant X�ray
scattering experiment. σ and
π denote the polarisation of
the incident and outgoing light
wave, ki and kf are the ini-
tial and �nal wave vectors, ϑ
is the scattering angle. The
analyzer can be changed from
detection of π polarised light
(ΦA = 0◦) to σ polarised light
(ΦA = 90◦). Figure taken from
Ref. [27].
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are the ones that are forbidden by symmetry when the energy of the incident photons
is tuned through the Co K�edge. In the scattering process for energies o� the
resonance, the particles (electrons) are accelerated by the incident wave and therefore
start to emit radiation so that the wave is scattered (Thomson scattering). The
particle moves in the direction of the oscillating electric �eld of the incoming light
wave, resulting in electromagnetic dipole radiation. In the non�relativistic case, the
moving particle radiates most strongly in a direction perpendicular to its motion.
Therefore, the light scattered from a small volume element will be more or less
polarised. In �gure 1.5 the scattering process is illustrated. If the incoming light is σ
polarised (as it was during the experiment), the outgoing light should be π polarised
due to Thomson scattering. The analyzer can be switched between detection of π
and σ polarised light. If the energy of the incoming beam is set to the resonance,
the absorption process takes place, too. Since the 1s orbital has a spherical shape,
its electrons can be equally excited for any polarisation. In the 4p �nal state, the
electrons can be excited into the px, py, and pz orbitals, obeying the selection rules
(see the �rst section). Therefore, in resonant scattering the omitted light is mainly
σ polarised. This fact reduces the ions that are involved in the scattering process
to only one species, namely the one which is involved in the absorption process (i.e.
the transition metal ion) so that its charge, spin and/or orbital ordering can be
investigated.



Chapter 2

Some theoretical aspects

In this chapter a short introduction to some theoretical methods applied in this work
will be given. This helps to better understand the methods and tricks used in the
calculation of X�ray absorption and photoemission spectra explained later in the
text. The theory of atomic spectra plays an important role in the calculation of the
energies of di�erent electronic con�gurations and in the understanding of the origin
of multiplet splitting due to Coulomb interactions between two electrons (or holes).
The theory of symmetry as outlined in section 2.2 is of great help when in chapter
5.3 the various basis functions are constructed and the spectra are calculated.

2.1 Theory of atomic spectra
The theoretical description of experimental spectra also requires a basic knowledge
of the internal interactions in the electronic con�guration. An important part in this
�eld is played by the Coulomb and exchange interactions between the outer elec-
trons (holes) which lead to the well known multiplet structure in optical spectra. In
this chapter, these interactions as well as their calculation and also the calculation
of energy levels will be shortly explained as they become necessary for the calcu-
lation of X�ray absorption spectra as explained later on. For a deeper insight into
this huge and interesting �eld the books by E.U. Condon and G.H. Shortely [29],
W.A. Harrison [30], C.L. Ballhausen [31], or J.W. Negele and H. Orland [32] are
recommended.

Evaluation of the matrix elements 〈ab|1r |cd〉
Not considering the Coulomb and exchange interactions all d orbitals have the same
energy. The Coulomb repulsion g(i, j) =

∑
i>j(e

2/rij) with rij = |ri − rj| destroys
the degeneracy. This interaction thus is responsible for the separation of di�erent
groups of multiplets in the spectrum of an ion. The main task now is the calculation
of the matrix elements 〈ab| e2

r12
|cd〉 between two electrons (or holes) 1 and 2 in the

17
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ml m′
l k = 0 k = 2 k = 4 ml m′

l k = 0 k = 2 k = 4

±2 ±2 +1 −
√

4
7

+ 1
21

0 0 +1 +
√

4
7

+
√

36
21

±2 ±1 0 +
√

6
7

−
√

5
21

±2 ∓2 0 0 +
√

70
21

±2 0 0 −
√

4
7

+
√

15
21

±2 ∓1 0 0 −
√

35
21

±1 ±1 +1 +1
7

−
√

16
21

±1 ∓1 0 −
√

6
7

−
√

40
21

±1 0 0 +1
7

+
√

30
21

|ml| |m′
l| k = 2 k = 4

2 2 4
49

1
441

2 1 − 2
49

− 4
441

2 0 − 4
49

6
441

1 1 1
49

16
441

1 0 2
49

− 24
441

0 0 4
49

36
441

Table 2.1: Top: Values of ck for l =
l′ = 2. A complete list for l = 0...3 is
given in the book of J.C. Slater [33]. Left:
Values of ak(nml, l

′m′
l) = ak(l′m′

l, nml)
for l = l′ = 2, and k = 2 and k = 4.

orbitals a, b, c, or d (a and b in the state ab, and c and d in the state cd):

〈ab| 1

r12

|cd〉 =

∫ ∫
a∗(1)b∗(2)

e2

r12

d(2)c(1)dτ1dτ2 (2.1)

with the single electron wave function a(i) = Rnl(ri)Y
ml
l (θi, φi) as for the hydrogen�

like atom. Y ml
l (θi, φi) is a normalised spherical harmonic, and dτ = r sin θdθdφ

is the space element. Expanding 1
r12

in spherical harmonics and using Y m
l =

Pm
l (cos(θ)) 1√

2π
eimφ, where Pm

l (cos(θ)) is a normalised Legendre function, yields

〈ab| 1

r12

|cd〉 = δ(ma
s ,m

c
s)δ(m

b
s,m

d
s)δ(m

a
l + mb

l ,m
c
l + md

l )

×
∞∑

k=0

ck(lama
l , l

cmc
l )c

k(ldmd
l , l

bmb
l ) ·Rk(abcd). (2.2)

ck(lml, l
′m′

l) and Rk(abcd) can be calculated from the following expressions,

ck(lml, l
′m′

l) =

√
2

2k + 1

∫ π

0

P
ml−m′

l
k (cos θ)Pml

l (cos θ)P
m′

l

l′ (cos θ) sin θdθ

Rk(abcd) = e2

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0

rk
<

rk+1
>

R1(a)R2(b)R1(c)R2(d)r2
1r

2
2dr1dr2, (2.3)

with r< being the smaller and r> being the larger of r1 and r2. Note that ck(lml, l
′m′

l) =
0 if either k > l + l′ or if k is odd for l = l′ as for d− d interaction. In Table 2.1 the
resulting values for ck are listed for l = l′ = 2. Therefrom the Coulomb integral J
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Slater�Condon Normalised Racah
F 0 F0 = F 0 A = F0 − 49F4

F 2 F2 = F 2/49 B = F2 − 5F4

F 4 F4 = F 4/441 C = 35F4

F 0 = 8.0 F0 = 8.0 A = 7.3
F 2 = 10.0 F2 = 0.21 B = 0.13
F 4 = 6.2 F4 = 0.014 C = 0.49

Table 2.2: A
comparison of the
Slater�Condon para-
meters F k with the
normalised Slater�
Condon parameters
Fk and the Racah
parameters. Numbers
are in eV.

and and the exchange integral K are de�ned as

J(a, b) = 〈ab| 1

r12

|ab〉

K(a, b) = 〈ab| 1

r12

|ba〉. (2.4)

Further de�nitions include

ak(lama
l , l

bmb
l ) = ck(lama

l , l
ama

l )c
k(lbmb

l , l
bmb

l )

bk(lama
l , l

bmb
l ) =

[
ck(lama

l , l
bmb

l )
]2

. (2.5)

For equivalent electrons it is

F k = Rk(nalanblb, nalanblb) and
Gk = Rk(nalanblb, nblbnala). (2.6)

Sometimes normalised values are used for F k in such a way that Fk = F k/Dk, where
Dk is the denominator of the corresponding a's and b's, for example F2 = F 2/49 or
F4 = F 4/441. They are called the Slater�Condon parameters. It turns out that F2

and F4 are hardly screened and therefore di�er only slightly from the values of the
free ion. Additionally, the Slater�Condon parameters have approximately a constant
ratio: F 4 ≈ 0.62F 2 or F4 ≈ 0.07F2.
In some publications the so�called Racah parameters are used. They have a �xed
relation to the Slater�Condon parameters. In table 2.1 the Slater�Condon, the
normalised Slater�Condon, and the Racah parameters are listed. The value F0 =
8.0 eV is just an example, whereas F2 and F4 are real values.
When a formerly free ion is incorporated into a crystal, it is not 'free' any more, but

feels the in�uence of the surrounding ligands. Therefore, the Hamiltonian describing
such an anion has to be expanded as

H = Hf + V , (2.7)

where Hf describes the free ion and V the potential provided by the ligands. It
perturbs the eigenvalues of the free ion. The �rst question arising from equation
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(2.7) is how V compares to the two other perturbing quantities in the Hamiltonian
of the free ion, namely the electron repulsion

∑
e2/rij and the spin�orbit coupling

term
∑

ξ(r)il · s. Here, three cases can be realised:

(i) V < ξ(r)l · s
(ii) ξ(r)l · s < V <

e2

rij

(iii) V >
e2

rij

(2.8)

In the literature the second case is called 'weak crystalline �eld case' and the
third case 'strong crystalline �eld case'. Analytically, there is a smooth crossover
between the three cases, the di�erence between them is mainly a di�erent choice of
the starting point. The complexes of the rare earth elements are found in case (i),
while the complexes of the �rst transition group are found between case (ii) and
(iii). The complexes of the second and third transition series are approximated best
as 'covalent' complexes, i.e. case (iii).

Obviously the symmetry of V plays an important role since V must transform as
the representations in the symmetry group of the complex (c.f. section 2.2). This
follows to the fact, that the Hamiltonian for the system must remain invariant under
all symmetry operations.

The 3d transition metal complexes of the NaxCoO2 system are known for their
strong crystalline �elds. Therefore, the calculations of the spectra of the system
NaxCoO2 presented later correspond to an intermediate case between the second
and third cases. In the strong �eld case, the crystalline �eld splitting parameter
Dq is large enough to cause the orbital motion of the electrons to be determined
by the lattice site symmetry rather than by the interactions between the electrons.
In simple words, the crystal �eld wins over Hund's rule. In a cubic �eld, �rst, the
lower lying t2g states (for electrons) will be �lled and only then the higher lying eg

levels will be occupied. The Coulomb repulsions are responsible for the separations
of the di�erent groups of multiplets in the spectrum of the free ion. In order to
calculate the energies one simply has to count the number of electrons in the t2g and
eg orbitals with E(t2g) = −4Dq and E(eg) = 6Dq and needs to know the Coulomb
(J) and exchange (K) integrals using the orbitals of the t2g and eg states as a basis.

In order to explain how to calculate the Coulomb and exchange integrals, two
examples (one for each integral) will be given.
From group theoretical considerations it is known that there are two irreducible
representations eg (two dimensional) and t2g (three dimensional) in the Oh symmetry
group, so that there are �ve linear combinations of the d orbitals in the group Oh.
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a b c d 〈ab|1/r12|cd〉
J(z2, z2) z2 z2 z2 z2 F0 + 4F2 + 36F4 = Udd

J(x2 − y2, x2 − y2) x2 − y2 x2 − y2 x2 − y2 x2 − y2 F0 + 4F2 + 36F4 = Udd

J(xy, xy) xy xy xy xy F0 + 4F2 + 36F4 = Udd

J(zx, zx) zx zx zx zx F0 + 4F2 + 36F4 = Udd

J(yz, yz) yz yz yz yz F0 + 4F2 + 36F4 = Udd

K(xy, yz) xy yz yz xy 3F2 + 20F4 = JH(t2g)
K(xy, zx) xy zx zx xy 3F2 + 20F4 = JH(t2g)
K(zx, yz) zx yz yz zx 3F2 + 20F4 = JH(t2g)
K(z2, x2 − y2) z2 x2 − y2 x2 − y2 z2 4F2 + 15F4 = JH(eg)

Table 2.3: Examples of the matrix elements 〈ab| 1
r12
|cd〉 di�erent from zero. Only

the values of the t2g and eg on�site Coulomb energy Udd and the Hund energy JH are
given. A complete list of all 3d interactions is given in appendix A.1.

For l = 2 they are

dx2−y2 =
1√
2
(d2 + d−2) =

√
3

2
(x2 − y2)

d3z2−r2 = d0 =
1

2
(3z2 − r2)

dxy =
1

i
√

2
(d2 − d−2) =

√
3(xy)

dyz = − 1

i
√

2
(d1 + d−1) =

√
3(yz)

dzx = − 1√
2
(d1 − d−1) =

√
3(zx)

(2.9)

Note that the eg and t2g orbitals are real by taking linear combinations of dm and
d−m. With these equations, equation (2.2), table 2.1, and normalised Fk's one can
calculate for example J(zx, yz) and K(zx, yz) as:

J(zx, yz) = 〈zx, yz|1
r
|zx, yz〉

=

∫
(zx)∗(1)(yz)∗(2)

1

r
(zx)(1)(yz)(2)dτ

=
1

4

∫
(d1 − d−1)

∗(1)(d1 + d−1)
∗(2)

1

r
(d1 − d−1)(1)(d1 + d−1)(2)dτ

= F0 − 2F2 − 4F4 and (2.10)
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K(zx, yz) = 〈zx, yz|1
r
|yz, zx〉

=

∫
(zx)∗(1)(yz)∗(2)

1

r
(yz)(1)(zx)(2)dτ

=
1

4

∫
(d1 − d−1)

∗(1)(d1 + d−1)
∗(2)

1

r
(d1 + d−1)(1)(d1 − d−1)(2)dτ

= 3F2 + 20F4 (2.11)

In this way all matrix elements can be calculated. In table 2.3 examples of the
matrix elements 〈ab| 1

r12
|cd〉 di�erent from zero are given for the t2g and eg on�site

Coulomb energy Udd and the Hund energy JH . In appendix A.1 a complete list for
all integrals between d�d electrons (holes) can be found.

2.2 Group theory
Group theory is an important tool in ligand �eld theory and simpli�es the calcula-
tions dramatically. Even though there are lots of good textbooks dealing with group
theory, for reasons of completeness a short introduction to this topic is given here.
It will help the reader to understand the arguments used later in chapter 5.3. For
a deeper insight into group theory the books from Landau and Lifshitz (Ref. [34]),
Cornwell (Ref. [35]) or Tinkham (Ref. [36]) are recommended. All proofs of the
theorems given below can be found in these references.
In this section, important de�nitions and terms are given and explained, followed

by an introduction into the concept of representations of groups. After general
remarks, an example for D4 symmetry will be presented to clarify what will have
been explained. In order to �nd the correct basis functions of a system, the main
role is played by the projection operators that are explained next, followed by the
multiplication tables used for the combination of states in di�erent symmetries.

Introduction
Group theory provides the mathematical framework that allows to dead with sym-
metry properties of systems. The main goal of group theory in X�ray absorption
spectroscopy is a systematic method to classify the ground, intermediate and �nal
states within a certain symmetry.
A group is de�ned as a set of elements that satisfy four requirements:

• A group is closed, i.e. the product of two elements of a group is also an element
of this group.
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• Multiplication is associative, i.e. the product of three elements e1, e2 and e3

leads to the same result wether the calculation is carried out as (e1e2)e3 or
e1(e2e3). Note that a commutative multiplication e1e2 = e2e1 only exists in
Abelian groups.

• There is a unit element, i.e. a unit element multiplied with any element yields
that element again.

• There is an inverse element, i.e. the inverse element multiplied with its corre-
sponding element yields the unit element.

Typically, the elements contained in point groups like Oh, D4h, or D3d are the rel-
evant symmetry operations of the object under study such as the identity operation
E, rotations C, for example a C2z operation that represents a two-fold rotation (180
degrees) around the z-axis , inversion in the center of symmetry I, re�ections σ, and
rotary re�ections S. The total number of elements in a group is called its order.
Two elements A and B are said to be conjugate if

A = CBC−1

where C is also an element of the group. From this it follows that B = C−1AC. An
important property of conjugate elements is the following. When A is conjugate to
B, and B to C, then A is conjugate to C, too. If B = P−1AP , C = Q−1BQ (P and
Q being elements of the group), it follows that C = (PQ)−1A(PQ) 1, which denotes
sets of conjugate elements of a group. Such sets are called classes of conjugate
elements, or simply classes of the group. Each class is determined by any element of
it, by a given A. The whole class is obtained by forming the products DAD−1, where
D is successively every element of the group. Thus one can divide the whole group
into classes where each element can appear only in one class. The unit element is
a class of its own since for any element of the group it is DED−1 = E. In the Oh

symmetry group for example, there are �ve classes with their elements being the
unit element, 8 three-fold rotations, 3 two-fold rotations, 6 four-fold rotations and
another 6 two-fold rotations, in total 24 elements, i.e. the order is 24.

Representation of groups
By applying a symmetry operation P (T ) of a group element T of a group G on
a function ψi, one gets another function, usually di�erent from the original one.
Every possible operation will lead to another function so that one gets a number
of functions that is equal to or less than the order g of the group. It can happen
that some of these functions are linearly dependent so one �nally gets f linearly
independent (basis) functions ψ1, ..., ψf with f ≤ g. In other words, the P (T )
operators can be seen as operators that act on ψi which can be written as

P (T )ψi =
∑

k

Γki(T )ψk (2.12)

1here the relation (AB)−1 = B−1A−1 has been used
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with Γki(T ) being constants that depend on the transformation T in such a way
that Γki(T ) =

∫
ψ∗kΓ(T )ψidq, where all basis functions ψi are orthonormal. Each

symmetry element is identi�ed with a certain matrix that follows the known ma-
trix multiplication rule for the product of two matrices (elements) Γ(T ) and Γ(Q);
Γ(TQ)ik =

∑
l Γil(T )Γlk(Q). Such a set of matrices is called a representation of a

group. The functions ψ1, ..., ψf that de�ne the matrices are called the basis and their
number f is called the dimension of the representation.
Representations that can be constructed by linear transformations of the same sets

of basis functions are called equivalent. All matrices of the same class of equivalent
representations have in common that their traces are identical. Therefore, the trace
is a useful description of a set of equivalent representations of the group. It is called
character and will be denoted with χ(T ) in the following.
A representation is called reducible, if the basis functions of a representation of

dimension f can be divided into sets of functions of dimension f1, f2, ... and in such
a way that, if any element of the group acts on them the functions in each set are
transformed only into combinations of themselves. If the number of basis functions
of a given representation that are transformed only into combinations of them-
selves cannot be reduced by any linear transformation of them, the representation
is called irreducible. Therefore, reducible representations are linear combinations of
irreducible representations. It can be shown, that the number of irreducible repre-
sentations is equal to the number of classes in a group (see for example Ref. [35]).
For α and β being two irreducible representations of a group G with group elements

T one �nds ∑
T∈G

Γ
(α)
ik (T )Γ

(β)
lm (T )∗ =

g

fα

δαβδilδkm. (2.13)

If both sides of the above equation are summed over the pairs of indices i, k and
l, m, one gets the orthogonality relation of the characters of the group

∑
T∈G

χ(α)(T )χ(β)(T )∗ = gδαβ. (2.14)

Naturally, an important point is how to �nd the irreducible representations of
a given group. From the equation above, from χ(T ) being the characters of a
reducible representation of dimension f , and the numbers n(1), n(2), ..., n(r) giving the
multiplicity of their corresponding irreducible representations within the reducible
representation, it is

r∑

β=1

n(β)fβ = f. (2.15)

Then the characters χ(T ) can be written as

χ(T ) =
r∑

β=1

n(β)χβ(T ). (2.16)
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If this equation is now multiplied by χ(α)(T )∗ and summed over all T , one gets with
equation (2.14)

n(α) =
1

g

∑
T∈G

χ(T )χ(α)(T )∗. (2.17)

If the elements T and Q are conjugate, then they have the same character χ(T ) =
χ(Q). From this it follows, that

n(α) =
1

g

r∑

k=1

Nkχ(Ck)χ
(α)(Ck)

∗, (2.18)

where the summation is over the classes C, Nk is the number of elements in the
kth class Ck with

∑
Nk = g. This equation allows to easily divide reducible into

irreducible representations if their characters are known. If the number of classes
(and irreducible representations) of a group is n, then it can be shown that f 2

1 +
f 2

2 + ... + f 2
n = g.

For a better understanding of the usefulness of the above derived equations, a
special example with a 3d electron in the middle of a square lattice, will be outlined.
For a free ion, the d orbitals are �vefold degenerate with their wave functions being

ψ3,2,ml
= R3,2(r)P

ml
2 (cosθ)

eimlφ

√
2π

(2.19)

with |ml| ≤ 2. The point group that describes the symmetry is D4h, but for sim-
plicity we use the subgroup D4, its character table is given in table 2.4. A rotation
around an axis through the angle φ so that ψ1 · · · ψ5 are quantized with respect to
that axis carries φ over in φ + Φ. That changes equation (2.19) into

ψ3,2,ml
= R3,2(r)P

ml
2 (cosθ)

eiml(φ+Φ)

√
2π

. (2.20)

Such a rotation is given by the 5× 5 matrix



eilΦ · · · 0

0 ei(l−1)Φ ...
... . . .
0 · · · e−ilΦ


 (2.21)

that is, the character of a rotation χ(Φ) is given by

χ(Φ) = eilΦ + ei(l−1)Φ + · · ·+ e−ilΦ = e−ilΦ

2l∑
n=0

(eiΦ)n =
sin(l + 1/2)Φ

sin(Φ/2)
(2.22)

As a result, one �nds

Φ = π χ(C2) = (−1)l

Φ =
π

2
χ(C4) =

{
1 l = 0, 1, 4, 5, ...
−1 l = 2, 3, 6, 7, ...
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D4 E 2C4 C2 2C′
2 2C′′

2

A1 Γ1 1 1 1 1 1
A2 Γ2 1 1 1 -1 -1
B1 Γ3 1 -1 1 1 -1
B2 Γ4 1 -1 1 -1 1
E Γ5 2 0 -2 0 0

O E 8C3 3C2 6C4 6C′
2

A1 Γ1 1 1 1 1 1
A2 Γ2 1 1 1 -1 -1
E Γ3 2 -1 2 0 0
T1 Γ4 3 0 -1 1 -1
T2 Γ5 3 0 -1 -1 1

Table 2.4: Character table for the point groups D4 (left) and O (right). The Bethe
notation (Γ1, etc.) is most common in physics while the Mullikan notation (A1g,...) is
most familiar in chemistry. In this work mainly the Mullikan notation will be used,
the Bethe notation is mentioned for completeness. Note that the Bethe symbols Γ1

... Γn describe only one symmetry group, for example Γ2 in the Oh symmetry group
describes a di�erent irreducible representation than Γ2 in the D4 symmetry group.
In the Mullikan notation, A and B represent one dimensional representations with
symmetric (A) and antisymmetric (B) basis functions with respect to rotations about
a principal axis of the nth order, E stands for two�dimensional representations and
T for three�dimensional ones. The primes distinguish between di�erent classes and
g (gerade) and u (ungerade) denote the symmetry with respect to inversion. The
numbers written together with the classes give the umber of elements within one class,
for example 6C2 means that there are 6 two�fold rotational axis in this class.

The characters of the 5 classes of the representation spanned by the �ve d orbitals
are then

E 2C4 C2 2C ′
2 2C ′′

2

5 −1 1 1 1

Using formula 2.18 and the character table for D4 (table 2.4), it is

n1 = n(Γ1) = n(a1)
= 1/8(1 · 5 · 1 + 2 · (−1) · 1 + 1 · 1 · 1 + 2 · 1 · 1 + 2 · 1 · 1 = 1

n2 = n(Γ2) = n(a2)
= 1/8(1 · 5 · 1 + 2 · (−1) · 1 + 1 · 1 · 1 + 2 · 1 · (−1) + 2 · 1 · (−1) = 0

n3 = n(Γ3) = n(b1)
= 1/8(1 · 5 · 1 + 2 · (−1) · (−1) + 1 · 1 · 1 + 2 · 1 · 1 + 2 · 1 · (−1) = 1

n4 = n(Γ4) = n(b2)
= 1/8(1 · 5 · 1 + 2 · (−1) · (−1) + 1 · 1 · 1 + 2 · 1 · (−1) + 2 · 1 · 1 = 1

n5 = n(Γ5) = n(e)
= 1/8(1 · 5 · 2 + 2 · (−1) · 0 + 1 · 1 · (−2) + 2 · 1 · 0 + 2 · 1 · 0 = 1

In other words, the representation spanned by �ve d orbitals is a reducible repre-
sentation made up by the irreducible representation a1, b1, b2, and e. The �vefold
degeneracy of the d orbitals is removed in the D4 point group, and we get three
non-degenerate levels and one two-fold degenerate level.
The nomenclature of the di�erent representations (for example a1, b1, b2, and e in

the D4 point group) is rather simple. a and b represent one�dimensional represen-
tations where a corresponds to symmetric base functions and b to antisymmetric
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base functions. e stands for two�dimensional, f (or more commonly t) for three�
dimensional, and g for four-dimensional representations. In order to distinguish
within the various one�, two�, three�, or four�dimensional groups between the rep-
resentations, a number (1 or 2) put down as a subscript is used. The subscripts g
(gerade) and u (ungerade) explain the symmetry with respect to the inversion; if
the representations do not change sign under the inversion operator i, it is called
gerade (g), if it changes its sign, it is called ungerade (u).

Projection operators
An important tool given by group theory is the projector P . It is particularly
important in the applications on quantum mechanics, especially for the generation of
basis functions of irreducible representations of crystallographic point groups. If Γα

is a unitary irreducible representation of dimension fα of a �nite group G of order g.
Γ

(α)
mn(T ) represents the (m,n)th element of the matrix Γ(T ) of the symmetry element

T . The subscript (α) denotes the irreducible representation. Then the projection
operators are de�ned by

P(α)
mn =

fα

g

∑
T∈G

Γ(α)
mn(T )∗P (T ), (2.23)

with P (T ) being the symmetry operator that transforms a function ψ such that
ψ′ = P (T )ψ. In some cases it is practical to use P (T )ψ

(α)
n (r) =

∑fα

m=1 Γ
(α)
mn(T )ψ

(α)
m (r)

(c.f. equation (2.12)). Then equation (2.23) can be expanded as

P(α)
mnψ(α)

n (r) =
fα

g

∑
T∈G

Γ(α)
mn(T )∗(

fα∑
m=1

Γ(α)
mn(T )ψ(α)

m (r)). (2.24)

Together with the following rules this equation is a very powerful tool for the �nding
of the basis functions of a given problem.
The projection operators P follow four important properties:
(i) For any two functions φ(r) and ψ(r) it is

(Pα
mnφ, ψ) = (φ,Pα

mnψ). (2.25)

(ii) For any two projection operators Pα
mn and Pβ

jk, it is

Pα
mnPβ

jk = δαβδnjPα
mk. (2.26)

(iii) If ψβ
1 (r), ψβ

2 (r), ... are basis functions transforming as the unitary irreducible
representation Γα of G, then

Pα
mnψ

β
j (r) = δαβδnjψ

α
m(r). (2.27)
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(iv) For any function ψ(r), it is

Pα
nnψ(r) = aα

nψα
n(r), (2.28)

where aα
n and ψα

n(r) are the coe�cient and basis function of the expansion of ψ(r)2

that relate to the nth row of Γα.
These equations are a very powerful tool in order to �nd all basis functions since

only one basis function is necessary to �nd the unknown basis functions from a
symmetry transformation. As an example one could think of the still missing basis
functions of the example given above of the D4 point group. We know that its
symmetry group is D4 and we also know the four irreducible representations to be
a1, b1, b2, and e. If the projector acts on a function ψlm, it can yield zero. If it leads
to a non vanishing result, the �rst basis function has been found (it may not be
normalised yet). The other basis functions for symmetries with a dimension greater
than one can be obtained by applying a symmetry transformation to the former.

Multiplication tables
Finally, the multiplication of elements of di�erent symmetries will be explained,
since it will become important in the theory of X�ray absorption spectra.
The direct product of two matrices A and B with A being a m×m matrix and B
being a n× n matrix, is given by

(A×B)ks,lt = AklBst. (2.29)

If Γα and Γβ are two unitary irreducible representations of a group G of dimensions
fα and fβ, then their direct product

Γ(T ) = Γα(T )Γβ(T ) (2.30)
2Any function ψ(r) can be written as a linear combination of basis functions of the unitary

irreducible representations of a group G of coordinate transformations in R3. That is

ψ(r) =
∑
α

fα∑

j=1

aα
j ψα

j (r),

where ψα
j (r) is a normalised basis function transforming as the jth row of the dα�dimensional

unitary irreducible representation Γα of G, aα
j are a set of complex numbers and the sum over α

is over all the inequivalent unitary irreducible representations of G.

O A1 A2 T1 T2 E

A1 A1 A2 T1 T2 E
A2 A2 A1 T2 T1 E
T1 T1 T2 T1 + T2 + E + A1 T1 + T2 + E + A2 T1 + T2

T2 T2 T1 T1 + T2 + E + A2 T1 + T2 + E + A1 T1 + T2

E E E T1 + T2 T1 + T2 A1 + A2 + E

Table 2.5: Multiplication table for O symmetry
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for all T ∈ G gives a unitary representation of G of dimension fαfβ. The character
χ(T ) of T ∈ G in this representation is given by

χ(T ) = χα(T )χβ(T ). (2.31)

Knowing the characters of the direct product representation, we can decompose it
into irreducible representations using equation (2.18). So practically, the multiplica-
tion of two representations can be constructed directly from their character tables.
For example, E ⊗ E = A1 + A2 + E, a result that can be derived by multiplying
the characters belonging to the same class of the two multiplied representations.
Here E ⊗ E gives the characters 4,1,4,0,0. As one can see in the character tables
that such a combination can only be derived for A1 + A2 + E. In the same way
a multiplication table for a symmetry can be derived. In table 2.5 such a table is
given for O symmetry.



Chapter 3

The layered cobaltates NaxCoO2
and their hydrated derivatives

In recent years, investigations of the system NaxCoO2 have been very active due to its
many interesting and unusual transport, magnetic and superconducting properties
of this system. For example, NaxCoO2 shows an exceptionally high thermopower
over the doping range of 0.5 ≤ x ≤ 0.9, while also displaying low resistivity and low
thermal conductivity [37�39]. Such properties are wanted in materials which have
potential technological applications in refrigeration. In 2003, Takada and co-workers
found a superconducting state in Na0.35CoO2 · 1.3H2O at temperatures lower than
5K [40]. Especially the discovery of superconductivity in a layered system that does
not contain copper triggered an enormous interest in this compound.
In this thesis, the physics of the system NaxCoO2 will be described in detail. In

this chapter an introduction to the material will be given �rst (section 3.1), followed
by an introduction to the sample preparation (section 3.2) and a discussion of the
magnetic and transport properties. Possible ordering e�ects for each region of the
phase diagram together with results of X�ray scattering experiments and magneti-
sation measurements will also be discussed (section 3.3-3.6). In the following main
chapter the electronic structure will be described in great detail using experimental
(NEXAFS and XPS) and theoretical results (cluster calculations).

3.1 Introduction
The system NaxCoO2 was mentioned for the �rst time in 1974 by M. von Jansen and
R. Hoppe [41] in their article 'Notiz zur Kenntnis der Oxocobaltate des Natriums'.
In this article, they report about the crystal structure and results of magnetisation
measurements of NaCoO2 and NaCo2O4. They found NaCoO2 to crystallise in the
α�NaFeO2 structure type with the space group D5

3d −R3̄m in a low spin con�gura-
tion, and NaCo2O4 to belong to the space group D6

6 − P6322.
The crystal structure of NaxCoO2 consists of quasi two dimensional CoO2 layers
stacked along the crystallographic c�axis, separated by Na layers. Within the CoO2

30
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Co

Figure 3.1: Right: Illustra-
tion of the crystal structure of
the non-hydrated parent com-
pound Na0.61CoO2 (a) and
the fully hydrated compound
Na0.33CoO2 · 1.3H2O (b). The water
molecules are placed above and
below the Na planes. Figure taken
from Ref. [44]. Top: Sketch of a top
view of a CoO2 plane.

layers the Co ions are surrounded by O6 "octahedra" (see �gure 3.1), that are trigo-
nally distorted [42,43]. As a layered transition�metal oxide this system looks similar
to the high temperature superconductors (HTSC's). However, the CoO2 layers are
di�erent in structure from the CuO2 layers of the HTSC's since the cobaltates con-
tain a 2D triangular lattice, while the CuO2 layers are built of a 2D square lattice.
During the end of the 1990's the system NaxCoO2 was touched by a �rst big-

ger wave of interest because of its unusually large thermopower. First Terasaki
and co�workers found a large thermoelectric power in NaCo2O4 single crystals in
1997 [37]. Di�erent from what has been published by other groups later on, they
found the system to be metallic and with a highly anisotropic transport behaviour.
The crystals used were NaCo2O4 single crystals prepared by a NaCl��ux technique.
The anisotropy of the resistivity follows from the anisotropy of the crystal structure
as described above. As Terasaki et al. report, NaCo2O4 exhibits a thermoelectric
power one order of magnitude larger than have typical metals and high tempera-
ture superconductors (HTSC), while at the same time it has a lower resistivity (ρa)
as HTSC's. The large thermoelectric power accompanied by low ρa suggests that
NaCo2O4 is applicable to thermoelectric devices that convert heat into electric en-
ergy through the thermoelectric power of solids. It should also be noted that the
results show a strong anisotropy between the in-plane (ρa) and out�of�plane (ρc)
resistivity both in magnitude and in the nature of the temperature variation. At
decreasing temperature, ρc shows a crossover from a semiconducting to a metallic
phase around 200K, whereas ρa corresponds to metallic conduction at all temper-
atures [37]. Additionally, Motohashi and co�workers found that with increasing x,
the absolute value of ρ monotonically decreased, while the value of the thermoelec-
tric power S increased [45]. Di�erent from later reports, NaCo2O4 was found to
be metallic [37, 46]. It is believed that the CoO2 layers are the conducting planes
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since they are a common structural component for all known thermoelectric layered
cobaltates, i.e. NaxCoO2, Ca3Co4O9 [47�49], and Bi2Sr2Co2Oy [50�52].
The assumption of Co3+ and Co4+ ions existing in the low spin state is supported by
Koshibae et al. in their theoretical work about the origin of the large thermopower
in NaCo2O4 and also in La1−xSrxCoO3. By generalising Heikes formula [53,54], they
show that the degeneracy of carriers, together with the strong electron correlation
in cobalt oxides, leads to a large thermopower. That means, not only the degen-
eracies of electronic states of Co3+ and Co4+ ions but also the ratio between the
two di�erent valances is important for the enhancement of the thermopower. The
authors found the highest values for low spin Co3+ ions and either low spin Co4+

ions or a mix of Co4+ low spin and high spin ions, excluding the possibility of a high
spin state for both ions [55].
Experimentally, Wang et al. explain the origin of the enhanced thermopower from
measurements of the thermopower and the magnetisation by spin entropy, i.e the
motion of charge tied to local moments of spin 1/2 in a background of Co3+ ions that
are magnetically inert (diamagnetic) [56]. From their magnetisation measurements,
they found the existence of large local moments that are antiferromagnetically cou-
pled and a magnetic moment around 0.87 µB averaged over all Co ions, resulting
in a picture with non magnetic Co3+ ions (S=0) and Co4+ ions in a low spin state
(S=1/2) and a moment

√
3µB [56].

From density functional calculations within the local density approximation D.J.
Singh gets an energy di�erence between the lower lying t2g and the upper lying eg

bands of approximately 2.5 eV, and a width of the t2g bands of 1.6 eV and of the
eg bands of 1.2 eV [57]. An e�ective on�site Hubbard U of 5-8 eV is suggested.
As another possible origin of the high thermopower Singh mentions the mechanism
through a high e�ective mass. The calculations yield a strongly energy depen-
dent transport function and very high density of states (DOS) at the fermi energy
(N(EF )) which could explain the speci�c heat and thermopower of NaCo2O4 with
only a modest many�body renormalisation [57].
In order to address the question of the valence state of the Co ions, Ray and co�
workers performed transport, magnetisation and Co59 NMR measurements. Using
conduction and susceptibility data, they were able to explain their data by two
possible pictures: In the �rst, the cobalt ions behave e�ectively as Co3.5, while in
the second the cobalt ions exist as Co3+ and Co4+ in a low spin state with S = 0
and S = 1/2, respectively [58]. However, by performing Co59 NMR measurements
they found two di�erent Co sites in NaCo2O4 that they assigned to Co3+ and Co4+

sites [58], pointing indeed towards a charge separation picture as it has been sug-
gested by Koshibae et al.
A huge wave of interest hit the sodium cobaltates research after the discovery of

superconductivity in the hydrated compound Na0.35CoO2 · 1.3H2O by Takada and
co�workers [40], since this is the only known layered transition metal oxide which
exhibits superconductivity other than high Tc cuprates and Sr2RuO4. The transition
temperature Tc was at ≈ 5K and the critical �eld Hc ≈ 100 Oe. The introduction
of water into the system is responsible for an increase of the crystallographic c�axis
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Figure 3.2: Dependence on doping of the a and c�axes length, of the Co-O distance,
and the O-Co-O binding angle at room temperature, the data is taken from various
publications: o Ref. [42], 8 Ref. [43], p Ref. [59], n Ref. [60], a Ref. [61], a Ref. [44], g
Ref. [62], and a Ref. [63]. The straight lines may work as a guide to the eye.

(perpendicular to the CoO2 layers) emphasising the two dimensional character of
these layers. The similarity between sodium cobaltates and high temperature su-
perconductors is an important aspect of the research activities. Both compounds
contain quasi two�dimensional CoO2 and CuO2 planes, respectively, which are, how-
ever, di�erent in their construction. While the copper oxide planes are constructed
of CuO4 plaquettes, the CoO2 layers consist of edge sharing CoO6 octahedra which
are distorted in such a way that the resulting symmetry is trigonal. The trigonal
coordination of the Co-sites may result in geometric frustration which favours un-
conventional electronic ground states. The geometrically frustrated CoO2-sublattice
exists not only in the hydrated compound, but also in the non-hydrated parent com-
pound NaxCoO2.

It has been found that the length of the crystallographic a and b�axes are only
slightly dependent on doping, whereas the c�axis depends strongly on the doping
level. Therefore, the determination of the c axial length provides a useful indication
about the actual stoichiometry of the sample. In �gure 3.2 the doping dependence
of the crystallographic a and c�axes is shown as well as the doping dependence of
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Figure 3.3: Left: Phase diagram of non-hydrated NaxCoO2. Right: Temperature
dependent in-plane resistivity ρ of single crystals of NaxCoO2. Figures are taken from
Ref. [63].

the Co-O distance and the angle of an O-Co-O bond. The Co-O distance increases
linearly up to a value of x ≈ 0.75 from where it jumps to a signi�cantly higher
value at x = 0.8, but returns to the linear dependence near x = 1.0 [61]. Note that
x = 0.8 is the only representative of the magnetic phase in this graph. Therefore, it
is not known weather this variation of the linear dependence is intrinsic or due to
an error in the interpretation of the measurements. An increase in the Co-O bond
distance also results in a weaker crystal �eld in�uence and thus weaker hybridisation
which may result in a weaker energy splitting of the t2g and eg energy levels. The
region at x > 0.75 shows also a change in the bond angle, it is more or less constant
for lower x concentrations, but jumps to a higher value [61] indicating a stronger
trigonal distortion in that doping region. Interestingly, an increase in the O-Co-O
bond angle is also observed for x ≈ 0.35.
The trigonal distortion of the CoO6 octahedra leads to an energy splitting of the t2g

states into a twofold degenerate a1g level and a fourfold degenerate e′g level, whereas
the eg states remain degenerate. In the following, in order to avoid confusion, the
eg states will be named eσ

g and the e′g states eπ
g . Although the a1g and eπ

g states
overlap, and mix to some extent, these states are roughly separated in energy by the
rhombohedral crystal �eld [57]. In NaCo2O4 the states at the top of the t2g manifold
where EF sits have dominant a1g character [57].
From all that is mentioned above it is not a big surprise that NaxCoO2 exhibits

a rich phase diagram. Foo et al. published in 2004 the �rst phase diagram of this
class of material where they found superconductivity and di�erent metallic states as
well as di�erent magnetic behaviour depending on the Na concentration (see �gure
3.3 and Ref. [63]), which emphasises the strong in�uence of the Na ions on the
electronic structure. The authors give a dome-shaped superconducting phase for
1/4 ≤ x ≤ 1/3 with a maximum transition temperature Tc ≈ 5K. Away from the
superconducting phase which only occurs in the hydrated compound, the system can
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be divided into three distinct phases: One with 0 < x < 0.5, the special case x = 0.5,
and the phase with 0.5 < x < 1.0. In all phases but the special case x = 0.5 the
system's conductivity ρ appears to be metallic in its temperature dependence (see
�gure 3.3). Note that the insulating x = 0.5 state has been found to be metallic by
Terasaki et al. [37] or Ray and co-workers [58], they also found a di�erent magnetic
behaviour.
In the low doping region (i.e. x < 0.5), the conductivity ρ below 30K follows
a T 2 behaviour [63] and the susceptibility χ appears to be paramagnetic, where
its magnitude remains large compared with the Pauli susceptibility in conventional
metals [63]. This regime is therefore called paramagnetic metal.
At a doping of 0.5 < x < 0.75, where a Curie�Weiss state has been found, the
resistivity ρ exhibits a characteristic T -linear pro�le below 100K [56], whereas at
higher doping (x > 0.75), ρ shows a distinct change in the slope near 20K which
re�ects the onset of a weak magnetic order [63]. In the magnetic regime x > 0.75
a weak magnetisation has been found below 20K which has been interpreted in
terms of a spin density wave (SDW) [64, 65] (see also section 3.6). Outside this
magnetic regime χ vs. T follows the Curie-Weiss law χ = C/(T − Θ) [56, 58]
and therefore this part of the phase diagram is called Curie-Weiss metal. To the
nature of the insulating state at x = 0.5 Foo et al. suggest a long range Na order
which they found in electron di�raction studies. Such a long range order should
in�uence the thermal conductivity κ, since the thermal conductivity in layered oxides
is dominated by phonons. Because phonons are strongly scattered by disorder in the
Na sublattice, the phonon mean-free-path is expected to be much longer at x = 0.5
than at neighbouring x values without such a long range order, and therefore should
have a strong in�uence on the thermal conductivity κ what they indeed found [63].
A detailed description of the special case x = 0.5 will be given in section 3.4.

3.2 Sample preparation
As reported, the preparation of high quality crystals in the family of the sodium
cobaltates has been found to be a very di�cult task. Stoichiometric homogeneity
and stability even of small crystal pieces appear to pose the largest problems. In
the literature and also in this work the stoichiometry is given by exact numbers,
even though there is always some uncertainty in the true value of x. This point will
also be addressed in the experimental part in the chapter 5.2.2 which deals with
the electronic structure of NaxCoO2. There are many di�erent methods of growing
crystals such as a modi�ed solid state reaction technique called 'rapid heat�up'
technique [45], the �oating�zone technique employing an optical furnace [44,66�68]
or the �ux method [69]. In this work, only crystals grown by the two latter methods
were used and therefore these two techniques and their doping procedures shall be
addressed brie�y in the following.
A composition around Na0.75CoO2 seems to be stable, but higher doping levels

can also be achieved rather easily as reported by Chen et al. [44] who used the
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Figure 3.4: Sketch of the experimental
setup and the reaction process for elec-
trochemical de�intercalation as used for
NaxCoO2. Figure is taken from Ref. [70]

�oating�zone technique. In contrast, they report it to be hard to grow a compound
with x = 0.50−0.60. In order to reach doping levels with a lower Na content, single
crystals of Na0.7CoO2 were placed in the oxidizing agent Br2/CH3CN and then
washed with acetonitrile. The change of the Na content of the resulting crystals
is generally proportional to the bromine concentration in the CH3CN agent [44].
Single crystals grown by the �oating�zone method that have been used during this
work were grown at the IFW Dresden by C. Sekar, at the Max Planck Institute
for Solid State Research in Stuttgart by D.P. Chen and C.T. Lin, as well as at
Princeton University in the group of R.J. Cava. Maybe the highest single crystal
quality can be reached in crystals grown by the sodium chloride �ux method [69],
but this technique has the disadvantage that only a stoichiometry of x ≈ 0.7 can
be grown. In order to reach di�erent doping levels, electrochemical de�intercalation
or intercalation has to be used [68, 71]. At the IFW Dresden these experiments
have been done by C. Malbrich in the group of Prof. L. Dunsch. A three�electrode
electrochemical cell was set up using the NaxCoO2 sample as a working electrode,
platinum net as a counter electrode, Ag/AgCl as a reference electrode (E0 = +0.2V
versus the standard hydrogen electrode), and 0.1M TBAPF6

1 as an electrolyte,
and a constant potential of 1.7 eV between the working and counter electrodes. The
proposed half reaction at the anodically polarised NaxCoO2 electrode responsible
for Na extraction is

NaxCoO2 + δ(PF6)
− → Nax−δCoO2 + δ(NaPF6) + δe−. (3.1)

In �gure 3.4 a sketch of an experimental setup and a reaction process for de�
intercalation is shown. The sample is attached to the positive working electrode
(WE). The electrolyte connects the working electrode with the counter electrode
(CE) where the reaction takes place. The reference electrode (RE) is used to deter-
mine the exact voltage set at the potentiostat.
Electrochemical de�intercalation has been performed successfully down to di�erent
1Tetrabutylammoniumhexa�uorophosphat
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doping, but the intercalation of Na into the system turned out to be a more di�cult
task and did not work out so far.

3.3 The low doping regime (x<0.5)
In the low doping regime, the superconducting phase in the hydrated compound
with x around 0.3 [72] is located. Many works have been dovoted to the hydrated
compound, while only a few papers deal with the unhydrated compound with x <
0.5. This is rather surprising since also the unhydrated system shows interesting
physical properties which are worth being investigated in their own right. A low Na
concentration corresponds to a high Co4+ concentration with more than 50% Co4+

ions and a large spin 1/2 hole density in this doping regime. As shown in the phase
diagram by Foo et al. [63], the susceptibility χ and the in�plane resistivity ρ (�gure
3.5(a,b)) display a paramagnetic and metallic behaviour, respectively. The pro�le of
χ becomes rather featureless, although its magnitude remains large compared to the
Pauli susceptibility in conventional metals. At low temperatures the conductivity
σ is ∼ 5 times larger than that for crystals with x > 0.5 [63]. In a sample with
x = 0.31, Foo et al. found a nearly T�independent value of the Hall constant RH

at low temperatures (�gure 3.5(d)) giving a Hall density of 2.8 × 1022cm3, that is
about ten times larger than that observed in the cuprates doped at 0.3. From the
large hole density and high conductivity at low temperature they concluded that
screening of charge �uctuations is quite e�ective at x = 0.31 [63].
Theoretically, by investigating an extended Hubbard model it has been found that
on the triangular lattice the electrons (holes) crystallise into a

√
3 × √3 structure

at x = 1/3 [73]. Using LDA+U calculations, Kunes et al. found that a charge-
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ordered state and antiferromagnetic coupling is favoured over ferromagnetism above
a critical Uc = 3eV for x = 1/3, while below Uc ferromagnetism is favoured [74].
Regarding a possible Na ordering, Mukhamedshin et al. found evidence from NMR
measurements that there cannot be a perfect ordering of Na ions in Na0.35CoO2 [75].
This �nding is supported by electron di�raction measurements where any ordering
is absent for doping at x = 0.35, whereas there is a weak superstructure for x = 0.3
and a strong superstructure has been found for x = 0.15, which can be described
with an a

√
3× a

√
3 superstructure [76].

3.3.1 Superconductivity
As mentioned above, the layered transition metal oxide NaxCoO2 attracts consid-
erable interest not only because of its unusual magnetic and transport properties,
but mainly because of the superconductivity discovered in its hydrated compound
Na0.35CoO2 · 1.3H2O in 2003 [40]. Several experiments have been performed since
then, �nding evidence of unconventional superconductivity in this class of mater-
ial [77�81]. The sodium cobaltates have been thought of superconductors that can be
understood from the Anderson resonating valence bond (RVB) model [82], which de-
scribes a singlet quantum spin liquid ground state stabilised by frustration [83�87].
Although singlet pairing has not yet been de�nitely excluded [88], mainly spin�
triplet superconductivity has been treated theoretically [83,89�91] which �nds sup-
port from several experiments [77�81,92]. These �ndings lead to the idea that spin
�uctuations [77,79,89,93,94] mediate superconductivity, as it is the case in other lay-
ered superconducting transition metal oxides like the high Tc cuprates or Sr2RuO4.
However, these systems have a strongly two�dimensional electronic and magnetic
structure other than NaxCoO2 [95�99].
Based on further studies a dome�shaped phase diagram of the superconducting
regime could be drawn with an optimal doping x ≈ 0.30 and a maximum transition
temperature Tc = 4.3K [72]. As the Na content increases in the superconducting
regime from x = 0.26 to x = 0.35, the formal oxidation state of the Co ion de-
creases from +3.74 to +3.65 with the optimum for superconductivity at +3.70. In
2004, Takada et al. revised the published stoichiometry of the superconductor to
be Na0.337(H3O)0.234CoO2 · yH2O [100]. They found that oxonium ions, (H3O)+,
can occupy the same crystallographic sites as the Na ions [100]. The occupation
of (H3O)+ in the Na+ layers in superconducting NaxCoO2 · yH2O changes the Co
valence to ≈ +3.43, much lower than ≈ +3.7 deduced from the Na content. Inde-
pendently Milne et al. [101] reached very similar conclusions.
Therefore, in recent superconducting phase diagrams the transition temperature Tc

is plotted against the Co oxidation state rather than against the Na content x. Here,
an optimal doping has been found for an oxidation state of ≈ +3.5 [102, 103]. In
addition, it has been reported, that the superconductivity with the highest Tc is
observed in the vicinity of a magnetic phase, strongly suggesting that magnetic �uc-
tuations play an important role in the occurrence of superconductivity [104,105]. It
has been emphasised, that this oxidation state corresponds with the nonhydrated
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compound Na0.5CoO2, where a charge ordered phase has been found [63]. There-
fore it has been suggested, that the superconducting state could compete with the
charge�ordered state, similar to the high Tc cuprates.

3.4 The special case x=0.5
As pointed out in the phase diagram by Foo et al. [63], the stoichiometry x = 0.5
is special in many ways. The greatest di�erence to all other doping situations is
the fact that Na0.5CoO2 is an insulator while all other compositions turn out to be
metals. It is widely believed that the reason for this di�erence in basic physical
properties originates in a charge and spin order. In the data of the resistivity and
magnetisation (�gure 3.6(a)-(c)) one �nds two important transition temperatures:
One at T1 ≈ 53K and one at T2 ≈ 87K [63, 107]. Below T = 51K, the resistivity
measured in the CoO2 plane dramatically increases due to an assumed onset of
charge ordering below Tco ≈ 53K as it has been found from infrared spectroscopy
[108]. In these measurements, an optical gap below Tco ≈ 50K could be observed to
develop, evidencing an insulating charge density wave ground state [108].
The magnetic susceptibility decreases with decreasing temperature and shows kinks
at the transition temperatures T2 = 87 and Tco = 53K and is anisotropic [109,110].
In external �elds H||ab, a negative magnetoresistance is observed below ∼ 53K [106,
111]. The kink in the data near 50K is caused by a shift in the onset temperature of
the resistivity upturn. For H||c, the data exhibit a positive magnetoresistance below
T2 = 88K which coincides with the antiferromagnetic phase transition at TN ≈ 87K
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Figure 3.6: Na0.5CoO2: (a) In�plane resistivity ρab, (b) fractional change of ρab

measured in a magnetic �eld of 14T with H||c and H||ab. (c) Anisotropic magnetic
susceptibility in a �eld of 1T. The vertical dashed lines denote the temperatures of T =
51K and TN = 87K. Figure taken from Ref. [106]. (d) In�plane thermal conductivity
κ and (e) Hall coe�cient RH . Data taken from Ref. [63].
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which has been found from neutron scattering data [106] (see below).
Data from NMR/NQR and neutron scattering experiments suggest two kinds of

Co ions showing two di�erent magnetic moments. Here, the Co ions having a larger
moment align antiferromagnetically at TN ∼ 87K with their direction within the
ab plane, while the Co ions with smaller moments align in the direction parallel
to the c�axis [110]. Such a picture �nds support from polarised and unpolarised
neutron scattering experiments on electrochemically de�intercalated �oating�zone
grown crystals [68], indicating that below TN = 87K the spins form an antiferro-
magnetic pattern within the CoO2 planes, consisting of alternating rows of ordered
and disordered Co ions [106] (see �gure 3.7). One possible interpretation of the
di�erent behaviour of the Co ions is a charge separation into nonmagnetic Co3+

ions (S=0) and magnetic S=1/2 Co4+ ions as it has been found from correlated
band theory LDA+U calculations [112] or an extended Hubbard model [113]. Sim-
ilar to that, studies by high�resolution powder neutron di�raction also show that
Na ordering creates two distinct Co sites located in parallel chains running along
one crystallographic direction. The structural results, however, suggest that there
is only a slight di�erence in electron density at the two Co sites in Na0.5CoO2 and
that spontaneous (or Na order�assisted) full Co3+/Co4+ charge ordering is not seen
down to 10K [114]. Note that for Na0.5CoO2 the spins are assumed to be aligned in
the ab plane, di�erent from what has been found for doping at x > 0.5.
Interestingly, the magnetic transition temperature TN is higher than the charge or-
dering temperature Tco. In order to solve this discrepancy, Gasparovic et al. suggest
that only those charges participate in the charge order below Tco that are not in-
volved in the magnetic order below TN [106].

Electron di�raction studies suggest that the 87K transition has a structural com-
ponent [107]. The necessity of long�range ordering of the Na ions can be seen
indirectly by measuring the thermal conductivity κ parallel to the ab layers, since
phonons are strongly scattered by disorder in the Na sublattice. The thermal con-
ductivity κ in Na0.5CoO2 is strongly temperature dependent with an exceptional
high value at its maximum (�gure 3.6(d)), whereas for other doping levels κ is only
weakly temperature dependent [63]. Therefore the phonon mean�free path length
has to be much longer for x = 0.5 than for neighbouring values of x, leading to the
picture of long�range ordered Na ions for x = 0.5 and less well or disordered for x
away from 0.5 [63]2.
Theoretically, Na ordering is predicted from di�erent methods. Density functional
theory (DFT) suggests that the primary driving force for Na ordering is the screened
Coulomb interaction among Na ions [115]. For di�erent x non�trivial ordering pat-
terns have been found that are sensitive to the Na concentration [115]. Additionally,
it has been found, that the electronic structure of the CoO2 layers does not a�ect
the ordering of the Na ions since the coupling between the CoO2 planes and the

2Here, Foo et al. compare their data to measurements done on crystals with x = 0.31 and
x = 0.7.
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b

c

Figure 3.7: Na0.5CoO2: Model of the
spin arrangement for two CoO2 layers
in the magnetic unit cell. The solid
circles represent 'nonordered' Co ions,
the hollow circles represent magnetically
ordered Co ions with arrows indicate
the directions of the magnetic moments.
The green shaded parallelogram outlines
the magnetic unit cell. Figure taken
from Ref. [106]

Figure 3.8: Na0.5CoO2: Calculations
of the Na potential in Co planes with
(top) a cluster of two Na vacancy sites,
in successive layers displaced by the lat-
tice vector b and (bottom) an align-
ment along the c direction. The white
(black) circles represent Co3+ (Co4+)
ions. The gray circles represent con-
ducting Co ions at intermediate valen-
cies. Figures are taken from Ref. [117].

Na planes is much weaker than the intraplane Na�Na interaction [115], whereas
the inverse e�ect is likely to happen since charge and magnetic ordering within the
CoO2 planes happen on an extremely low energy scale [116]. Monte�Carlo simu-
lations also predict di�erent ordering pattern for di�erent doping level [118]. Na
ordering induces a periodic Coulomb potential in the Co layers. The Monte�Carlo
simulations imply that the depth of the electrostatic potential, ≈100meV, is sub-
stantially larger than the single�particle hopping t ≈10meV [95, 96] and thus will
localise holes. While total energy di�erences are insigni�cant (≈0.1meV) [117], the
Coulomb landscape varies drastically in terms of position of Na vacancy clusters in
successive layers along c due to a coupling between Na and Co charges, which leads
to two con�gurations in x = 0.5 [117]. The two con�gurations are shown in �gure
3.8. The top picture corresponds to a cluster of two Na vacancy sites in successive
layers displaced by the lattice vector b. It has a one�dimensional character with
high (black �lled circles) and low (white �lled circles) Coulomb potential stripes in
agreement with the low and high spin charge�ordered stripes found using neutron
di�raction [110]. A large magnetic �eld parallel to the ab plane favours alignment
of holes in the c�direction corresponding to �gure 3.8 (bottom) with 2D character
and conducting Co ions at intermediate valencies (gray circles) [117]. The authors
concluded that this could explain the abrupt change from an insulating antiferro-
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magnet to a conducting state with reconstruction of a 2D Fermi surface when a �eld
of 40T is applied at T = 50K [111].

3.5 The high doping nonmagnetic regime (0.5<x<0.75)

3.5.1 Magnetism and transport
Na0.7CoO2 has been found bo be a starting material for most doping levels of
NaxCoO2 [69, 109], from where various compositions can be achieved by di�erent
methods. The region of 0.5 > x > 0.75 is described as a Curie�Weiss metal in the
phase diagram given by Foo et al. [63], showing an anisotropic magnetic susceptibil-
ity and an anisotropic g�factor ratio gab/gc [109]. From �ts to the Curie-Weiss law
of magnetisation measurements, Chou et al. [109] found that the Curie constant de-
creases with decreasing x. They concluded that while almost all of the Co4+ spins are
localised for x=0.75 with a value g=2.5, the fraction of localised spins drops sharply
as the Na content is reduced until local moment behaviour disappears almost entirely
for x=0.5 [109]. Parallel to the loss of local moments, the Weiss temperature de-
creases drastically with decreasing x as it is shown in �gure 3.9 for powder samples.
They found a clear reduction in the strength of the antiferromagnetic correlations
as x decreases towards x = 0.5. These results demonstrate that de�intercalating
Na from Na0.75CoO2 modi�es the spin system from one described by localised spins
to one described by delocalised spins with weaker magnetic coupling [109]. Such a
behaviour is unexpected and disturbing at �rst glance. Calculations using the local
density approximation method found that a magnetically ordered state and a non�
magnetic solution are very close in energy leading to a picture that via �uctuations
both possibilities become important and determine the ground state [119].
In a sample with x = 0.7 Ihara et al. did not detect any magnetic anomaly down

to 1.5K from 23Na NMR measurements, but found competing magnetic �uctuations
at low temperatures which they assign to two di�erent hole Fermi surfaces (FS), six
small hole pockets near the K point, which have an eg�orbital character, and a large
cylindrical hole FS, which has a dominant a1g�orbital character, as they have been
predicted from band structure calculations [57]. Note that these hole pockets have
not been observed in angle resolved photoemission (ARPES) experiments at the
Fermi surface, but shifted to energies below the Fermi surface (see also chapter 5.1).
In addition to that, Gavilano et al. found charge ordering at T = 295K also from
23Na NMR experiments. They interpret their data suggesting that with decreasing
temperature the Co ions adopt the integral valent con�gurations of Co3+ and Co4+,
whereas they have an average valency of +3.3 above the ordering temperature. This
is completed only below 250K, leading to a slight rearrangement of the Na ions [120].
Further 23Na NMR measurements identi�ed three Na sites from their single valued
quadrupole e�ects and magnetic shifts, which points to a de�nite order of the Na+

ions and of the Co charges in the CoO2 planes [75]. Carretta et al. [121] combined
various methods, viz. NMR, EPR and magnetisation measurements, to investigate
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NaxCoO2 in the range 0.65 < x < 0.75. The authors found the EPR signal to arise
from the Co4+ magnetic moments that order at Tc = 26K, the 59Co NMR signal
originates from cobalt nuclei in metallic regions with no long range magnetic order,
characterised by a generalised susceptibility typical for strongly correlated metallic
systems. Such a phase separation in metallic and magnetic insulating regions is
argued to occur below a transition temperature T ∗ in a temperature range of 220�
270K [121]. A similarity to a spin�density�wave metallic state in Na0.7CoO2 has
also been found from optical experiments [122]. Above T ∗ an anomalous decrease
in the intensity of the EPR signal is observed and associated with the delocalisa-
tion of the electrons. Since the exchange coupling constant J is much less than
T ∗, antiferromagnetic exchange as a driving force for this phase separation can be
excluded [121].
Important thermodynamic information is given by Li and co�workers [123]. In�
plane resistivity ρ and thermal conductivity κ measurements of a Na0.7CoO2 single
crystal down to 40mK show the existence of a well�de�ned Fermi�liquid state. A
di�erent view is presented by Bruehwiler et al. [124], thermodynamic and transport
measurements on NaxCoO2 (x ∼ 0.7− 0.75) over a wide temperature range reveal a
strongly enhanced low energy excitation spectrum. The zero��eld speci�c heat and
resistance at low temperature are proportional to a T n law with 1 < n, which is in
contrast to ordinary Landau Fermi�liquid metals. Together with a suppression of
the speci�c heat in a magnetic �eld and magnetoresistance data, Bruehwiler et al.
concluded that a single band model cannot describe the system [124].
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Figure 3.9: Top panel: Curie constant
vs x. Bottom panel: the Weiss temper-
ature vs x. Both are taken from pow-
der averaged values. Figure taken from
Ref. [109].
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3.5.2 Na ordering
An important aspect regarding the physical properties of most systems is the oc-
currence of possible ordering e�ects in the Na sublattice and their in�uence on the
magnetisation and transport properties. Several experimental and theoretical inves-
tigations have been performed that address this question [76, 115, 118, 126]. They
all con�rm that Na ordering exists, but the correct ordering pattern is still under
discussion. From electron di�raction studies on a large doping range Zandbergen
et al. [76] observe an incommensurate superstructure in a Na0.64CoO2 crystal, but
the absence of any indication of superstructure for Na0.55CoO2. On the other end of
this regime of the phase diagram, at x = 0.75, superstructure re�ections have been
found indicating an incommensurate vector q, which is oriented along [110] with a
length of 0.135[110]. In real space, 1/q = Q has a length of 7.4 d (110) [76]. Combin-
ing detailed studies using density functional theory (DFT) with model calculations
based on the results given in Ref. [76], Zhang et al. [115] suggest that the primary
driving force for Na ordering is the screened Coulomb interaction among Na ions.
Di�erent possible unit cells have been found by Geck et al. [125] from high�energy

X-ray di�raction combined with local density approximation studies in a Na0.75CoO2

single crystal. This stoichiometry is at the high end of the nonmagnetic part of the
phase diagram or at the low end of the magnetic regime, but since the investigated
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Figure 3.10: Results of high energy X�ray di�raction on Na0.75CoO2. Left: Summary
of observed superstructure peaks around (1 0 0). The red rectangle marks the assumed
unit cell of the reciprocal lattice. Right: Models for the Na superlattice. Projections of
superstructure unit cells on the (a1a2) plane are shown. Small gray and white circles
indicate Na1 and Na2 sites, respectively. The occupied Na sites are indicated by big
green circles. Figures are taken from Ref. [125].
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crystal did not show the magnetic phase transition at ≈ 20K [127], it is treated in
this part of the thesis rather than in the one on magnetism. The right stoichiom-
etry of x = 0.75 could be con�rmed easily by determining the room temperature
lattice parameters a = 2.83 Å and c = 10.84 Å. A resolution limited radial scan
through the (004) re�ection (FWHM = 0.011◦) at T = 8K veri�ed a well de�ned
and homogeneous Na concentration in the probed sample volume. The observed
superstructure in this compound shows a commensurate structure with peaks for
example at (1.5, −0.25, 0) or (2, −0.5, 0). A summary of a survey in reciprocal
space at 8K is given in �gure 3.10 (left). The correlation length of the superstruc-
ture modulation could be estimated to be about 300 Å. From temperature scans at
the (1.5, −0.25, 0) and (2, −0.5, 0) peaks it was found that the observed ordering
is related to an ordering of the Na ions. Here the doubling of the unit cell occurs
well above 360K, whereas the structural modulation related to the (1.5, −0.25, 0)
peak appears below the transition temperature T = 350K [125]. Possible Na order-
ing patterns were investigated by performing a local density approximation (LDA)
based on supercells as shown in �gure 3.10 (right). It turned out, that con�gu-
ration (a) leads to the lowest energy whereas the other possibility (including the
one suggested in literature [76]), corresponds to higher energies due to an increased
Coulomb energy. Interestingly, the lowest energy con�guration exhibits Na density
stripes within the Na planes, similar to the doped high temperature superconducting
cuprates [125].

3.6 The magnetic regime of the phase diagram (x>0.75)
As mentioned in chapter 3.3.1, the origin of superconductivity in the hydrated com-
pound is still under discussion. One point that seems to be well accepted is the
presence of H3O

+ in the superconducting compound, which would a�ect the elec-
tronic structure and lead to a doping level for superconductivity similar to that in
Na0.75CoO2 [101], i.e. similar to the doping level in the magnetic regime. Therefore,
a good knowledge of the magnetic and transport as well as other characteristic prop-
erties may be important for the understanding of superconductivity in the sodium
cobaltates.
In this section �rst a detailed introduction and summary of the situation for doping

levels larger than x = 0.75 will be given, followed by own results obtained from
magnetisation and transport measurements mainly using a SQUID and a vibrating
sample magnetometer as they are brie�y described in chapter 4.3.
The system NaxCoO2 became famous for its unexpected high thermopower ac-

companied by a low resistivity [37] and unconventional superconductivity [40, 93],
but also for its magnetic properties that were found to be unconventional. Moto-
hashi and co�workers found in a Na0.75CoO2 sample a second�order magnetic phase
transition at Tm ∼ 22K and a large positive magnetoresistance e�ect below Tm [64]
in a sample grown using a sample preparation method named 'rapid heat�up' tech-
nique [45]. The magnetic transition is observable in the magnetisation, but also in
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Figure 3.11: Na0.75CoO2: (a) Speci�c heat Cp, (b) magnetic susceptibility M/H
and (c) electrical resistivity ρ plotted versus temperature. The inset in (c) shows the
ρ − T relation for temperatures up to 300K. Figure (d) displays the degree of the
magnetoresistance (MR) e�ect in a �eld of 7T. The inset shows the �eld dependence
of the degree of MR for di�erent temperatures. Figures taken from Ref. [64].

the speci�c heat and the resistivity. As shown in �gure 3.11(a), the speci�c heat
(Cp) exhibits a jump at the transition temperature Tm = 21.8K with a shape typ-
ical for a second order phase transition. Motohashi et al. [64] �tted the speci�c
heat data by applying the formula Cp(T ) = fD(T/ΘD) + γT , where ΘD, γ, and fD

denote, respectively, the Debye temperature, the electronic speci�c heat coe�cient,
and Debye's formula for which the degree of freedom was assumed to be three per
atom. They reported values of ΘD = 553K and γ = 25.9 mJ/K2 After subtracting
a baseline generated from these values (shown in �gure 3.11(a) as a solid line) Mo-
tohashi et al. calculate the enthalpy and entropy changes as ∆H = 0.975 J/mol and
∆S = 0.0481 J/molK, respectively [64].
Below Tm the magnetic susceptibility exhibits a distinct hysteresis between the

zero-�eld-cooled (ZFC) and �eld-cooled (FC) curves (�gure 3.11(b)). From �tting
the temperature dependence of the inverse susceptibility (a straight line above Tm)
Motohashi et al. [64] found that the susceptibility follows the Curie�Weiss law χ =
C/(T − Θ) above Tm where the values for C and Θ have been determind to be
0.234 emuK/molOe and -166.4K, respectively. The negative value of Θ suggests an
antiferromagnetic spin coupling interaction (negative values of Θ were also reported
in previous works [58,128]). The resistivity shown in �gure 3.11(c) decreases linearly
down to the transition temperature, yielding a kink around Tm.
Another characteristic of the investigated sample is its large positive magnetore-

sistance (MR) e�ect seen in the magnetically ordered state (�gure 3.11(d)). The
magnetoresistance e�ect is de�ned as ∆ρH/ρ0 ≡ (ρH − ρ0)/ρ0, where ρH is the re-
sistivity in an applied �eld H. The onset temperature of the MR e�ect is in good
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Figure 3.12: Phase diagram of
NaxCoO2 determined by µ+SR exper-
iments. Solid and open circles rep-
resent results on single crystals (�ux
grown crystals [39]) and polycrystalline
samples (synthesised by a solid state
reaction technique [130�134]), respec-
tively. The point at x = 1 is extrapo-
lated from the data on the related com-
pound LiCoO2 [135]. C-SDW stands
for a commensurate spin�density wave
whereas IC-SDW denotes an incommen-
surate spin�density wave. The �gure is
taken from Ref. [129].

agreement with the transition temperature Tm = 22K, which indicates that the posi-
tive MR e�ect is triggered by the magnetic transition. In total, a magnetic transition
has been found for doping levels around x = 0.8. This has been summarised in a
magnetic phase diagram as shown in �gure 3.12 [129].

The ground state of NaxCoO2 for x > 0.75 is still not clear. Sugiyama and co-
workers [129,136] carried out muon-spin-rotation experiments (µSR) on Na0.65CoO2

and Na0.75CoO2 polycrystalline samples synthesized by a modi�ed solid state reac-
tion technique, the 'rapid heat�up' technique [45] and on a Na0.9CoO2 single crystal
prepared by a �ux method [39]. The Na0.65CoO2 sample did not undergo a magnetic
phase transition down to 2.5K, whereas a transition at Tm = 22K for the x = 0.75
sample has been found. However, although the sample was in a structurally single
phase it turned out to be partially nonmagnetic, i.e. magnetically inhomogeneous,
probably because of a low local Na concentration. It has been estimated that only
∼20% of the sample exhibits the transition to the ordered phase at 22K. Further-
more, the volume of the ordered phase does not change down to 2.5K [136]. From
calculations, Sugiyama et al. concluded that the ordered phase is either a ferrimag-
net or a commensurate spin�density�wave (C-SDW) but not an incommensurate
spin�density�wave (IC-SDW) [136], as found, for example, for Ca3Co4O9 [133] and
the Zn and Si doped CuGeO3 system [137]. For the Na0.9CoO2 single crystal it has
been found that the µSR signal was �tted best by a zeroth-order Bessel function,
leading to the conclusion that Na0.9CoO2 undergoes a transition from a paramag-
netic to an incommensurate spin density wave (IC-SDW) state at TSDW = 19K,
di�erent from what has been found for the two samples with x = 0.65 and x = 0.75.
(cf. the phase diagram �gure 3.12). Furthermore, Sugiyama et al. claimed that the
IC-SDW state occurs within the CoO2 plane and that the oscillating moments point
along the c�axis. However, Bayrakci et al. [62] found that Na0.82CoO2 exhibits bulk
antiferromagnetic (AF) long range order with a Néel temperature of about 20K,
employed by susceptibility, speci�c heat, and µSR measurements on single crystals
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Figure 3.13: Speci�c heat Cp, mag-
netic susceptibility χ, and resistivity ρ
of a Na0.82CoO2 single crystal grown in
an optical �oating�zone furnace. The
magnetic susceptibility is measured upon
cooling in a 5T magnetic �eld. Figures
are taken from Ref. [62].

prepared by the �oating-zone method. They observed that the magnetic order en-
compasses nearly 100% of the crystal volume, which disappears rapidly above TN .
The large di�erence in volume fractions observed by Bayrakci et al. and Sugiyama et
al. [136] is explained by a less homogeneity of the samples of Sugiyama et al., possi-
bly caused by an inhomogeneous Na content or intercalation of water which is known
to occur rather rapidly under moist conditions, especially in powder samples [62].

Furthermore, Bayrakci et al. [62] found hints towards a commensurate spin order
by employing myon spin rotation experiments. As a possible explanation of a com-
mensurate spin order they suggest that the same local �eld is repeated in every third
crystallographic unit cell. However, their results do not support an interpretation
in terms of an incommensurate order as suggested by Ref. [62, 136]. From mea-
surements of the magnetic susceptibility on cooling in a 5T magnetic �eld oriented
either along the c�axis or perpendicular to it, a broad peak at 31 ± 3K has been
found which has been interpreted as short-range, Ising-type, quasi two�dimensional
antiferromagnetic correlations [62]. A sharp decrease of the c�axis susceptibility
around 20K represents the onset of an antiferromagnetic transition with ordered
moments along c. The onset of long�range antiferromagnetic ordering at 19.8±0.1K
is also indicated by a sharp anomaly in the speci�c heat as shown in �gure 3.13(a).
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Bayrakci et al. [62] analysed the speci�c heat data by determining the entropy con-
tained in this anomaly. They that the entropy contained in this anomaly amounts to
0.08(1) J/molK and corresponds to about 10% of the entropy of the Co4+ spin-1/2
system, which is consistent with the short�range magnetic �uctuations above TN

visible in the magnetic susceptibility measurements [62]. The in�plane resistivity
shows a metallic character for temperatures above TN , but changes its sign in the
temperature derivative of the resistivity below TN (see �gure 3.13(c) and the inset)
Such a behaviour is expected if a spin�density wave opens a small gap at the Fermi
surface [62]. In the susceptibility data as shown in �gure 3.13(c) a broad hump at
around 285 ± 5K can be seen. Together with information from Raman data, the
authors explain this feature by a structural phase transition intrinsic to Na0.82CoO2,
rather than by an impurity phase such as CoO which is an antiferomagnet with
TN = 292K. From spectral ellipsometry on a very similar crystal Na0.82CoO2 Bern-
hard et al. found indications of charge ordering in the CoO2 layers below that tran-
sition temperature of 280K [138]. The data is discussed in terms of charge ordering
and formation of magnetopolarons due to a charge�induced spin�state transition
of adjacent Co3+ ions similar to the related compound La1−ySryCoO3 [139�143].
This mechanism would be driven by a displacement of the neighbouring oxygen
ligands towards the central Co4+ ion which may favour an intermediate�spin (IS)
state with S=1 over a low�spin (LS) state with S=0 of the Co3+ ions. Below the
Néel temperature, the self�trapping energy of the magnetopolarons is increased in
the antiferromagnetic state where polaron hopping requires spin��ip excitations and
therefore are not dynamic anymore [138].

Inelastic neutron scattering experiments on Na0.75CoO2 single crystals grown by
the �oating�zone method [66] showed that there exists strong in�plane ferromagnetic
(FM) correlations with an energy scale much higher than 20K [98]. The existence
of strong in-plane FM correlations is also consistent with the band structure calcu-
lations [57, 93]. There, a weak itinerant ferromagnetic ground state for all doping
levels in the range x = 0.3−0.7 is predicted where quantum spin �uctuations would
in practice suppress the tendency for ordering. Since full 3D ferromagnetic order is
excluded by the magnetisation data [62,64], a spin arrangement with in�plane ferro-
magnetic order and a spin-density wave modulation perpendicular to the planes, as
an antiferromagnetic stacking along the c�axis, would be compatible with these re-
sults. And indeed, such antiferromagnetic correlations perpendicular to the layers,
consistent with an A�type antiferromagnetic ordering, were found from polarised
neutron scattering [99, 144]. From a �t of the magnon dispersion (shown in �g-
ure 3.14(a)) using a minimal spin�wave model, with a Hamiltonian containing only
nearest�neighbour Heisenberg exchange interactions, Helme et al. estimate the in-
terlayer and intralayer exchange constants to be 12.2 ± 0.5 meV and −6 ± 2 meV,
respectively, which means that the magnetic �uctuations in Na0.75CoO2 are highly
three�dimensional (�gure 3.14(b)). The spin�wave modes propagating along the c�
axis are found to be sharp, indicating a well correlated ground state [144]. Bayrakci
et al. used a similar Hamiltonian, but added another term including the anisotropy
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Figure 3.14: Magnon dispersion and the magnetic structure showing the two ex-
change constants, Jab and Jc, and the spin direction. Figure (a) and (b) are taken
from Ref. [144], solid circles are from constant�energy scans and open squares from
constant�L scans. The solid curve is calculated from the spin-wave dispersion with
exchange constant Jc = 12.2 meV. Figure (c) shows the spin�wave dispersion along
(hh0) and along (00l), it is taken from Ref. [99]. The right �gure (d) illustrates possible
exchange paths between Na and O. Figure (d) is taken from Ref. [145].
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where Si is the spin 1/2 operator for the magnetic ion at lattice site i and the
coupling constants J|| and J⊥ characterise the exchange interactions within the ab
plane and between adjacent planes, respectively. The anisotropy constant D mod-
els the exchange anisotropy where its sign alters from layer to layer. From a �t of
the dispersion data in the (H H 0) and (0 0 L) directions (cf. �gure 3.14(c)) they
extract the values J|| = −4.5± 0.3 meV, J⊥ = 3.3± 0.3 meV, and |D| = 0.05± 0.05
meV [99]. From �gure 3.14(c) the existence of an energy gap appears to be possible,
but cannot be judged from that data. However, using low�energy inelastic neutron
scattering, Helme et al. actually observed two gaps in the magnetically ordered
phase of Na0.75CoO2. The gap energies decrease with increasing temperature and
both gaps are found to be closed when the temperature exceeds the magnetic order-
ing temperature Tm ≈ 22K [146]. This relative isotropy of the magnetic coupling
constants is surprising in light of the two�dimensionality of the NaxCoO2 crystal
structure. In other layered magnets with comparable bond length anisotropies, such
as YBa2Cu3O6, the magnitudes of the in�plane and out�of�plane exchange parame-
ters di�er by orders of magnitude [147]. A required necessity for the validity of this
model would be an unusually strong c�axis superexchange coupling through Na or
an unusually weak nearest�neighbour in�plane exchange coupling.
The possibility for such a coupling has been found theoretically by Johannes et
al. [145] from �rst�principles calculations and an analysis of the exchange mecha-
nism. The superexchange via direct O-O hopping and through intermediate Na sp2

hybrids couples each Co to its nearest and six next�nearest interplanar neighbours
(see �gure 3.14(d)), which plays an important role in the out�of�plane magnetism,
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Figure 3.15: The magnetic phase di-
agram of Na0.85CoO2. The inset shows
the data around the tri�critical point in
an enlarged scale. CW, AF, and FM
represent a Curie�Weiss, an antiferro-
magnetically ordered, and a ferromag-
netically spin polarised state, respec-
tively. The phase boundary points are
obtained from the susceptibility (open
circles), speci�c heat (solid circles), and
magnetoresistance (open squares) mea-
surements. Figure taken from Ref. [67].

via equivalent paths. The individual exchange constants are rather two�dimensional,
like the lattice itself, but due to multiple c�axis exchange paths, the magnetism be-
comes e�ectively three�dimensional [145]. From X�ray absorption spectroscopy one
clearly �nds a signi�cant O-Na hybridisation which supports the possibility of O-O
hopping through intermediate Na sp2 hybrid orbitals [148] (see also chapter 5.2.2).
In addition to the hopping path along c, LDA calculations found the in�plane cou-
pling to be weak, obtained from an itinerant picture. Here, the ground state shows
the observed magnetic order ferromagnetic layers in an antiferromagnetic stack but
is only 3meV lower than a ferromagnetic state which is half�metallic and 9meV be-
low the nonmagnetic solution [119]. This leads to a high sensitivity of the electronic
state both to temperature changes and to applied magnetic �elds [119]. Note that
such a superexchange drops with the distance more strongly than other coupling
mechanisms, such as double exchange. Thus, although the interplanar coupling is
surprisingly strong in NaxCoO2, it would be expected to be very weak in the hy-
drated superconducting compound. It is even possible that a crossover from AFM
to FM coupling occurs with hydration due to the suppression of the superexchange
interaction [145] since dimensionality plays an important role in spin��uctuation�
mediated superconductivity [149�151]. Another interesting point in the neutron
scattering data is the fact, that the Curie�Weiss temperature −(3J|| + J⊥)/kB as
calculated with the values given by Bayrakci et al. is positive [99], whereas a tem-
perature extracted from the magnetic susceptibility measurements is negative [62].
As a possible explanation of this point Bayrakci et al. describe a scenario in which
the Co3+ ions in the superstructure are in an intermediate�spin state with S=1 and
interact antiferromagnetically [138] which could explain why the bulk DC suscepti-
bility in Na0.82CoO2 is antiferromagnetic, despite the fact that −(3J|| + J⊥) > 0.
From measurements of the magnetisation, speci�c heat and magnetoresistance on
a Na0.85CoO2 single crystal prepared in �owing oxygen in a �oating�zone optical
image furnace, Luo and co�workers found a metamagnetic transition from an anti-
ferromagnetic state to a quasi ferromagnetic state at about 8T at low temperatures
which is driven by a spin��op transition along the c�axis [67]. However, the observed
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spin��op jump is small compared with that in conventional antiferromagnets; from
the transition �eld, the characteristic energy of the interlayer antiferromagnetic cou-
pling has been estimated to be ∼ 1 meV [67]. From these results Luo et al. are
able to draw the low temperature magnetic phase diagram of Na0.82CoO2 as shown
in �gure 3.15. A con�rmation of a spin��op transition could be made from neu-
tron di�raction studies of a Na0.85CoO2 single crystal grown by the �oating�zone
method [66]. Helme et al. [146] found a spin��op transition at ≈ 8T and support
the assumption that the spins are aligned along the c�axis for B = 0T. From calcu-
lations, they found the observed spin��op transition �eld to be in good agreement
with the �eld that is needed to overcome the anisotropy associated with the gap in
the spin�wave dispersion, as described above.



Chapter 4

Experimental results: X�ray
di�raction and magnetisation

4.1 High energy X�ray scattering on Na0.5CoO2

As explained above, ordering of the Co ions may play a crucial role in the physics of
the magnetic and transport properties in the special case of Na0.5CoO2. However,
a direct observation of such an ordering by resonant X�ray scattering using soft
X�rays (i.e. at the Co L�edge), is very di�cult since such an ordering occurs within
the ab planes with a crystallographic a�axis of ≈ 2.8 Å. Therefore, the reciprocal
lattice vector a′ is rather large so that the reciprocal Q space is very large, too,
which makes a detailed investigation impossible since λ/2 > d. An easier path to
follow is high energy X�ray scattering (in an energy range of about 100 keV) in
order to address a possible Na ordering. When using high energy X�rays mainly
the Na ions play an important role since X�rays are scattered by electrons and thus
an additional Co3+/Co4+ ordering only changes the number of electrons at the Co
sites at most by one and is therefore very weak and nearly undetectable. Previous
electron di�raction experiments [76] show a strong superstructure, indicating the
presence of a well ordered superlattice structure with a commensurate vector q
oriented along [110] with a length of 0.25[110]. The [001] electron di�raction pattern
of Na0.5CoO2 is shown in �gure 4.1. From the obtained data a structure model was
derived that describes the data fairly well (�gure 4.1(b)). The model includes the
two di�erent types of Na sites, Na1 and Na2, both of which are only partly occupied
and have a prismatic sixfold coordination of O. They are positioned directly above
the Co ions (Na1) and at the other prismatic position, above the centers of the Co
triangles (Na2), respectively. The existence of two di�erent Na sites and occupation
behaviour with doping has also been found by X�ray photoemission spectroscopy.
These data will be described in more detail in chapter 5.2.1. The model that is given
by Zandbergen et al. shows that one out of four Na1 as well as one out of four Na2
sites are occupied. Their model is supported by neutron powder di�raction where
zigzag chains of Na running along one crystallographic direction were found at 300

53
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Figure 4.1: (a) Electron di�raction
pattern of Na0.5CoO2 (b) Models for
the Na planes of Na0.5CoO2, both the
Na planes at z=0 and z =1/2 are
given. Occupied Na positions are in-
dicated by black dots, Na vacancies by
open circles. X indicates the positions
of the Co atoms lying below. Figures
are taken from Ref. [76].
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and 3.5K [107].

A high energy X�ray di�raction experiment performed at beamline BW5 at the
synchrotron facility DESY in Hamburg, Germany, con�rmed the results from elec-
tron di�raction. The crystal that has been used had been grown by H. Berger,
Lausanne, Switzerland, by the �ux method with a stoichiometry x = 0.7 and had
been electrochemically de�intercalated by C. Malbrich at the IFW Dresden, Ger-
many. A rocking scan (�gure 4.2(a)) proves the high quality of the crystal given by
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 0.261◦ at the (004) Bragg�re�ection.
A ϑ�2θ scan at the (004) Bragg�re�e�ection with a FWHM of 0.006◦ shows the ho-
mogeneous Na distribution along the crystallographic c�axis (�gure 4.2(b)). From
this it is clear that the Na de�intercalation works very well, producing homogeneous
and well distributed Na concentrations. With scans along selected directions in
the reciprocal space a map of the structure at 15K in the (H K 0) plane could be
drawn. As an example a short K�scan around the (0 1.5 0) re�ection and a longer
K�scan along (1.5 K 0) is shown (�gure 4.2(c) and (d)), as well as an H�scan along
(H 0.5 0) (�gure 4.2(e)). The resulting map is shown in �gure 4.2(f), where the
Bragg�re�ections are represented by black �lled circles. Additionally, superstruc-
ture re�ections have been found at half and quarter integer values of H and K (blue
and red �lled circles, respectively), similar to what has been found from electron
di�raction experiments [76]. Note that the map of the (H K 0) plane contains also
all re�ections that originate from twinning e�ects.
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Figure 4.2: Results of high energy X�ray di�raction on Na0.5CoO2: (a) ω� and (b)
ϑ�2θ scan at the (0 0 4) re�ection, (c) K�scan around the (0 3/2 0) re�ection, (d) K�
scan along (3/2 K 0), H�scan along (H 1/2 0) (e), and a map of the reciprocal space
in the (H K 0) plane.

4.2 Resonant X�ray scattering on Na0.66CoO2

In order to learn more about possible Co ordering and its in�uence on the physical
properties we performed resonant X�ray scattering at the Co K�edge on an elec-
trochemically de�intercalated single crystal Na0.66CoO2. A sample characterisation
has been done at energies o� the Co K�resonance where the length of the crystallo-
graphic c�axis could be determined to be 10.97Å and that of the crystallographic
a�axis to be 2.837 
Å at room temperature which gives a stoichiometry of x = 0.66
for the de�intercalated sample.
In the following, resonant X�ray scattering experiments on this x = 0.66 sample

will be discussed and compared to resistivity data given in literature. In �gure 4.3
the energy dependence of the (0 0.5 4) re�ection at T=10K is shown. Unfortunately,
Co is a very good absorber and since the incoming light is mainly scattered at the
Co ions, the intensity at energies larger than the resonance at ≈7710 eV rises only
weakly, di�erent from what has been found for the manganates [152], for example.
Nevertheless, a clear di�erence between the two polarisations in the analyzer (σσ�
or σπ�channel) is observable which shows that there exist two crystallographically
non�equivalent Co sites within the ab plane. This e�ect may be due to charge order-
ing, but also explanations such as lattice distortion e�ects or orbital ordering could
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Figure 4.3: Na0.66CoO2: Energy scan at the (0 0.5 4) re�ection in the (a) σσ�channel
and (b) in the σπ�channel, (c) shows the di�erence between (a) and (b) for a normalised
intensity. In �gure (d) the integrated intensity of the (0 0.5 4) peak at the resonance
energy is shown for temperatures up to 125K. The red line may act as a guide to the
eye. The resistivity for a similar doping x = 0.68 is shown in �gure (e), the behaviour
with temperature changes at around 100K. The red lines are linear �ts to the low and
high temperature region (the resistivity data has been taken from Ref. [63]).

be possible explanations. Especially the peak at ≈7720 eV is strong for σπ scatter-
ing (�gure 4.3(a)), but weak in the σσ channel (�gure 4.3(b)). This becomes this
becomes obvious when the latter case is subtracted from the former (�gure 4.3(c)),
even though the resonance signal is weak compared to other materials such as the
manganite oxides [152]. Interestingly, the (0 0.5 4) peak shows a temperature depen-
dent behaviour in the σπ channel at the resonance energy; unfortunately, due to lack
of time, the σσ channel could not be measured as well. For the same reason only this
(0 0.5 4) superstructure peak could be measured as a function of temperature at the
resonance. In �gure 4.3(d), the intensity of the (0 0.5 4) re�ection is shown. With
increasing temperature the peak intensity in the σπ channel decreases non linearly
in the measured region up to 125K. The resistivity data of a similar crystal with
x = 0.68 [63] shows a behaviour that can be connected to the observed temperature
dependent superstructure. As shown in �gure 4.3, the resistivity increases linearly
up to ≈50K, then has an upturn and increases linearly again from ≈150K onwards.
The intersection point of these two straight lines occures at ≈100K where the tem-
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perature dependent resonant peak also changes the slope. This fact emphasises a
connection between a loss of order of the Co ions within the ab plane and an increase
in conductivity.

4.3 Measurements of the magnetisation and of the
transport properties

Unimpressed from what has been published already in the literature, own measure-
ments of the magnetisation up to 15T have been performed on two single crystals
grown by C.T. Lin and D.P. Chen, MPI Stuttgart, using the travelling�zone method,
in order to characterise the samples and to learn more about this system.
In the susceptibility data which have been gained by using a SQUID magnetome-

ter all characteristic features of the magnetic low temperature phase transition are
observed (�gure 4.4(left)): There is a broad peak around 30K which indicates
short-range, Ising-type, quasi�two�dimensional antiferromagnetic correlations [62]
as well as the sign of the antiferromagnetic transition at ≈ 20K. The upturn below
≈ 10K may be due to unpaired paramagnetic spins. Additionally, one observes
the hump at 275K. These features can also be observed in the speci�c heat data
(�gure 4.4(right)). Note that Cp shows only a small peak at 19.8K rather than a
well pronounced feature.
A deeper insight into the magnetic ground state can be achieved by performing

magnetisation measurements up to 14.5T. These measurements have been done in
a vibrating sample magnetometer (see chapter 4.3) in the laboratories of the IFW
Dresden.
In �gure 4.5 the magnetisation curves of an x = 0.82 single crystal grown by the
�oating zone method [44] are shown. First, one should look at the temperature
dependent magnetisation curves in di�erent constant �elds. Figure 4.5(a) shows the
magnetisation resulting from an external �eld of 1T and 14T, respectively, applied
perpendicular to the crystallographic c�axis (i.e. parallel to the ab plane) at tem-
peratures up to 100K. At low temperatures, well below the transition temperature
TN = 19.8K, the curve for H=1T shows an upturn which does not follow an 1/T
law. This upturn may also be caused by uncoupled, paramagnetic spins, since the
underlying antiferromagnetic signal is also present and adds to the 1/T law of the
paramagnetic spins. This view is supported by the H=14T curve where this upturn
has changed into a more or less horizontal line. Such a behaviour is expected for
uncoupled spins, too.
A similar behaviour, although for external �elds parallel to the crystallographic c�
axis, has been observed by Luo et al. [67]. They explain this behaviour by a phase
transition from an antiferromagnetically ordered state to a spin ferromagnetically
polarised state at ∼8T [67]. This interpretation still holds for the observation for
�elds perpendicular to the c�axis and can therefore be attributed to the same phe-
nomenon, i.e. a transition from an antiferromagnetic to a ferromagnetic state.
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Figure 4.4: Left: Susceptibility data of a Na0.82CoO2 single crystal in a magnetic
�eld of 1T parallel (open squares) and perpendicular (�lled squares) to the c�axis.
Right: Speci�c heat of the same crystal in a temperature range between 2 and 300K.
The insets enlarge the temperature ranges between 2 and 30K and between 240 and
300K.

In �gure 4.5(b) magnetisation loops up to 14.5T are shown for the temperature
T=4.2K for the magnetic �eld perpendicular and parallel to the crystallographic c
axis. Note that for both directions (increasing and decreasing �elds, respectively)
the curves plot directly on top of each other (not shown here).
As it has been pointed out earlier, the Co spins are oriented parallel to the c�axis
[62,144]. Therefore, for the dependence of the magnetisation at �elds perpendicular
to the c�axis a nearly straight line is expected. However, at low temperatures and
low �elds, the magnetisation curve deviates from a straight line (�gure 4.5(b)). This
deviation is due to uncoupled, paramagnetic spins since the curve can be described
by a straight line plus a Brillouin function. From such a �t, the number of uncoupled
spins has been found to amount to 0.3% of all Co ions. The slope χ0,ab of the straight
line has been determined to be 4.7 · 10−3µB/TCo.
Below the transition temperature TN = 19.8K for �elds parallel to the c�axis, a

spin��op transition at ∼8.5T occurs, supported by a linear part of the curve that
can be extrapolated to zero. The change in magnetisation during the spin��op
amounts to 15.6 · 10−3µB/Co. Below the spin��op, the curve can be �tted by a
straight line plus a weak signal of a Brillouin function. Again, the number of free
spins could be estimated to amount to 0.3% of all Co ions. The slope of the straight
line at low �elds is 2.9 · 10−3µB/TCo. At high �elds, i.e. above the spin��op �eld,
the magnetisation curve can be �tted by a straight line running through the origin,
emphasising the spin��op nature of the transition at ∼8.5T. Its slope χ0,c could be
estimated to be 4.1 · 10−3µB/TCo. Since the g�factor ratio (gab/gc)

2 is connected to
the �tted slopes χ0 of the data in �gure 4.5(b), the g�factor ratio could be estimated
to

gab

gc

=

√
χ0,ab

χ0,c

= 1.1 (4.1)

With increasing Na intercalation the ratio between Co3+ and Co4+ ions increases
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Figure 4.5: Magnetisaton measure-
ments on a Na0.82CoO2 single crystal:
(a) Magnetisation versus temperature at
�elds 1 and 14T, respectively, perpendic-
ular to the c�axis. (b) Magnetisation ver-
sus external �eld at T=4.2K for H ⊥ c
and H||c. (c) Comparison of the mag-
netisation at T=4.2K for x = 0.82 and
x ≈ 0.9 for H||c.

until for x = 1 only Co3+ ions exist. In a low spin state, Co3+ is non�magnetic
(S=0) and Co4+ carries a spin S=1/2. Thus, if only the Co4+ ions are responsible
for the magnetism, the value of M should decrease with increasing x.
In addition to the measurements of a sample with x = 0.82, also a sample with
x ≈ 0.9 1 has been measured, showing the spin��op transition at a slightly lower
�eld BSF ∼ 8.0T as the one with x = 0.82. A shown in �gure 4.5(c), this is indeed
the case which con�rms the idea of a low spin state (especially for the Co3+ ions)
where only the Co4+ ions carry a spin and are thus responsible for the magnetic
properties of the system. Note that the magnetisation of the x = 0.9 sample has
been multiplied by a factor 3. In addition to that, it is obvious that the low �eld
region in the curve of the x ≈ 0.9 crystal cannot be �tted by a straight line, but
by a sum of a straight line and a Brillouin function. For the x = 0.9 sample, the
amount of free spins could be determined to be 0.7% per Co ion. The existence of
unpaired spins at very high doping levels is already understandable in a very basic
picture, since at high doping the number of magnetic S=1/2 ions decreases more
and more leading to the naive picture that some S=1/2 ions become isolated and
thus unpaired.

1The x ≈ 0.9 single crystal was also grown by the �oating zone method [44].



Chapter 5

At the microscopic scale: The
electronic structure of NaxCoO2

In solid state physics, a wealth of di�erent phenomena such as various types of
magnetic or transport properties, ordering phenomena, or e�ects as strange as high
temperature superconductivity can be observed. Just looking at the phase diagram
of doped cuprates reveals antiferromagnetism, spin�glass behaviour, striped ordered
phases, structural and metal�insulator transitions, and, of course, a regime of su-
perconducticity. The driving force behind all of these phenomena determining the
material properties, is the electronic structure near the Fermi level. Therefore, it
is crucial for an understanding of the physics of these e�ects to have a very good
knowledge of the electronic structure.
There are many ways in gaining information on the electronic structure theoret-

ically and experimentally, for example, band structure or cluster calculations, and
various spectroscopic techniques such as angle resolved photoemission (ARPES),
optical spectroscopy, (core�level) X�ray photoemission (XPS), X�ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS, NEXAFS or XANES), or resonant inelastic X�ray scattering
(RIXS).
In this chapter, the electronic structure of NaxCoO2 will be discussed in great

detail, starting with an overview of the results already presented in the literature
(section 5.1), followed by the results of X�ray absorption and photoemission exper-
iments on a wide doping range (section 5.2) and their interpretation gained from
cluster calculations (section 5.3). Finally, an approach from a multiband model
explaining the Fermi surface topology is presented (section 5.4).

60
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5.1 Introduction
Motivated by the discovery of superconductivity in Na0.35CoO2 · 1.3H2O [40, 68, 72]
and its relation to the high temperature superconducting cuprates, intensive work
on the electronic structure has been performed. It has been argued that NaxCoO2

is probably the only system other than cuprates in which a doped Mott insulator
becomes a superconductor, although the fully undoped system Na0CoO2 has not
yet been synthesised [83, 87]. Usually, the intercalated water molecules are mainly
considered as spacer for the CoO2 planes emphasising the two�dimensionality of the
system. However, Milne et al. [101] proposed that the intercalated water also acts
as a charge donator leading to an o��stoichiometric Co3+/Co4+ ratio.
Naturally, the electronic structure of NaxCoO2 is strongly in�uenced by the crystal

structure which is composed of stacked quasi two�dimensional CoO2 planes sepa-
rated by layers of Na with a nominally valence +1, each Na atom donating one
electron to a CoO2 layer. The CoO2 layers consist of edge�sharing CoO6 octahedra,
so that a triangular Co layer is sandwiched by two (triangular) O layers (see also �g-
ure 3.1 in section 3.1), leading to strong topological frustration [83,84,87]. However,
the spacial arrangement of the Na ions also plays a crucial role for the physics of this
material. There are two basic positions for the Na ions, one directly above or below
a Co site and another one in a center position of a triangle spanned by the Co lattice
(see also �gure 5.4, 7 pages below). In addition, the CoO6 octahedra are distorted
in such a way that the resulting symmetry is trigonal. In general, due to a cubic
crystal �eld formerly degenerate 3d states split into three�fold degenerate t2g states
(dxy,dyz, and dzx) and two�fold degenerate eg states (dx2−y2 and d3z2−r2). Upon an
additional trigonal distortion the eg states may be lifted somewhat in energy, but
remain degenerate, whereas the t2g states are split further into a single a′1g level and
a two�fold degenerate e′g level. Here the prime denotes states due to the trigonal
distortion. In order to avoid confusion these states will be named in the following
as eσ

g (formerly eg), a1g (formerly a′1g) and eπ
g (formerly e′g). These states can be

represented as
|eσ

g±〉 = ∓ 1√
2

(|3z2 − r2〉 ± i|x2 − y2〉), (5.1)

|a1g〉 =
1√
3

(|xy〉+ |yz〉+ |xz〉) (5.2)

and
|eπ

g±〉 = ∓ 1√
3

(|xy〉+ exp±i2π/3 |yz〉+ exp±i4π/3 |xz〉). (5.3)

An illustration of the energy diagram and the corresponding orbitals is shown in
�gure 5.1. Note that the a1g orbital is the only one having only one preferential
direction: the (1 1 1) direction, i.e. the crystallographic c�axis.
The �rst method that have been used to describe the electronic structure of

NaxCoO2 were local density approximation (LDA) calculations [57, 93]. The cal-
culations show that the eg and t2g bands are separated approximately by 2.5 eV
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Figure 5.1: Energy diagram
of the distorted Co 3d levels in
trigonal symmetry. As moti-
vated by experiment and theory,
the eπ

g states are drawn lower in
energy than the a1g state. On
the right, an illustration of the
corresponding orbitals is given.
The a1g orbital is pointing along
the (1 1 1) direction of the octa-
hedra, i.e. the crystallographic
c�axis. The shape of the or-
bitals is calculated using equa-
tion (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3).

while the t2g bandwidth amounts to 1.6 eV. Although the a1g and eπ
g states overlap

and mix to some extend, these states are roughly separated in energy by the rhom-
bohedral �eld, with the states at the top of the t2g manifold, where the Fermi energy
εF lies, having dominant a1g character in Na0.5CoO2 [57]. The calculated Fermi sur-
face (FS) shows a large cylindrical hole surface with a hexagonal shape around the
Γ−A line. It has dominant a1g character as well as small hole�like sections centered
about 2/3 of the way out on the Γ−K and A−H directions that have a mixed a1g

and eg character. A �attening of the large Fermi surface regions along the Γ − K
directions implies that the hopping giving rise to the dispersion of the a1g derived
bands is via the O pz orbitals [57], while direct a1g-a1g hopping is small, as might be
expected from the Co�Co distance. In addition, the c�axis dispersion of a1g derived
states is higher than that of eπ

g derived states, as the a1g states are directed along
the c�axis and mix with combinations of O 2p states that are also directed along
c, even though these are weak e�ects near εF . Furthermore, the system is assumed
to be a strongly correlated system, characterised by W ¿ Udd, with an e�ective
on�site Hubbard Udd of 5-8 eV [57].

Experimentally, angle resolved photoemission (ARPES) experiments con�rmed a
Fermi surface with a large hole pocket around the Γ point showing a weak hexagonal
character. The predicted small Fermi surface pockets near the K points could not
be observed, however, neither in �ux grown crystals with x = 0.7 [95] nor in crystals
grown using the �oating�zone technique with x = 0.6 [96]. The absence of the hole
pockets may result from a shift of the chemical potential due to electron correlation
e�ects that can push these bands away from the Fermi level or wash out their relative
intensity [95], or from many�body interactions [96]. This point will be discussed in
more detail later on in section 5.4. A low energy peak at about 0.7 eV has been found
in photoemission spectroscopy (PES) and together with LDA calculations [57], this
excitation has been assigned to Co 3d states, whereas the O 2p states are somewhat
higher in energy. Since these Co 3d and O 2p peaks are separated, Yang et al.
conclude that the Co d - O p hybridisation has to be weak [96]. A correlation
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Figure 5.2: Na0.7CoO2: Angle resolved photoemission data show no hole pockets
at the Fermi surface (a), but the corresponding bands lie about 133meV below the
Fermi energy (b). In �gure (c), the band structure from K via Γ to M is shown. The
measurements were done by J. Geck [127].

satellite at 11 eV in the PES spectra indicates a strongly correlated behaviour with
a Hubbard Udd ∼ 5 eV [95]. As an additional parameter, the e�ective single�particle
hopping parameter teff

1 has been evaluated from a tight�binding band model on
the triangular lattice that �ts the measured band dispersion. Hasan et al. found
teff = 10± 2meV [95] whereas Yang et al. quote teff = −44meV along Γ−M and
teff = 12 − 26meV along Γ − K [96]. Since the used Hamiltonian is not given in
these publications, the di�erence in sign between these two publications cannot be
judged. Both get similar absolute values and it is worth noting that the value of
teff is similar to the (almost isotropic) exchange parameter |J | ≈ 10meV [99,144].
Further information has been derived from ARPES experiments done by J. Geck,

S. Borysenko and co�workers, IFW Dresden, on a �ux grown single crystal with
stoichiometry x = 0.7 [127]. Similar to earlier publications, they found a cylindrical
hole�like Fermi surface around the Γ point with a hexagonal shape, but could not
detect the predicted hole pockets near the Fermi energy either. The bands that
are responsible for the hole pockets are pushed below the Fermi surface to higher
binding energies as it is shown in �gure 5.2(a) and (b) for binding energies EB = 0
and 0.132 eV. In �gure (c) an intensity plot down to binding energies of 6 eV along
the K − Γ−M direction is shown.
A systematic photoemission study on a wide range of Na concentrations (0.3 ≤ x ≤

0.72) revealed that in all (metallic) samples only a single hole�like Fermi surface cen-
tered around the Γ point has been observed. The area of the Fermi surface changes
with x according to the Luttinger theorem [153]. The sinking of the hole pockets
near the K point has been found to be independent of doping and temperature [97].
High�energy (hν = 5.95 keV) photoemission experiments [154] support a moderate
1The e�ective hopping parameter teff is a renormalised value from the original band parameter

t, estimated to be t ∼ 130meV and a total bandwidth (12t) ∼ 1.6 eV [57, 74], the reduction of t
indicates a strong correlation of the electrons.
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on�site Coulomb correlation energy Udd ∼ 3 − 5.5 eV. From cluster calculations, a
mixed character of the electronic structure has been obtained which is more Mott�
Hubbard like than charge�transfer like [154] in terms of the ZSA phase diagram [155].
As a further attempt to explain the experimental results, calculations of LDA,

local spin density approximation (LSDA), and LSDA+U [156] with a moderate U
of 4.0 eV have been done [157]. Here, the Na ions have been treated as a uniform
positive background in order to assure charge neutrality. It has been stated, that
the presence of a Na potential has little e�ect on the essential physics [116]. The
authors found, that both LDA and LSDA predict a large Fermi surface around the
Γ point and small hole pockets near the K points at doping levels x ≤ 0.5. In
contrast, no hole pockets were observed within LSDA+U for all doping levels but
the hexagonal shape of the hole�like Fermi surface changes upon doping towards a
circle like shape [157].
Furthermore, LSDA+U calculations show that undoped CoO2 (i.e. Na0CoO2) is

a charge transfer insulator within LSDA+U and a metal with a high density of
states (DOS) at the Fermi level within LSDA. On the other hand, (CoO2)

1.0− (like
Na1CoO2) is a band insulator with a gap of 2.2 eV, whereas systems with fraction
doping are half metal in the absence of charge ordering and assuming a ferromagnetic
phase [116]. In the undoped case, a charge transfer gap between the O 2p and Co
3d (a1g) states has been found. This gap decreases upon electron doping due to
a �lling of the formerly unoccupied a1g level which is split�o� from the former t2g

triplet due to on�site Coulomb interaction. At a doping of x = 0.3 the Co 3d a1g

band touches the O p bands in LSDA+U and merges into the rest of the band. For
x = 1.0 all t2g states are occupied and a new gap (larger than in the undoped case)
appears between the t2g and the eg states leading to a band insulator [116].
However, not only correlation e�ects change the electronic structure, but it is

also highly sensitive to the oxygen height in the CoO6 octahedra [57, 158]. Ni et
al. [158] carried out calculations using the pseudopotential method with local spin
density functional approximation, �nding that at low doping, in particular x = 0.25,
NaxCoO2 is an itinerant ferromagnetic metal with large hybridisation between cobalt
and oxygen orbitals. When the Na content is increased, both the ferromagnetism and
hybridisation decrease. When x = 0.5, only a tiny ferromagnetism is left, and the
hybridisation vanishes. Thus, changing the Na content generates a phase transition
that leads from the wide band ferromagnetic metal to a narrow band paramagnetic
metal. Such a strong suppression of the ferromagnetism is supposed to mainly
originate by the local distortions of the oxygen ions around the cobalt atoms [158].
Experimentally, a distortion of the oxygen ions around the Co3+ ions and also the
existence of strong hybridisation between the cobalt and oxygen ions at low doping
levels has indeed been found by X�ray absorption spectroscopy [148]. However, fully
di�erent from what is predicted by Ni et al., a strong hybridisation exists for higher
doping levels, too (see also the proceeding subsection 5.2.2). Ni et al. also claim
that the Na ions mainly act as charge donators with a small charge density around
the Na ions and conclude that the compounds are clearly two�dimensional [158].
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Also from X�ray absorption spectroscopy a hybridisation between the sodium and
oxygen ions has been found, indicating a coupling between the Na and CoO2 layers
and therefore, only a weak two�dimensionality [148] is expected, as it is also found in
similar coupling constants J from inelastic neutron scattering experiments [99,144].

Various theoretical attempts have been done, mainly focused on single�band mod-
els on the frustrated triangular lattice [83�87, 89, 161], but multi�orbital models
[159,162,163], and density functional calculations [57,93,94,112,116,145,164] have
also been performed as partially described above. At the Γ point, the states with
a1g and eπ

g symmetry are clearly split, but on average over the entire Brillouin zone
the mixing between a1g and eπ

g is substantial, with the eπ
g states being lower in en-

ergy [57]. From a point charge model for a distorted CoO6 octahedron, Koshibae
and Maekawa [159] found the a1g state being stabilised against the eπ

g states by
∼0.025 eV and concluded that this discrepancy can only lead to the fact that the
energy splitting does not originate in the crystal �eld due to the distortion, but
is determined by the kinetic energy of the electrons. Neglecting the rhombohedral
distortion, Koshibae and Maekawa [159] follow the idea that the main hopping path
of an electron between Co 3d states is via O 2p orbitals rather than direct Co 3d
hopping. Actually, from X�ray absorption spectroscopy spectral evidence has been
found that the low�energy excitations of NaxCoO2 have signi�cant O 2p charac-
ter [148, 165]. Tight�binding calculations found the direct overlap integral between
the cobalt ions to be much smaller than the indirect hopping over the oxygen 2p
orbitals [162], supporting such a scenario. This prompted Koshibae and Maekawa
to constructed a three�band tight�binding model of degenerate t2g orbitals, where
the only hopping processes are indirect hopping processes over intermediate oxygen
orbitals. This approach leads towards a system of four independent and interpene-

Figure 5.3: Illustration of the Kagomé lattice in the triangular lattice of cobalt ions
(a). In �gure (b) the four interpenetrating Kagomé lattices are shown, represented
as gray, black, hatched, and white (�gure (a) and (b) are taken from Ref. [159]). For
further illustration, in �gure (c) a Kagomé lattice including the cobalt and oxygen ions
and also orbitals involved in the e�ective hopping are shown (�gure (c) is taken from
Ref. [160].
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trating Kagomé lattices. The triangle made of the states |zx, 1〉, |yz, 2〉, and |xy, 3〉,
as shown in �gure 5.3, is an elementary unit of the Kagomé lattice. This changes
the eigenstates of the triangle to

|a1g〉K =
1√
3

(|xy, 3〉+ |yz, 2〉+ |xz, 1〉) (5.4)

and
|eπ

g±〉K = ∓ 1√
3

(|xy, 3〉+ exp±i2π/3 |yz, 2〉+ exp±i4π/3 |xz, 1〉), (5.5)

with the eigenstate of |a1g〉K lying higher in energy than that of |eπ
g 〉K [159]. As a

continuation of this work, Indergand et al. [166] calculated a multi�orbital model
for the CoO2 layer in combination with a local Coulomb interaction within a tight�
binding approximation including Co�O π hybrisidation as the most relevant hopping
process. They con�rmed the existence of the Kagomé lattice and were able to
reproduce the Fermi surface, but including the hole pockets. In addition, they
found a metallic state that allows also charge and spin density ordering together with
ferromagnetic tendencies that are dominant compared to the other. This dominance
of the ferromagnetic state is enhanced upon an additional trigonal distortion.

5.2 Spectroscopy
Motivated by the discovery of an unexpectedly large thermopower accompanied by
low resistivity and low thermal conductivity in NaxCoO2 [37] and the discovery
of superconductivity in the hydrated compound Na0.35CoO2 · 1.3H2O in 2003 [40],
experiments using spectroscopic methods such as near edge X�ray absorption �ne
structure (NEXAFS) at the O K, the Co L2,3, and the Na K�edge, as well as X�ray
photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) on a wide doping range of NaxCoO2 have been
performed. The similarity of the Na cobaltates to the high temperature supercon-
ductors (HTSC) − both are transition metal oxides and adopt a layered crystal
structure with quasi-two-dimensional (Cu, Co)O2 layers − is an important aspect
of actual research activities. However, in contrast to the HTSC cuprates, the CoO2

layers consist of edge sharing CoO6 octahedra which are distorted in a way that
the resulting symmetry is trigonal, as described above. The trigonal coordination of
the Co sites results in geometric frustration which may favour unconventional elec-
tronic ground states. The geometrically frustrated CoO2 sublattice also exists in
the non�hydrated parent compound NaxCoO2, which has been investigated in this
work. The intercalation of water is expected to have little e�ect on the Fermi surface
besides the increase in two dimensionality due to the e�ect of expansion [167, 168]
and an o�-stoichiometric Co3+/Co4+ ratio [100, 101]. The idea of water acting as
charge donators to the CoO2 layers indicating that Na substoichiometry alone does
not control the electronic doping of these materials [101] has been recently denied
by Co K� edge NEXAFS experiments [169], where no change in the Co valence has
been found upon hydration.
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As predicted by calculations [159] and shown experimentally [148, 165], the eπ
g

states are lower in energy and are therefore �lled, while the a1g states are partially
�lled as a function of x. Therefore, the a1g states govern the relevant low-energy
excitations. From magnetisation, speci�c heat, and conductivity measurements for
various doping levels, three phase transitions as a function of temperature have
been observed: a low temperature bulk antiferromagnetic transition at TN ≈ 20K
for 0.75 ≤ x ≤ 0.9 ( [39,62,64]) and two high temperature transitions at about 280K
in a Na0.82CoO2 sample [138] and at 323�340K in samples with x ≈ 0.75 [60, 170].
The origin of the 280K transition has been discussed in terms of charge ordering
and the formation of magnetopolarons due to a charge induced Co 3d spin state
transition from a low spin state to an intermediate spin state [138]. Such a spin state
transition occurs for instance in the related compounds La1−ySryCoO3 [139�143]. In
some samples, a third transition at around 340K is observed. It has been suggested
that this is due to a structural transition involving Na ordering [60,125,170], which
is supported by Huang et al. who found a structural phase transition concomitant
with a shift of a large fraction of the Na ions from a high�symmetry position to a
lower�symmetry position [60].
In this study, non�hydrated compounds in a wide doping range have been investi-

gated within all three di�erent regions x < 0.5, x = 0.5, and x > 0.5.
The investigated single crystals have been grown by two di�erent methods. First,

single crystals of Na0.75CoO2 were grown using the travelling solvent �oating�zone
method, crystals with a lower Na concentration were produced employing de�intercalation
with bromium from the highly doped samples by C. Sekar and G. Krabbes at the
IFW Dresden, as well as by C.T. Lin and D.P. Chen at the MPI Stuttgart. The
initial characterisation of the samples has been carried out using energy dispersive
X�ray analysis (EDX), X�ray di�raction, and chemical analysis done by J. Acker at
the IFW Dresden. Details of the crystal growth, de�intercalation, and characterisa-
tion of the resulting samples are presented elsewhere [44,171]. Second, high�quality
single crystals were grown by the sodium chloride �ux method by H. Berger at EPFL
Lausanne, Switzerland, as thoroughly described in Ref. [69]. In order to change the
Na concentration of the �ux grown crystals, the samples have been treated using
electrochemical methods by C. Malbrich and L. Dunsch at the IFW Dresden. Both
methods lead to the same spectra.
In the following, the experimental results of X�ray absorption and photoemission

spectroscopy on non�hydrated crystals will be presented and discussed in great de-
tail. In part, the following discussion has already been published in Physical Review
B, 74 115123 in 2006 [148].

5.2.1 X�ray photoemission spectroscopy
The X�ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed using
a Physical Electronics PHI 5600 commercial spectrometer equipped with a mono-
chromatic Al�Kα X�ray source with an energy resolution of about 0.35 eV. The size
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of the irradiated spot was about 1mm × 1mm. The samples were cleaved in�situ
at a pressure of about 2× 10−9 mbar and measured at p = 5× 10−10 mbar at room
temperature.

As explained above, the crystal structure of NaxCoO2 consists of alternating quasi
two�dimensional CoO2 layers separated by insulating Na layers. In this crystal
structure, Na occupies two di�erent sites, Na1 and Na2. Both Na ions are surrounded
by six O ions, three belonging to the CoO2 layer on top and three to the layer below.
However, while all oxygen neighbours of Na1 belong to di�erent Co ions (i.e. di�erent
octahedra), the oxygen ions of the Na2 ion belong to two octahedra (one on top and
one below) (�gure 5.4(left)). Since the average Na1�O and Na2�O bond length are
identical, the Co ion must be responsible for a di�erent site occupation [43]. From
�rst and second nearest neighbour repulsion Jorgensen et al. [43] conclude that Na2
has a weaker bonding, which leads to a smaller occupancy of the Na2 site compared
to the Na1 site. From a Rietveld re�nement of di�raction data they indeed found
such a behaviour in Na0.31CoO2 · 1.25D2O and Na0.61CoO2.

From XPS experiments on two NaxCoO2 samples with x = 0.3 and x = 0.7, the
same behaviour could be observed (�gure 5.4(right)). For x = 0.3 mainly one peak at
a binding energy of ≈1070 eV exists as well as a small shoulder at ≈1071.5 eV binding
energy, which can be interpreted as Na1 and Na2, respectively. With increasing
sodium content (x = 0.7) this shoulder grows to a true peak being as strong as the
one at lower binding energies which has not changed compared to the lower doping
case. This behaviour is consistent with the existence of two Na sites which are �lled
almost successively.

The accuracy of the stoichiometry given for these samples has been checked by
XPS, too, giving a surprisingly good agreement to the predictions of the crystal
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Figure 5.4: Left: Sketch of the local structure of the two di�erent Na sites, Na1 and
Na2 (�gure taken from Ref. [43]). Right: Result of the XPS experiment on NaxCoO2

with x = 0.3 and x = 0.7. One clearly observes the change in the occupation of the
two di�erent Na sites upon doping.
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Figure 5.5: NaxCoO2: XPS spectra of the Co 2p level (a) and a �t for the x = 0.3
doping level (b). (c) and (b) show the low binding energy region up to 45 and 15 eV,
respectively.

grower2.
In a previous paper, Chainani et al. [154] presented the results of the investigation

of two crystals Na0.7CoO2 and Na0.35CoO2 ·1.3H2O using XPS. At the Co 2p energy
level they observed two Co peaks (2p1/2 and 2p3/2) and two satellites. Within the Co
peaks they found a structure which they interpreted as belonging to Co3+ and Co4+

ions. In our own measurements, a very similar result has been found. It should be
stressed that the change in spectral weight between two samples with x = 0.3 and
x = 0.7 is very weak as shown in �gure 5.5(a). Even though the relative Co3+/Co4+

occupancy should have been inverted between the two doping levels, only a tendency
of a spectral weight shift is observed. This result may indicate that the system is
highly covalent leaving only a few "pure" Co4+ (i.e. d5) ions left in the system. In
�gure 5.5(b) a �t of the x = 0.3 Co 2p spectra is shown. Using a Shirley background,

2NaxCoO2 turned out to be a material that is very di�cult to grow in a single phase with a
homogeneous Na concentration. Therefore, all stoichiometries given in literature (and in this work,
too), contain a small error in x: Nax±δCoO2. Note, that also the oxygen content can vary slightly
from its value 2.
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the two satellites can be �tted by a broad, single peak, whereas the 2p1/2 peak can
be nicely �tted by two peaks, and the 2p3/2 peak by two strong and one weak peak.
Note that such a �tting is very rough since the spectrum is also a�ected by the
resulting 2p core hole leading to a multiplet splitting [2], so that an easy picture
with two peaks (Co3+ and Co4+) of the same width is not correct. Nevertheless,
there must be two main peaks connected to Co3+ and Co4+ plus a broad satellite
which can be seen is this �tting. The satellites seen in the spectrum emphasise an
existing hybridisation between the Co and O ions inside the CoO6 octahedra. In the
core�hole �nal state in the Co 2p XPS spectra, the core�hole potential Udc lowers the
dn+1L and dn+2L2 states by Udc and 2Udc as compared to the dn state (here n = 5, 6
and L denotes a ligand hole), causing a di�erent ordering of levels, which is the
reason for the strong satellite structure [2,12,172] (see also chapter 1.1). Note, that
the situation for the O 1s XPS is quite di�erent, since the O 1s core�hole potential
will push up further the dn+1L and dn+2L2 states. Therefore the lowest energy state
with an O 1s core hole present is similar to that of the ground state and therefore
little if any satellite structure is observable [12,173].
At low binding energies (below 45 eV), the excitations from Na 2p appear at around

30 eV, O 2s at 23 eV, O 2p at around 5 eV, and the Co 3d valence band at 0.7 eV
(�gure 5.5(c)). In principle, the Na 2p states show a similar behaviour as it has
been observed at the Na 1s states: While for x = 0.3 mainly one site is occupied,
for x = 0.7 also the second Na site is partially occupied. The O 2s spectra remain
unchanged upon doping, indicating no additional oxygen in both samples (or the
same amount of additional oxygen, but that is very unlikely). At around 5 eV the
O 2p states are localised and somewhat lower the Co 3d valence states at ca. 1 eV.
These states are clearly separated which leads Yang et al. [96] to the idea that the
Co-O hybridisation has to be weak. While the Co 3d states do not show a signi�cant
change upon doping (�gure 5.5), the O 2p states become broader and stronger for
lower x, indicating a strong hybridisation between these states. As it will be shown
in the next section, the charge transfer energy ∆ = E(dn+1L) − E(dn) is actually
negative for Co4+. Both stoichiometries show a satellite peak around 11 eV, but
interestingly they are di�erent in shape. While for x = 0.3 there exists only one
peak, the spectrum for x = 0.7 shows a double peak structure due to multiplet
e�ects (for a detailed explanation see the next section 5.3).
An important question regarding the Na cobaltates is the sample treatment and its

consequences for the electronic structure. In order to address this point, temperature
dependent XPS measurements on a x = 0.7 crystal grown by the �ux method have
been performed. Since the spectrometer does not have a cryostate manipulator, the
sample has been heated in the preparation chamber for an hour and transferred
back into the main chamber for measuring. The results for runs between room
temperature and 400◦C are shown in �gure 5.6. From these results, T = 100◦C
should be taken as a critical temperature. There is no di�erence in the spectra
before and after heating at 100◦C, but already after heating the sample for one hour
at 150◦C, the intensity at the Na 1s peak begins to decrease indicating a loss of Na
within the probed area. This is not surprising since the Na ions are not strongly
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Figure 5.6: Na0.7CoO2: Temperature dependent XPS measurements for di�erent
binding energies.

bound within the Na layers, but are allowed to move through them. Therefore, a
loss of Na with increasing temperature can be expected. When further increasing
the temperature, the amount of Na constantly decreases until at 400◦C no Na is
left in the sample within the probed area. The position of the Na 1s and Na 2p
peaks do not change with temperature, which shows that its local surrounding does
not change, i.e. the CoO6 planes do not change their structure or composition.
Since the Na layer does change with temperature, a change in the peak positions
for Co 2p and O 2s, as well as for the valence band is expected. Such a behaviour
could indeed be observed. At temperatures above 150◦C the O 2s peak position
constantly shifts slightly towards higher binding energies, similar to the Co 2p peak.
Interestingly, in addition to that at the Co 2p peak, there is a change in the spectral
shape with a more pronounced charge transfer satellite with increasing temperature,
consistent with an increase in the weight of the satellite at the valence band together
with a broadening of the O 2p band. As for the satellite, mainly poorly screened
multiplets of the 2p53dn �nal state (n=5,6) are responsible, whereas the main line
is due to well screened 2p53dn+1L �nal states, where L denotes a ligand hole at
the oxygen sites surrounding the Co 2p core�hole site. The energy separation and
the intensity ratio of these spectral features is determined by the valence�band
- core�hole interaction energy Udc, the e�ective Co 3d - O 2p hopping energy t,
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and the charge transfer energy between a Co 3d and an O 2p state ∆ (in Ref. [2]
this relation has been shown for copper dihilates). Note that although the relative
spectral weight between the main line and the satellite changes upon temperature,
the peak distance remains constant. This can only be achieved if for example ∆
and Udc somehow depend on each other and keep their di�erence constant [174] (see
also section 5.3). As explained above, the Co 2p peak shifts towards higher binding
energies which is consistent with a lowering of the valence state as is expected when
the Na concentration decreases. In addition to that, the intensity ratio between the
main line and the satellite changes in favour of the satellite peak. Such a behaviour
is also consistent with a lowering of the valence state since the charge transfer energy
∆ is lower for Co4+ than for Co3+ (actually it is negative for the former, see the
next section 5.3). This leads to a situation with a large amount of oxygen ligand
holes already in the ground state, so that a creation of a ligand hole in the �nal
state due to the existence of the core�hole and the resulting energy shift is not
very likely to occur. Note that in this extreme case of CoO2, containing only Co4+

ions with a negative charge transfer energy ∆, the description of the bands and
also their classi�cation is di�cult to place into the Zaanen�Sawatzky�Allen phase
diagram [155]. The resulting state could also be a charge transfer metal, rather than
an insulator.

5.2.2 X�ray absorption spectroscopy
The near edge X�ray absorption �ne structure (NEXAFS or short XAS) measure-
ments of the absorption coe�cient were performed at the UE52�PGM beamline at
the synchrotron facility BESSY II, Berlin, analysing the drain current, and at the
8.0.1 beamline at the Advanced Light Source (ALS) synchrotron at Berkeley Labs,
Berkeley, California, analysing the drain current and the �uorescence. At Bessy, the
energy resolution was set to 0.09 eV and 0.16 eV for photon energies of 530 eV and
780 eV, respectively. The measurements were performed on di�erent non�hydrated
single crystals with a sodium content of nominally x = 0.4, x = 0.5, x = 0.6, and
x = 0.7 at various temperatures and di�erent polarisations of the incident syn-
chrotron light at the sodium K, oxygen K, and cobalt L2,3�edge. The doping levels
that have been investigated belong to di�erent and interesting regions of the phase
diagram [63]: x = 0.4 lies in the region of a paramagnetic metal, x = 0.5 repre-
sents a special, insulating case, whereas x = 0.6 and x ≈ 0.7 are a Curie-Weiss
metal. All the crystals were of the same size with a surface area of 3mm × 3mm.
The crystals were freshly cleaved in�situ under ultrahigh vacuum conditions (about
2 × 10−10 mbar) at 25K, which resulted in shiny sample surfaces. Special atten-
tion has been paid to the reproducibility of the experimental data and the e�ects
of surface contamination. The freshly cleaved surfaces turned out to be very sen-
sitive to adsorbates. This is the reason why the �uorescence signal has not been
measured, since due to setup reasons, the measurement would have downgraded the
pressure inside the main chamber. Irreversible changes were observed in the O K
spectra when the sample surfaces were exposed to pressures above 2 × 10−9 mbar
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which can be attributed to adsorbed oxygen containing molecules at the surface.
No such changes have been found for the Co absorption edges. A comparison to
the temperature dependent behaviour of the Co L2,3�edge proves that the origin of
this irreversible e�ect is due to surface contamination and not due to a change or
a transition of the whole sample, since the Co L2,3�edge remains unchanged with
temperature and pressure.
According to the dipole selection rules the O K and Co L2,3 excitations as probed

by these experiments correspond to core electron transitions into unoccupied oxygen
2p and cobalt 3d electronic states. Upon variation of the incident light polarisation,
di�erent O 2p and Co 3d orbitals can be probed [10]. For polarisation dependent
measurements the samples were oriented in such a way that the direction of incident
photons and the sample surface normal (i.e., the c�axis) enclose an angle of α =
70◦. The used undulator allows a rotation of the beam polarisation by 90◦ using
the vertical and horizontal mode. This procedure avoids experimental artifacts
related to the di�erences in the optical path and the probed area. All NEXAFS
results referred to E parallel to the c�axis (E||c) are corrected using the formula
Ic = 1

sin2 α
(I − I⊥c cos2 α) where I⊥c and I are measured NEXAFS intensities with

E ⊥ c and E in the plane de�ned by the c�axis and the incident photon beam,
respectively. In order to compare the data, the NEXAFS spectra are normalised at
higher energies where the absorption is doping independent and isotropic and the
spectra for di�erent measurements and settings should show the same intensities.
The spectra are normalised at 600 eV for the O K�edge and at 810 eV for the Co
L2,3�edge.
In order to get the overall picture of the electronic structure as seen by NEXAFS

measurements, two samples x = 0.4 and x = 0.6 will be discussed in the following.
These two doping levels belong to the two regions around the special case x = 0.5.
Within the phase diagram for x < 0.75 the main features of the electronic structure
can be understood by these two representative doping levels. Therefore, it makes
sense to discuss only these two cases in great detail in order to avoid confusion.
Later on, more results of di�erent doping level will be shown, underlying the results
given in the next section and completing the picture.

Results and discussion

Using NEXAFS, the unoccupied energy levels close to the Fermi level can be stud-
ied by excitations from core electrons into unoccupied states. We have measured
excitations from O 1s core levels into unoccupied O 2p states that are hybridised
with states of primary Co and Na character, as well as excitations from Co 2p into
Co 3d states. If the in�uence of the core hole is neglected, as is reasonable for the
O 1s core hole excitations, a direct interpretation of the NEXAFS results in terms
of the partially unoccupied density of states is possible, analogous to a one electron
addition process [175, 176]. If the core hole cannot be neglected, as it is the case
for Co 2p → 3d excitations, the interpretation of the data requires consideration of
multiplet splitting, hybridisation, and crystal �eld e�ects.
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Figure 5.7: Top left and top right: Po-
larisation dependent NEXAFS spectra of
the Co L2,3�edge for NaxCoO2 with x =
0.4 (top left) and x = 0.6 (top right) at
25K. ∆E(x) represents the di�erence in
energy between the �rst and the main
peak. The insets show an enlargement
of the region around the �rst peak (ii)
and around the top of the main peak (iii).
Bottom right: No signi�cant tempera-
ture dependence is observable between 25
and 372K for x = 0.6. All intensities are
normalised at 810 eV for which no stoi-
chiometric, polarisation, or temperature
dependence is observable.
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In Fig. 5.7, experimental spectra of the Co L2,3�edges are shown, which display three
main features at each edge: one strong central peak (peak b and b') with a shoulder
towards higher energies (peak c and c') and a peak/shoulder towards lower energies
(peak a and a'). This result can easily be compared with the similar compound
LiCoO2, which nominally contains only Co3+ ions with S=0 [177]. In the NEXAFS
spectra of the Co L2,3�edge of LiCoO2 one �nds only one main peak [178] di�erent
from the spectrum observed for the mixed valence system NaxCoO2. Especially the
low energy feature (peak a and a') is absent in LiCoO2. Thus this peak can be can be
interpreted as a result of excitations into unoccupied 3d states of nominal Co4+ ions
which are missing in LiCoO2. This interpretation is also supported by the doping
dependence of the Co L�edge as the low energy peak appears stronger for lower Na
doping (i.e. higher Co4+ concentration) and weaker for higher sodium doping (i.e.
lower Co4+ concentration), as well as by calculations as described shortly below and
in great detail in the next section (5.3).
The local electronic structure around a Co atom in NaxCoO2 has been modelled

in a cluster calculation using many�body wave functions. Within this approach, a
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CoO6 cluster containing the Co 3d and the O 2p valence electrons has been solved
exactly including all interactions between 3d electrons in Oh symmetry with an a1g

like ground state for Co4+ as given in equation (5.2) as expected for a trigonal
distortion (see also Ref. [179] and the proceeding section 5.3). For simplicity, in the
following the expression Co4+, referring to a CoO6 octahedron with a formal Co4+

central ion containing �ve holes and, analogously, Co3+ for an octahedron containing
four holes with a formal Co3+ central ion, will be used. From the calculations it has
been found that the �rst peak at lower energies in the NEXAFS Co L�edge (peak
a and a' in Fig. 5.7) originates from excitations into Co4+ �nal states with an A1g

symmetry, while the main peak (b and b') and the shoulder (c and c') are due to
excitations into �nal states of Co3+ with Eg symmetry and Co4+ with T1g and T2g

symmetry, respectively. Note that in order to avoid confusion we labelled the �nal
states using capital letters (e.g. A1g) while the ground state is labelled with lower
case letters (e.g. a1g). The ground state of the system has been found to be strongly
covalent with a moderate positive charge transfer energy ∆CT = E(dn+1L) − E(dn)
for Co3+ and a negative ∆CT for Co4+ [179].
In the experimental spectrum of the Co L�edge, it is additionally observed that the

energy di�erence between the �rst peak (A1g) and the largest peak (Eg) in �gure 5.7
di�ers between the two di�erent stoichiometries x=0.4 and x=0.6 being ∆Ex=0.4 =
−2.0 eV and ∆Ex=0.6 = −1.8 eV, respectively. Theoretically, this behaviour can
be best explained by a change of the energy splitting between the t2g and the eg

states (10Dq). An explanation for a lower 10Dq for higher Na content can be found
from neutron powder di�raction by Huang et al. An increasing Co�O distance with
increasing Na content is found [60] which guides a lower in�uence of the crystal �eld
and charge transfer, i.e. a lower 10Dq.
The a1g orbital of the ground state in trigonal symmetry points along the (1 1 1) di-

rection of the distorted CoO6 octahedra, i.e. parallel to the crystallographic c�axis,
while the two eπ

g orbitals point perpendicular to it. From polarisation dependent
measurements with the E vector of photons parallel and 70◦ to the crystallographic
c�axis, one observes the a1g peak of Co4+ to be stronger for E||c as compared to
E ⊥ c. This behaviour is expected for a local trigonal distortion, where the t2g

ground states split into states with a1g and eπ
g symmetry, whereas the eσ

g states re-
main untouched (c.f. �gure 5.1) and therefore should not show a strong polarisation
dependence. Di�erent from that, the intensity of the Co3+ central peak is signif-
icantly larger for E ⊥ c compared to E||c (�gure 5.7), which is unexpected from
symmetry arguments and also from performed calculations. This e�ect points to an
additional distortion that splits the eσ

g levels.
Such a splitting may be caused by two mechanisms: First, from spectral ellip-

sometry on a Na0.82CoO2 sample, Bernhard et al. [138] found a transition at 280K
which they explained by the formation of magnetopolarons using the idea of a spin�
state transition, similar to the related compound La1−ySryCoO3 [139�141, 143]. In
NaxCoO2, this mechanism would be driven by a displacement of the neighbouring
oxygen ligands towards the central Co4+ ion, which may favour an intermediate�spin
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Figure 5.8: Stoichiometric dependence
of the spectrum of NaxCoO2 at the oxy-
gen K�edge. A, B, and C represent the
positions of the three main peaks. The
intensities are normalised at 600 eV.

(IS) state with S=1 over a low�spin (LS) state with S=0 of the Co3+ ions [138]. This
displacement would result in a splitting of the eσ

g levels. As a second possibility, an
additional distortion could arise from the e�ect of sodium ordering at special doping
levels [60, 76, 115, 125]. It is assumed that this results in orthorhombic symmetry
which may lead to a perturbation of the trigonal distortion of the octahedra. Both
possible contributions are related to a corresponding ordering temperature. The
formation of magnetopolarons was observed at 280K, whereas the Na ordering ap-
pears at temperatures below 350K for x=0.75. However, no signi�cant temperature
dependence for Na0.6CoO2 has been found between 25K and 370K in the present
NEXAFS studies. This implies that the spin�state of Co as well as the electronic
structure in this energy range as seen by NEXAFS is not a�ected by temperature
neither by a spin state transition nor by a structural transition involving Na ordering
(�gure 5.7 bottom right). A temperature independent distortion would be expected
if the non�trigonal distortion is purely structural.

O K-edge

In Figure 5.8, the results for the O K absorption edge of Na0.4CoO2 and Na0.6CoO2

measured with light polarised parallel to the crystallographic c�axis are presented.
For both stoichiometries three pronounced features A, B and C above the absorption
threshold have been observed, showing a signi�cant doping dependence. Features A
and B increase for smaller x, while feature C decreases, i.e. features A and B increase
with an increasing hole doping. In the related compound LiCoO2 the situation is
very similar to Na1CoO2, since both systems are assumed to have a low�spin state
meaning that all six t2g states are occupied by electrons while the four eg states
are empty. The resulting absorption spectrum shows only one peak due to O 2p
orbitals hybridised with the Co 3d orbitals with eg symmetry [178]. In NaxCoO2,
excitations into unoccupied Co3+ states should therefore only be responsible for
a single peak in the whole O K absorption edge spectra of NaxCoO2. Therefore,
the �rst two features A and B in �gure 5.8 can be attributed to doping induced
states related to the formation of Co4+ sites and feature C to the formation of
Co3+ sites, surrounded by oxygen octahedra. It has been shown previously that
the pre�edge peaks in the O K NEXAFS spectra of the late transition�metal (TM)
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Figure 5.9: NEXAFS polarisation dependence of the oxygen K�edge of NaxCoO2 for
x = 0.6 (top) and x = 0.4 (bottom). Polarisation E||c is indicated by �lled symbols,
E||c is indicated by open symbols. The intensities are normalised at 600 eV where the
spectrum is isotropic.

oxides are shifted by about 1 eV to lower energies when the TM valence increases
by 1 [180]; therefore, spectral features from two di�erent valence states can be well
resolved. The energetic downshift can be explained by a decrease of the energy
between the partially �lled Co 3d states; the valence electrons will be screened by
an additional 1 eV with every added valence electron, resulting in a situation that
for late transition metals a higher valency corresponds to a lower excitation energy.
Upon hole addition (decreasing x), the increase of features A and B, and the decrease
of feature C indicate that both are related to the doping process and it is natural
to ascribe them to excitations into unoccupied O 2p states hybridised with Co3+ eσ

g

states (feature C) and, about 1 eV lower in energy, to excitations into unoccupied O
2p states hybridised with Co4+ eσ

g states (feature B) and those hybridised with Co4+

a1g states (feature A). Additionally, these results show that the holes in NaxCoO2

have a signi�cant oxygen character, which is in good agreement with other cobalt
based compounds [141,178,181].
Next we turn to the polarisation dependence of the O K absorption edges as shown

in �gure 5.9. From polarisation dependent absorption measurements, information
about the orientation of the corresponding orbitals can be obtained. The data signal
that the doping induced absorption feature A is strong for E||c, but substantially
weaker for E ⊥ c. Consequently, from the orientation of the a1g�orbital and the
attribution of the three peaks as described above, the holes doped into the CoO2

layers of NaxCoO2 have a predominant a1g character similar to the result found by
Wu et al. also using X�ray absorption spectroscopy [165]. Band structure calcula-
tions revealed that although the a1g and eπ

g states overlap and mix to some extent,
the centers of these states are energetically separated, with those closer to εF having
dominant a1g character [57], in good agreement with our results. In addition, while
feature B is not or only slightly polarisation dependent, the intensity of peak C
(Co3+) is signi�cantly stronger for E ⊥ c than for E||c. The same result has already
been observed at the Co L�edge, but because of the large central peak no quanti-
tative analysis of the polarisation dependence of the Co4+ shoulder could be made.
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At the oxygen K�edge these two peaks are well separated and a di�erence in the
response due to di�erent polarisations is observable. From this, one can conclude
that the trigonal symmetry has a larger e�ect in the octahedra containing a Co4+

central ion, whereas in octahedra containing a Co3+ central ion an additional dis-
tortion has to be present. Such a situation has already been suggested by Bernhard
and co�workers as an origin of magnetopolarons [138]. As already mentioned in the
previous paragraph, the underlying idea for such an e�ect is a lowering of the local
symmetry around the Co3+. Thus, also the eσ

g doublet splits and becomes polarisa-
tion dependent. The e�ect may be stronger at temperatures below 20K, which is
also the critical temperature for a magnetic transition to a bulk antiferromagnetic
ordered state for x = 0.82 [62,63]. At temperatures lower than 20K, the mobility of
the magnetopolarons is assumed to be lower due to an increased self�trapping en-
ergy in the antiferromagnetic state [138]. Such a reduction of the symmetry around
one of the two Co ions has only been seen by X�ray absorption spectroscopy (and,
notably, not by X�ray di�raction), indicating that it is not a static but a dynamic
e�ect. Since NaxCoO2 shows metallic behaviour for all x except x = 0.5 and the
electronic transport works via Co3+ and Co4+ ions, the charge carriers must have
polaronic character.

Somewhat higher in energy at E ≈ 535 eV, one �nds excitations into unoccupied
O levels which are hybridised with Na orbitals [165]. As expected, the resulting
peaks increase in intensity with increasing Na intercalation. In addition to that,
they are strongly polarisation dependent. As shown in �gure 5.10, the intensity for
~E||c is stronger than for ~E ⊥ c. This leads to a �nite Na�O hybridisation along c.
A consequence of this hybridisation could be a three�dimensional magnetism as has
been proposed by Johannes et al. [145]. From this data, it becomes clear that the
inter�planar binding is more likely to have a covalent rather than an ionic character,
so that a 3D magnetism is reasonable.
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Na K�edge

When looking at the Na K edges at around 1072 eV, a quantitative interpretation is
very di�cult or almost impossible since in such a process an electron is excited from
a 1s core level state into an unoccupied 3p state. The electronic con�guration of a
Na atom is [Ne].3s1, leaving the Na+1 ion with the electronic con�guration of Ne.
Therefore, an excitation into unoccupied 2p states (as in oxygen) is impossible. Due
to the dipole selection rule ∆l = ±1 only a transition into p states is allowed, leaving
3p as the most likely excitation partner. Moreover, the energy separation between
the unoccupied Na 3s and 3p states in NaxCoO2 has been found to be rather small,
in fact smaller than the corresponding bandwidth. This allows the s and px,y orbitals
of a Na atom, sitting inside an O6 prism, to combine and form bands that may be
described as resulting from sp2 hybrid orbitals. These are asymmetric, orthonormal,
and directed to the midpoints of the O prism edges [145]. For these states, there
are various hybridisation paths which make a good interpretation very challenging.
In �gure 5.11, the NEXAFS spectra of the Na K�edge for various doping levels
are shown, where a clear polarisation dependence is observable. For E||c a broad
region around 1080 eV dominates the spectra of all stoichiometries. This changes
with a change in polarisation to E ⊥ c, for which the strongest part in the spectra
is a relatively sharp peak at 1073.3 eV. As one can see in �gure 5.11, the relative
spectral weight between these two prominent features depends on the doping level
x. It is clear from the crystal structure and the Na sp2 hybridisation that there are
many exchange path possible along c, leading to a broad peak structure, di�erent
to a polarisation perpendicular to c. Interestingly, these states are higher in energy
than the ones perpendicular to c. This may be due to Coulomb repulsion since the
lobes of the corresponding orbitals are pointing towards each other which lifts these
states (similar to the energy splitting due to the crystal �eld for the 3d states).
In both stoichiometries, the same peaks are present at the same energies, however,
with a di�erent spectral weight. In the Na�rich cases x = 0.7 and x = 0.65, a
stronger polarisation dependence is observable compared to the other cases x = 0.5
and x = 0.4. This is somewhat surprising since the crystallographic c�axis shrinks
with increasing x so that the hybridisation along the c�axis should be weaker for
higher x and the polarisation dependence should be the other way around. Note
that the results for x = 0.6 and x = 0.7 look very similar, but change dramatically
when crossing the special case x = 0.5 in the phase diagram.

Dependence of the O K� and Co L2,3�edge on stoichiometry (0.4 ≤ x ≤ 0.7)

Di�erent from what has been observed at the Na K�edge, there is a smooth crossing
of the phase separation line x = 0.5 in both the O K and the Co L2,3�edge as
shown in �gure 5.12 for incoming light polarised parallel and perpendicular to the
crystallographic c�axis. From a comparison of all crystals that have been measured
and a careful determination of the actual stoichiometry of the measured crystals
(3), (5), and (7), it turns out that the stoichiometry x = 0.6 of crystal (6) as given
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Figure 5.11: Dependence on stoichiom-
etry and polarisation of the NEXAFS
spectra of NaxCoO2 at the sodium K�
edge. Figures (a)-(d) show the polarisa-
tion dependence for di�erent doping lev-
els x = 0.4 to x = 0.7 and their change
in spectral weight upon doping. Note the
dramatic change in spectral weight after
crossing the doping level x = 0.5. Figures
(e) and (f) compare the di�erent doping
levels x = 0.5 and x = 0.7 directly. The
overall structure of the spectra remains
constant upon doping; the intensity, how-
ever, changes. All curves are normlised at
1100 eV. The jumps that are observable
in the spectrum in �gure (c) are artifacts
due to temporary experimental problems.
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Figure 5.12: NaxCoO2: NEXAFS O K and Co L2,3�edges for E||c and E ⊥ c at
various doping levels. All spectra are normalised at 810 eV. Open symbols represent a
polarisation of the incoming light perpendicular to the crystallographic c�axis, whereas
�lled symbols denote a polarisation parallel to c.

in Ref. [148] has to be revised to x = 0.65. Regrettably, due to technical problems
for crystal (8) only a good spectrum of the Co L2,3�edge with E||c is available and
therefore only this one is shown in �gure 5.12.
A deviation from the trigonal distortion as it is explained above is observable in all

samples indicated by a polarisation dependence of the Co3+ peak that should only
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be very weak at pure trigonal symmetry for both the Co L2,3 and the O K�edge.
The low energy peak in the O K spectra, which could be assigned to states that are
hybridised with the Co 3d a1g states, decreases systematically with increasing Na
intercalation. From a �rst look, it seems that the ratio of the a1g intensity for E||c
and E ⊥ c varies with doping in such a way that I

||
a1g/I

⊥
a1g

at the O K�edge decreases
with increasing x. Mizokawa et al. [182] �tted the O 1s NEXAFS spectra using two
Gaussians for the �rst two lower lying structures (named A and B in �gure 5.8),
and the tail of another Gaussian to represent the tail of the higher energy structure
(named C in �gure 5.8). From an analysis of the angular dependence they found
that the ratio na1g/neg is ∼1.5, where na1g and neg are the number of holes in the
a1g and eπ

g states, respectively [182]. At this point, the author of this thesis has
abstained from following this procedure and refused to estimate a doping dependent
hole occupation ratio from the NEXAFS O K�edge since the uncertainty of the �t,
especially from the tail of the higher energy structure, is uncontrollable. Therefore,
conclusions from such a procedure should be drawn with great care. Note that the O
K spectra of NaxCoO2 for x = 0.5− 0.6 as presented by Mizokawa et al. [182] show
only a weak polarisation dependence in the whole spectra, very di�erent from what
has been published in Ref. [165] and Ref. [148], and also from the (unpublished) data
shown in this work. It should be emphasised that these results have been obtained
by di�erent experimentalists on various crystals with di�erent x which have been
grown by di�erent crystal growers using di�erent methods. All this makes these
results very reliable.

From the polarisation dependent measurements over a wide doping range 0.4 ≤
x ≤ 0.75, it becomes clear that the trigonal symmetry is always present around Co4+,
but distorted around Co3+. The only exception is found in a crystal with x = 0.75
(number (9)), where also a polarisation dependence at the Co4+ eσ

g peak could be
observed. This crystal has been grown in the group of R.J. Cava at Princeton
University, USA, by a travelling �oating zone method. Beside the fact that these
crystals are something special as will become clear in the measurements of the Co
L2,3�edge, it should be noted that they have been measured at the ALS synchrotron
at Berkeley, USA, where the polarisation of the incoming beam cannot be changed.
Therefore, the whole crystal had to be rotated in order to change the polarisation of
the light with respect to the crystal. Naturally, the investigated crystal portion has
changed after a rotation and also the penetration depth changed. In summary, it is
not clear if this polarisation dependence is intrinsic or due to a di�erent setup. Note
that also the sample with x = 0.5 shows a deviation of the trigonal symmetry and
that there exists no charge ordering pattern which balances this additional e�ect.

At the Co L2,3�edge, there is a systematic decrease of the intensity of the low
energy a1g peak corresponding to a change in the Co3+/Co4+ ratio. In addition to
that, the low energy a1g peak shifts towards the middle peak that corresponds to
Co3+, indicating a decrease of the crystal �eld splitting with increasing x [179]. Note
that the energy of the central peak (Co3+) and its high energy shoulder (Co4+) does
not depend on the crystal �eld, but only the low energy a1g peak does. Therefore,
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Figure 5.13: NaxCoO2: Behaviour of the Co4+ a1g peak for di�erent doping levels
(the corresponding x of crystal (1) to (9) is given in the previous �gure). In the
horizontal axis the distance between peaks A and B is represented. The bottom panel
shows the intensity of the a1g peak compared to the eg peak for E||c, and the top
panel gives the ratio of the a1g peak for polarisation parallel and perpendicular to c.
The red lines may act as a guide to the eye. In the right �gure the peaks A, B, and C
are shown again.

the conclusion mentioned above about the change in crystal �eld symmetry can be
drawn from a comparison of the energy di�erence between the a1g peak of Co4+

and the eg peak of Co3+. Further details will be explained in the following chapter.
Huang et al. [60] observed from X�ray di�raction experiments an increase of the Co�
O bond length with increasing doping which corresponds to the NEXAFS results
and a decrease of the crystal �eld e�ect.
A special case in the series shown in �gure 5.12 are the results from crystals with

x = 0.75. As already mentioned above, these crystals have been grown in the group
of R.J. Cava. They were labelled as x = 0.7, but from a comparison with all other
crystals the stoichiometry of the investigated portion of the sample should be about
x = 0.75. This is remarkably close to the region x > 0.75 where a magnetic phase
transition occurs below ≈ 20K. And indeed, these crystals show an additional fea-
ture at energies below the Co4+ a1g peak. Kubota et al. [183] mention the possibility
of Co2+ impurities in their samples, and from X�MCD measurements experimental
proof has been found for the existence of Co2+ impurities in investigated Na0.75CoO2

samples, which leads to a peak at energies lower than the a1g peak in X�ray absorp-
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tion [184]. Recently, this additional peak in the NEXAFS spectrum has also been
found in higher doped crystals (grown by the same group) [185]. As a possible ex-
planation of this weak peak a transition to a high spin state in Co4+ is discussed;
in a high spin state also excitations into the lower lying eπ

g states would be possible,
leading to an additional lower lying peak. Such a transition is well possible since
the energy splitting between the t2g and eg states is about 3-3.5 eV, which is in
the vicinity of a spin state transition for Co4+. Here, two arguments can be given
against this interpretation. First, the energy di�erence between the a1g and the
additional peak is about 1.5 eV which is too large for the splitting of the t2g states
and cannot be explained by multiplet e�ects easily. Second, pure Co4+ d5 multiplet
calculations including the full multiplet in D3d symmetry show a clear cut�o� a1g

peak at low energies for a low�spin situation, but a spectrum being smeared out
at lower energies for a high�spin situation without showing clear peaks as seen in
the experimental spectrum. These arguments may lead to Co2+ impurities as the
origin of the additional low energy peak in the NEXAFS spectra for Na0.75CoO2

presented here. Note, that these arguments do not exclude the possibility of an
actual high�spin state for Co4+ at higher doping levels.
In �gure 5.13, the results of the Co L2,3�edge are summarised. The spectrum on

the right shall help the reader to interpret the main �gure. In the left �gure, the
results of the crystals (1)�(9) are shown, on the horizontal axis the distance between
the lower energy peak A (Co4+ a1g) and the middle peak B (Co3+ eg) is shown
for all crystals. The vertical axis is divided into two parts, the lower part displays
the intensity of the Co4+ a1g peak in relation to the central Co3+ eg peak for E||c,
whereas in the vertical axis of the top panel the intensity ratio of the a1g peak for
light polarised parallel and perpendicular to the c�axis is plotted. The red curves
in both panels may work as guides to the eye. Therefore, this �gure contains three
important information about the system NaxCoO2:

• The distance between the lower lying Co4+ a1g peak A and the middle Co3+

eg peak B decreases monotonically with increasing doping. Since such a be-
haviour can be explained by a decrease of the crystal �eld [179], one could
speculate about a spin state transition of the Co4+ ion as a possible origin of
the onset of the magnetic region.

• In relation to the middle Co3+ eg peak the intensity of the Co4+ a1g peak
decreases linearly with increasing x due to the loss of Co4+ ions.

• The ratio of the intensity of the Co4+ a1g peak for incoming light polarised
parallel and perpendicular to the crystallographic c�axis decreases non linearly
with increasing x, emphasising a di�erent occupation relation of the holes in
the a1g and the eπ

g levels.
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5.3 The electronic structure derived from cluster
calculations

Naturally, a deeper understanding of the experimental spectra cannot be achieved
just by looking at them, but theoretical work plays an important role in the under-
standing of the experimental results. Therefore, cluster calculations on the sodium
cobaltates NaxCoO2 have been performed. In this work, a cluster composed of a
Co atom and its six nearest�neighbour O atoms for the geometry and oxidations
states relevant to NaxCoO2 has be solved exactly. The aim is to learn more about
the electronic structure of the system at an intermediate energy scale by comparison
with experimental results on the polarisation dependence of NEXAFS spectra [148].
It will be seen that previous results concerning the highly covalent Co�O bond and
the low spin state of Co [148,165] can be con�rmed. Furthermore, the scenario sug-
gested by Koshibae and Maekawa [159] that the e�ective Co�Co hopping through
the intermediate O sites is an essential part of the low energy physics will be sup-
ported. Additionally, it will be shown that due to the strong covalency of the Co�O
bond a large amount of holes reside at the oxygen sites. Finally, with the help of the
cluster perturbation method an estimate of the hopping parameter t is presented,
which describes the indirect hopping of a hole (or an electron) from a cobalt site via
oxygen to the neighbouring cobalt site.
These calculations were mainly done at the Centro Atomico Bariloche, Bariloche,

Argentina, under the supervision of Armando A. Aligia, as well as at the Univer-
sity of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada, under the supervision of George A.
Sawatzky. To some part the following discussion has already been published in
Physical Review B, 74, 114124 (2006).
Ideally, from the knowledge of important parameters such as the d�d Coulomb

interaction which includes the exchange energy, the di�erent hopping terms, and
the charge�transfer energy, one directly gains information about the band gap and
the character of the electronic structure, as explained in the classi�cation scheme
of Zaanen, Sawatzky, and Allen [155]. Additionally, knowing important orbitals
and interactions at an intermediate energy scale accessible to optical experiments,
like the three�band Hubbard model in the case of cuprates [186], one could de-
rive an e�ective low�energy model (like the t − J model based on Zhang�Rice sin-
glets [187�191] for the cuprates) which describes the relevant low�energy physics.
As an example, interesting phenomena have been explained by the formation of
the Zhang�Rice singlets, such as the unusual magnetic and transport properties in
(La, Ca)xSr14−xCu24O41 [192] and other cuprates. Similarly, low�energy reduction
procedures have been followed in the case of the nickelates [193] and magnetic dou-
ble perovskites [194]. However, a systematic low�energy reduction has not been
carried out for NaxCoO2, and it appears that no consensus exists on the low�energy
e�ective theory, in spite of the experimental and theoretical e�ort concerning the
electronic structure of the system. At energy scales of 1 eV or larger, valuable in-
formation on this electronic structure is provided by local spectroscopic probes, like
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X�ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS or NEXAFS) [148, 165], and X�ray photoe-
mission (XPS) [154], while angle resolved photoemission (ARPES) [95�97] provides
information on the dispersion relation just below the Fermi energy. In particular,
NEXAFS, including a recent study of its dependence on the polarisation of the in-
cident light [148, 165], indicates that NaxCoO2 exhibits the character of a doped
charge�transfer insulator [155] rather than a doped Mott�Hubbard insulator, and
the ground state contains a signi�cant O 2p contribution. Several calculations of the
band structure use a single band e�ective model [57, 83, 87, 93, 168]. These descrip-
tions can be justi�ed if the lattice distortion (or crystal �eld) breaks the degeneracy
of the 3d t2g orbitals which are otherwise degenerate in a cubic environment, and if
the O degrees of freedom can be integrated out in a similar way as in the cuprates.
However, Koshibae and Maekawa proposed an alternative scenario, based on an
estimate of the e�ects of the above mentioned lattice distortion, and simple geomet-
rical arguments, with four interpenetrating Kagomé sublattices hidden in the CoO2

layer [159]. This scenario has been supported by Indergand et al. who derived the
di�erent hopping elements and interactions in the ensuing multi�band model [166].
Starting from this picture, Khalliulin et al. argued that the spin�orbit coupling of
the correlated electrons on the t2g level, although relatively small (∼ 80meV [195])
strongly in�uences the coherent part of the wave functions and the Fermi surface
topology at low doping and favours triplet superconductivity, in marked contrast to
the cuprates [196].
The following section is divided into two parts. First, the model with its formal-

ism and relevant equations is introduced (section 5.3.1). Then, the results will be
presented and compared with the experiments (section 5.3.2).

5.3.1 Method
The model

An adequate starting point for the description of the electronic structure of NaxCoO2

is a multiband Hubbard model including all Co 3d orbitals and O 2p orbitals and
their interactions (like the three�band Hubbard model for the cuprates [186]). This
model cannot be solved exactly, but one has to resort to some approximation. Cal-
culations starting from �rst principles approximate the interactions and are known
to lead to wrong results when the on�site Coulomb repulsion Ud between transition�
metal 3d electrons is important. For example, they predict that LaCuO4 is a para-
magnetic metal, whereas the experiment shows that it is an antiferromagnetic insu-
lator. In this work we take the opposite approach and retain exactly all 3d-3d inter-
actions at the price of considering only one Co atom together with its six nearest�
neighbour O atoms, with octahedral Oh symmetry. Distortions e�ects are discussed
later. Some additional approximations are also made which are not essential but
reduce the size of the matrices of the Hamiltonian in each symmetry sector. This
provides a calculational tool �exible enough to allow a �t of the NEXAFS spectra
in a reasonable amount of computer time. For example, the interactions between
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Figure 5.14: Linear combinations of oxygen
2p orbitals for di�erent symmetries. The en-
ergy scale on the left shows the energy level
of the symmetries using the values ppσ =
−0.8 eV and ppπ = 2.0 eV. Note that the
values are for hole interaction and therefore
ppσ < 0.
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O 2p holes are neglected and this allows us to take advantage of a restricted basis
for these orbitals which has the same symmetry as the 3d t2g and eg orbitals. The
other O 2p orbitals become irrelevant in the absence of O�O interactions.
A great part of the work is devoted to the determination of the basis functions

of both, the initial and �nal states in all symmetry sectors before and after X�ray
excitation. In the procedure of �nding the basis functions, group theory plays a
major role. An introduction to group theory has been given in chapter 2.2.
An important role in NaxCoO2 is played by the six oxygen ions located at the

corners of an undistorted octahedron (cubic Oh symmetry) surrounding a central
cobalt ion. Since there are six oxygen sites with three 2p orbitals each, there are
3 × 6 = 18 linear combinations of O 2p orbitals that act as basis functions in Oh

symmetry. In �gure 5.14 one octahedron with six oxygen ions at sites 1...6 is shown.
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Using the projector operator and the relation Pα
mnψ

β
j = δαβδnjψ

α
m (see also equation

(2.27) in chapter 2.2), where α and β denote two irreducible representations and
ψβ

j are basis functions transforming as the unitary irreducible representation Γβ of
the group G, together with a notation where a hole in a 2px orbital at site 1 is
represented as p+

1x|0〉, where p+
iα creates a p hole at site i and orbital px and |0〉

denotes the vacuum, the 18 basis functions are:

|1〉t2g = 1
2

(
p+

2x − p+
5x + p+

1y − p+
4y

)|0〉 = p+
xy|0〉

|2〉t2g = 1
2

(
p+

3y − p+
6y + p+

2z − p+
5z

)|0〉 = p+
yz|0〉

|3〉t2g = 1
2

(
p+

3x − p+
6x + p+

1z − p+
4z

)|0〉 = p+
zx|0〉

|4〉t2g = 1
2

(
p+

1z + p+
4z − p+

2z − p+
5z

)|0〉
|5〉t2g = 1

2

(
p+

3x + p+
6x − p+

2x − p+
5x

)|0〉
|6〉t2g = 1

2

(
p+

3y + p+
6y − p+

1y − p+
4y

)|0〉
|7〉t2g = 1

2

(
p+

3x + p+
6x + p+

2x + p+
5x

)|0〉
|8〉t2g = 1

2

(
p+

3y + p+
6y + p+

1y + p+
4y

)|0〉
|9〉t2g = 1

2

(
p+

1z − p+
4z + p+

2z + p+
5z

)|0〉
|10〉t1g = 1√

2

(
p+

1x + p+
4x

)|0〉
|11〉t1g = 1√

2

(
p+

2y + p+
5y

)|0〉
|12〉t1g = 1√

2

(
p+

3z + p+
6z

)|0〉
|13〉t1g = 1

2

(
p+

3y − p+
6y − p+

2z + p+
5z

)|0〉
|14〉t1g = 1

2

(
p+

1z − p+
4z − p+

3x + p+
5x

)|0〉
|15〉t1g = 1

2

(
p+

2x − p+
5x − p+

1y + p+
4y

)|0〉
|16〉eg = 1

2

(
p+

1x − p+
4x − p+

2y + p+
5y

)|0〉 = p+
x2−y2|0〉

|17〉t2g = 1
2
√

3

(
2p+

3z − 2p+
6z − p+

1x + p+
4x + p+

2y − p+
5y

)|0〉 = p+
3z2−r2|0〉

|18〉a1g = 1√
6

(
p+

1x − p+
4x + p+

2y − p+
5y + p+

3z − p+
6z

)|0〉
(5.6)

These functions are partially illustrated in �gure 5.14 together with their energies.
In an undistorted octahedron without O�O interactions, only �ve of the linear com-
binations can hybridise with the 3d t2g and eg orbitals, namely those combinations
which have the same symmetry. All the other p − d hoppings are zero because of
symmetry reasons. This reduces the problem to a two site problem with one Co site
having �ve d orbitals and one O site with �ve linear combinations of p orbitals |1〉,
|2〉, |3〉, |16〉, and |17〉, respectively. Treating the problem of one hole in an undis-
torted octahedron (including the central 3d ion) with a Hamiltonian that includes
only d− p and p− p hopping, the Hamiltonian reads

Hhop =
∑

αβσ

tαβ
(
p+

ασdβσ + H.c.
)

+
∑

αβσ

ταβp+
ασpβσ, (5.7)
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where p+
iασ creates a hole on the O 2p orbital α at site i with spin σ whereas piασ

annihilates one. The operator dασ has an analogous meaning for the Co 3d orbitals.
From this Hamiltonian, one gets the relevant hopping parameters tαβ and ταβ. Using
the Slater�Koster symmetry factors [197,198] (see appendix A.2), one �nds for holes
txy,xy = tyz,yz = tzx,zx = −2pdπ and tx

2−y2,x2−y2
= t3z2−r2,3z2−r2

= −√3pdσ for the d-
p hopping, and τxy,xy = τ yz,yz = τ zx,zx = ppπ−ppσ and τx2−y2,x2y2

= τ 3z2−r2,3z2−r2
=

−ppπ + ppσ for the p-p hopping. pdπ and pdσ are related via ppσ = −0.81
3.24

ppπ, and
pdπ and pdσ are related via pdπ = −

√
3

4
pdσ [30], which leads to a ratio teg ,eg =

2tt2g ,t2g . This is also valid for many�particle problems.

In order to �nd the basis functions for the whole CoO6 octahedron with 4 holes
(Co3+) or 5 holes (Co4+) in the Oh symmetry group, again group theory will be
important. The procedure of �nding the basis functions will be explained with the
help of Co3+ (4 holes) because in that case the number of basis functions is smaller
and the functions are a lot easier to construct.

NaxCoO2 is assumed to be in a low spin state, i.e. S = 0 for 4 holes, which is
realised in a situation where all six t2g states are occupied by electrons, so that
the four holes occupy the four eg states. Con�gurations such as three eg holes and
one t2g hole were neglected due to the large crystal �eld splitting compared to the
interaction term. The basis function for a system with four d holes can be written
as

|1〉i = d+
x2−y2↑d

+
x2−y2↓d

+
3z2−r2↑d

+
3z2−r2↓|0〉, (5.8)

where the subscript i denotes initial states. The symmetry of such a con�guration
is A1g. For the sake of clarity, capital letters will be used in the following to denote
the irreducible representations of many�body states. In the case of one oxygen p
hole in the ground state, one �nds one possible basis function with A1g symmetry:

|2〉i =
1

2

(
d+

x2−y2↑d
+
x2−y2↓(d

+
3z2−r2↑p

+
3z2−r2↓ − d+

3z2−r2↓p
+
3z2−r2↑) +

(d+
x2−y2↑p

+
x2−y2↓ − d+

x2−y2↓p
+
x2−y2↑)d

+
3z2−r2↑d

+
3z2−r2↓

)|0〉.
(5.9)

For two oxygen p holes and two cobalt d holes the situation becomes a bit more
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complicated. In this case one �nds three additional basis functions:

|3〉i =
1

2

(
d+

x2−y2↑d
+
x2−y2↓(p

+
x2−y2↑p

+
x2−y2↓ + p+

3z2−r2↑p
+
3z2−r2↓) +

d+
3z2−r2↑d

+
3z2−r2↓(p

+
x2−y2↑p

+
x2−y2↓ + p+

3z2−r2↑p
+
3z2−r2↓)

)|0〉
|4〉i =

1√
8

(
d+

x2−y2↑d
+
x2−y2↓(p

+
x2−y2↑p

+
x2−y2↓ − p+

3z2−r2↑p
+
3z2−r2↓) +

(d+
x2−y2↑d

+
3z2−r2↓ − d+

x2−y2↓d
+
3z2−r2↑)(p

+
x2−y2↑p

+
3z2−r2↓ − p+

x2−y2↓p
+
3z2−r2↑) +

d+
3z2−r2↑d

+
3z2−r2↓(p

+
x2−y2↑p

+
x2−y2↓ + p+

3z2−r2↑p
+
3z2−r2↓)

)|0〉
|5〉i =

1√
3

(
d+

x2−y2↑d
+
3z2−r2↑p

+
x2−y2↓p

+
3z2−r2↓ + d+

x2−y2↓d
+
3z2−r2↓p

+
x2−y2↑p

+
3z2−r2↑ −

1

2
(d+

x2−y2↑d
+
3z2−r2↓ + d+

x2−y2↓d
+
3z2−r2↑)(p

+
x2−y2↑p

+
3z2−r2↓ + p+

x2−y2↓p
+
3z2−r2↑)

)|0〉.
(5.10)

Especially for functions |4〉 and |5〉 the use of the projector P is very helpful. If two
functions |i〉 and |j〉 are not orthonormal, a function |k〉 can be found in such a way
that |i〉 and |k〉 become orthonormal: If |k〉 = |j〉 − 〈i|j〉|i〉, then 〈i|k〉 = 0. This
relation has been used to orthonormalise non orthogonal functions. The last two
missing basis functions for (a) a situation with three p holes and only one d hole left
and for (b) a situation with four p holes are easily obtained by simply interchanging
p and d in the basis functions |2〉 and |1〉:

|6〉i =
1

2

(
p+

x2−y2↑p
+
x2−y2↓(d

+
3z2−r2↑p

+
3z2−r2↓ − d+

3z2−r2↓p
+
3z2−r2↑) +

(d+
x2−y2↑p

+
x2−y2↓ − d+

x2−y2↓p
+
x2−y2↑)p

+
3z2−r2↑p

+
3z2−r2↓

)|0〉
|7〉i = p+

x2−y2↑p
+
x2−y2↓p

+
3z2−r2↑p

+
3z2−r2↓|0〉. (5.11)

Finally, there are seven basis functions for the ground state with A1g symmetry for
a CoO6 octahedron with a nominally Co3+ central ion.
In the NEXAFS exited state a 2p core electron has been lifted up into a 3d state,

reducing the number of holes in the octahedron to three. Because of total spin
conservation, the spin state of the three holes (neglecting the core�hole) is S = 1/2
with Sz = ±1/2. The only energy level which the excited electron can go to is
a deg level, i.e. the destroyed hole has eg symmetry. Since A1g ⊗ eg = Eg

3, the
excited states have to have Eg symmetry. In order to �nd all basis functions of the
excited state for Eg symmetry of Co3+ (three holes), one has to check all possible
combinations of orbitals and spin, and construct the basis functions. Finally for
Co3+ there are eight basis functions for the excited state for each subspace (Eg has
dimension two, i.e. two subspaces for a given spin). Only one subspace is given
with Sz = 1/2, and wave functions transforming like the �rst basis state of Eg. The
basis functions of the other wave functions can be found by a rotation of the basis

3see also the multiplication table 2.5 in chapter 2.2
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functions or with the help of the projector P :
|1〉e = d+

x2−y2↑d
+
3z2−r2↑d

+
3z2−r2↓|0〉

|2〉e =
1√
2

(
d+

x2−y2↑d
+
x2−y2↓p

+
x2−y2↑ + d+

3z2−r2↑d
+
3z2−r2↓p

+
x2−y2↑

)|0〉

|3〉e =
1√
6

(
d+

x2−y2↓d
+
3z2−r2↑p

+
3z2−r2↑ + d+

x2−y2↑d
+
3z2−r2↓p

+
3z2−r2↑ −

2d+
x2−y2↑d

+
3z2−r2↑p

+
3z2−r2↓

)|0〉
|4〉e =

1

2

(
d+

x2−y2↑d
+
x2−y2↓p

+
x2−y2↑ − d+

x2−y2↓d
+
3z2−r2↑p

+
3z2−r2↑ +

d+
x2−y2↑d

+
3z2−r2↓p

+
3z2−r2↑ − p+

x2−y2↑d
+
3z2−r2↑d

+
3z2−r2↓

)|0〉
|5〉e =

1√
2

(
d+

x2−y2↑p
+
x2−y2↑p

+
x2−y2↓ + d+

x2−y2↑p
+
3z2−r2↑p

+
3z2−r2↓

)|0〉

|6〉e =
1√
6

(
p+

x2−y2↓d
+
3z2−r2↑p

+
3z2−r2↑ − 2p+

x2−y2↑d
+
3z2−r2↓p

+
3z2−r2↑ +

p+
x2−y2↑d

+
3z2−r2↑p

+
3z2−r2↓

)|0〉
|7〉e =

1√
6

(
d+

x2−y2↑d
+
x2−y2↓p

+
x2−y2↑ − d+

x2−y2↓d
+
3z2−r2↑p

+
3z2−r2↑ +

d+
x2−y2↑d

+
3z2−r2↓p

+
3z2−r2↑ − p+

x2−y2↑d
+
3z2−r2↑d

+
3z2−r2↓

)|0〉
|8〉e = p+

x2−y2↑p
+
3z2−r2↑p

+
3z2−r2↓|0〉. (5.12)

In a very similar way one can �nd all basis functions for a CoO6 octahedron with
a nominal Co4+ (5 holes) central ion. In the ground state the spin state is assumed
to be low spin, i.e. S = 1/2 and Sz = ±1/2. The t2g states are not completely �lled
by electrons as in the Co3+ case, but there is one t2g hole. As expected, it turns out
that the ground state of a system with �ve holes and S = 1/2 has T2g symmetry.
The process of �nding the corresponding basis functions is a lot more complicated.
Therefore, only a sketch will be given. The easiest basis function that can be written
down directly is the one for �ve d holes (here for the xy subspace and Sz = 1/2):

|1〉i,t2g = d+
xy↑d

+
x2−y2↑d

+
x2−y2↓d

+
3z2−r2↑d

+
3z2−r2↓|0〉. (5.13)

In principle, all permutations and occupations of d and p holes are possible. In order
to �nd the correct combinations which are orthonormal to each other and belong
to the same irreducible representation, one can use once again the projector P , the
orthonormalisation relation mentioned above and the Clebsch�Gordon coe�cients
as they are given in appendix A.4. After all basis functions of one subspace of the
irreducible representation T2g are found, the two missing subspaces can be built with
the projector P since PT2g

11 ψ
T2g

1 = ψ
T2g

1 , PT2g

21 ψ
T2g

1 = ψ
T2g

2 , and PT2g

31 ψ
T2g

1 = ψ
T2g

3 with
ψ

T2g

1 = ψ
T2g
xy , ψ

T2g

2 = ψ
T2g
yz , and ψ

T2g

3 = ψ
T2g
zx . It turns out that the basis functions for

�ve holes in a low spin state have either T1g or T2g symmetry, with the latter one
being lower in energy. For the T2g symmetry ground state, 38 basis functions for
each of the six subspaces (xy, yz, and zx with Sz = ±1/2) have been found.
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In the excited or �nal state, a 2p electron can be excited either into a t2g orbital
or into an eg orbital. In the �rst case it is T2g⊗ t2g = A1g +Eg +T2g +T1g and in the
latter one we have T2g ⊗ eg = T2g + T1g. If an electron is excited into a t2g orbital
(i.e. a hole in the t2g orbital is destroyed), one ends up in the same situation as
for the Co3+ ground state with S = 0 and A1g symmetry. If a hole in an eg orbital
is destroyed, di�erent spin states S = 0 and S = 1 are allowed. Summarising, for
�nal states with a T1g or T2g symmetry, there are 3 × 20 basis functions each for
S = 0, Sz = 0 and also 3× 20 basis functions for S = 1, Sz = 0,±1.
The Hamiltonian that describes the dynamics of holes inside the CoO6 cluster

includes all d− d interactions as well as pd and pp hopping terms:

H =
∑

α∈t2g ,σ

εt2gd
+
ασdασ +

∑
α∈eg ,σ

εegd
+
ασdασ +

∑
jm

εjc
+
jmcjm

+
∑
iασ

εOp+
iασpiασ +

∑

i6=jαβσ

tαβ
i (p+

iασdβσ + H.c.)

+
∑

i 6=kαβσ

ταβ
ik p+

iασpkβσ +
1

2

∑

λµνρ

Vλµνρd
+
λ d+

µ dρdν

+Ucd

∑
jmασ

c+
jmcjmd+

ασdασ. (5.14)

Here, p+
iασ creates a hole on the O 2p orbital α at site i with spin σ. The operator

d+
ασ has an analogous meaning for the Co 3d orbitals. Similarly, c+

jm creates a Co 2p
core hole with angular momentum j and projection m.
The �rst two terms of Eq. (5.14) describe the energy of the t2g and eg Co 3d

orbitals, split by a crystal �eld εt2g − εeg = 10Dq. Note that this di�erence can be
called the "ionic" contribution to the crystal �eld splitting, since after hybridisation
with the O orbitals the di�erence between mixed t2g and eg orbitals is much larger
due to what is called the ligand �eld contributions. The third term describes the
energy of the Co core hole, with a splitting ε3/2 − ε1/2 ∼ 15 eV. The fourth term
corresponds to the energy of the O 2p orbitals. The next two terms represent the
Co�O and O�O hopping, parameterised as usual, in terms of the Slater�Koster
parameters [197]. The term before the last one includes all interactions between
3d orbitals originated by the Coulomb repulsion of electrons in the 3d shell. For
the description of the Co L�edge NEXAFS spectra one also needs to include in the
Hamiltonian the energy of the Co 2p core hole and its repulsion with the Co 3d holes
[2,186,199]. The last term describes the repulsion between the Co 3d holes and a Co
2p core hole if present. The exchange and higher multipole Coulomb interactions
between these orbitals have been neglected. Their e�ects will be discussed later.
Spin�orbit coupling of the 3d electrons is negligible compared with the other energies
in the problem (∼ 80meV [195]) and was also neglected.
The matrix elements of the interactions inside the 3d shell are given by [200]
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Vλµνρ =

∫
dr1dr2ϕ̄λ(r1)ϕ̄µ(r2)

e2

|r1 − r2|ϕν(r1)ϕρ(r2), (5.15)

where ϕλ(r1) is the wave function of the spin�orbital λ. All these integrals have been
calculated in terms of the Slater parameters F0, F2, and F4 using known methods
of atomic physics [29,31]. The resulting form of this interaction term is long and is
not reproduced here. A complete list of the integrals is given in appendix A.1. In
appendix A.3, the full Hamiltonian concerning d − d interactions is written down.
The terms including only t2g orbitals are also described in Ref [201], and those
involving eg ones are described for example in Ref. [193]; some of the remaining
terms are listed in Ref. [31]. In particular, the value of the Coulomb repulsion
between electrons of opposite spin at the same orbital is Ud = F0 + 4F2 + 36F4, and
the spin�spin interaction between 3d orbitals of the same irreducible representation
is Jt2g = 3F2 − 20F4, and Jeg = 4F2 + 15F4.
The overlap between the wave functions of di�erent CoO6 clusters has been ne-

glected because of the small O occupancy. Two neighbouring CoO6 clusters share
an edge with two common O atoms. The cluster with the larger O occupancy is
the Co4+ cluster with an average of 1.44 O holes (see below). This means that
each O site has an average of 0.12 holes with a given spin. Therefore one expects
a small overlap, which should not substantially a�ect the conclusions presented in
the following. The most important O�O interaction is the on�site one, which in the
cuprates was estimated as Up ∼4 eV [202�204]. According to the average occupa-
tion of O spin�orbitals, a mean��eld estimate of this energy in the worst case is
6Upn↑n↓ ∼ 6∗4∗0.122 = 0.35 eV. This is actually an upper bound since correlations
should decrease this quantity. In any case it is much lower than the e�ective hy-
bridisation between the di�erent con�gurations and therefore does not modify the
main results. This justi�es the restriction to one CoO6 octahedron.
In NaxCoO2, the formal oxidation state of the O ions is -2, and that of Co depends

on the Na content x, being Co3+ for x = 1, and Co4+ for x = 0. This means that
the cluster has to be solved for a total of four holes (con�gurations d6L0, d7L1, d8L2,
etc.) in the former case and �ve holes (con�gurations d5L0, d6L1, etc.) in the latter
one. The respective probabilities are assumed to be x and 1 − x. For simplicity,
these two cases will be labelled as Co3+ and Co4+, respectively, although as we shall
see there is a signi�cant degree of covalency and the true Co oxidation states are
smaller.

The X�ray absorption intensity

The ground state of the cluster in both above mentioned cases (for Co3+ and Co4+)
does not contain any Co 2p core hole. The excitation with light promotes a Co 2p
electron to the Co 3d shell, or in other words, it creates a core hole and destroys a 3d
hole. In the dipolar approximation, the e�ect of light is calculated in time�dependent
perturbation theory from the addition of the term HL = p ·A to the Hamiltonian,
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where p is the momentum operator and A = (Ax, Ay, Az) is the vector potential.
Except for an unimportant prefactor, the relevant part of HL can be deduced from
symmetry arguments and general physical considerations: it should be rotationally
invariant, spin independent, and should contain terms that destroy a 3d hole and
create a core hole. This leads to the operator

HL =
∑

lzσ

(O+
2lzσd2lzσ + H.c.). (5.16)

Here the destruction operators of the 3d holes d2lzσ are expressed in terms of lz,
the orbital angular momentum projection. O+

2lzσ is an irreducible operator that
transforms like an angular momentum L = 2 with projection lz, constructed from
the combination of the components of A in spherical harmonics (A1lz) with the core
hole operators c+

1lzσ that create a Co 2p hole with angular momentum projection lz
and spin σ. The expression of the �ve components of O+

2lzσ (lz = −2 to 2) is derived
using Clebsch�Gordan coe�cients. It is

O+
22σ = p+

11σA+, O+
21σ =

1√
2
(p+

10σA+ + p+
10σA0)

O+
20σ =

1√
6
(p+

11σA− + p+
1−1σA+ + 2p+

10σA0)

O+
2−1σ =

1√
2
(p+

10σA− + p+
1−1σA0), O+

2−2σ = p+
1−1σA0

with

A+ = − 1√
2
(Ax + iAy), A0 = Az, A− =

1√
2
(Ax − iAy) and

p+
11σ = − 1√

2
(p+

xσ + ip+
yσ), p+

10σ = p+
zσ, p+

1−1σ =
1√
2
(p+

xσ − ip+
yσ)

Using the Clebsch�Gordan coe�cients one can relate the operators of the core hole
in the jm bases to those in the lσ one:

p+
3/2,3/2 = p+

11↑, p+
3/2,−3/2 = p+

1−1↓

p+
3/2,1/2 =

1√
3
p+

11↓ +
2√
3
p+

10↑, p+
1/2,1/2 =

2√
3
p+

11↓ −
1√
3
p+

10↑

p+
3/2,−1/2 =

2√
3
p+

10↓ +
1√
3
p+

1−1↑, p+
1/2,−1/2 =

1√
3
p+

10↓ −
2√
3
p+

1−1↑.

The two bottom lines can be rewritten as

p+
1,1,↓ =

1√
3
p+

3/2,1/2 +
2√
3
p+

1/2,1/2, p+
1,0,↑ =

2√
3
p+

3/2,1/2 −
1√
3
p+

1/2,1/2

p+
1,0,↓ =

2√
3
p+

3/2,−1/2 +
1√
3
p+

1/2,−1/2, p+
1,−1,↑ =

1√
3
p+

3/2,−1/2 −
2√
3
p+

1/2,−1/2.
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Together with the relations

d+
2,2,σ =

1√
2
(d+

x2−y2,σ − id+
xy,σ), d+

2,1,σ =
1√
2
(−d+

zx,σ + id+
yz,σ)

d+
2,−2,σ =

1√
2
(d+

x2−y2,σ + id+
xy,σ), d+

2,−1,σ =
1√
2
(d+

zx,σ + id+
yz,σ)

d+
2,0,σ = d+

3z2−r2,σ,

it is easy to express the light operator HL in terms of the basis for the orbitals pjm

(j = 1/2, 3/2) used in the Hamiltonian (equation (5.14)) and Cartesian coordinates
of A.

HL =
∑

βjmασ

aβjmασAβp+
jmdασ + H.c. (5.17)

This is the most convenient form for our purposes4.
Using Fermi's golden rule and neglecting an unimportant prefactor, the NEXAFS

intensity becomes
I =

∑

if

pi|〈f |HL|i〉|2δ(Ef − Ei − ~ω). (5.18)

Here, |i〉 is one of the two possible initial states (ground state for Co3+ or Co4+),
pi is its probability that depends on the Na content, and Ei its energy. Similarly,
f labels the �nal states. ~ω is the energy of the incoming light represented by the
vector potential A.
In order to simulate the measured spectra, the delta functions appearing in equa-

tion (5.18) have been broadened replacing them by a Lorentzian line shape with a
full width of 0.5 eV at half maximum (FWHM) at the L3�edge and 0.7 eV at the
L2�edge due to di�erent life time broadening e�ects.

The X�ray photoemission intensity

In a X�ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) experiment incoming light excites
some electrons of a system into the vacuum, i.e. it creates a hole at a particular ion.
With the formulism as it is described above, such a process for a Co 3d electron can

4For the sake of completeness and usefulness for other applications, expressions for the p and d
orbitals using l and ml as a basis are stated here:

p+
x =

−1√
2
[p+

11 − p+
1−1], p+

y =
−1
i
√

2
[p+

11 + p+
1−1], p+

z = p+
10

dxy =
1

i
√

2
[d22 − d2−2], dyz =

−1
i
√

2
[d21 + d2−1], dzx =

−1√
2
[d21 − d2−1],

dx2−y2 =
1√
2
[d22 + d2−2], d3z2−r2 = d20
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be described easily. In this case the Hamiltonian of the light consists simply of the
creation operator for a d hole:

HL,XPS =
∑
ασ

d+
ασ (5.19)

where α represents one of the �ve d orbitals and σ the spin. In the case of a Co3+ ion
(four holes) this means that the �nal state contains �ve holes. The ground (initial)
state has A1g symmetry so that the �nal state can only have T2g symmetry in case
of a creation of a t2g hole, or the �nal state has Eg symmetry in case of the creation
of an eg hole. In the former case, the basis functions are already known since they
match the basis functions of Co4+ with T2g symmetry.
Using again Fermi's golden rule and neglecting an unimportant prefactor, the XPS

intensity becomes

IXPS =
∑

f

|〈f |HL,XPS|i〉|2δ(Ef − Ei − ~ω) (5.20)

Similar to the NEXAFS intensities, the XPS intensities have been broadened re-
placing them by a Lorentzian line shape with a full width of 0.5 eV at half maximum
(FWHM).

5.3.2 Results
The structure of the ground state

There are already indications that the Co ions in NaxCoO2 are in a low spin state [64,
205], also supported by the interpretation of NEXAFS measurements using polarised
light [148, 165]. This means that crystal �eld e�ects dominate over the exchange
terms. In fact, from the parameters that best �t the experiment (see Table 5.2), one
sees that 10Dqi = 1.2 eV. As mentioned in the previous section, this corresponds
to the "ionic" part of the crystal �eld. Therefore, the superscript i is used. The
actual splitting is much larger due to the strong covalency e�ects. In table 5.1 an
overview of the con�gurations is presented in the ground state for clusters with
nominal oxidation state Co3+ and Co4+.
The ground state for Co3+ is a singlet with A1g symmetry. For the cluster rep-

resenting nominal Co3+ and parameters that �t the NEXAFS spectra, important
con�gurations in the ground state are d6 (30%) and d7L1 (47%), indicating a very
strong covalency in the system. Note that the d6 population is smaller than the
d7L population and considerably less than 50% of the total population. Such a be-
haviour can only be explained if one takes more than one ligand hole into account.
In a con�guration containing only d6 and d7L with a positive charge transfer gap
∆CT = E(dn+1L) − E(dn), the d6 population will always be larger than d7L for
realistic values. Things change if one includes also con�gurations containing two
ligand holes d8L2 with su�ciently large hopping terms. In this case the relative
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Co3+ Co4+

Groundstate Groundstate
d6 0.30 d5 0.14

d7L1 0.47 d6L1 0.40
d8L2 0.20 d7L2 0.35
d9L3 0.03 d8L3 0.10
d10L4 0.00 d9L4 0.01

d10L5 0.00

Co4+ (�ve holes)
Ground state

d5 0.14
d6L1

e1g
0.37

d7L2
e2g

0.28
d6L1

t12g
0.03

d7L2
e1gt12g

0.07

Table 5.1: Left: Overview of the hole distribution for the ground states of Co3+ and
Co4+. Right: Detailed hole distribution for the ground state of the Co4+ cluster for
the important con�gurations, including information on symmetry up to con�gurations
with two ligand holes. The numbers give the hole distribution in percent.

hole population changes towards the d7L con�guration, so that even for a positive
charge transfer gap ∆CT the dominant con�guration can include a ligand hole. This
is a rather important result since it demonstrates that the hybridisation between
all those states involving one or more ligand holes is large enough to produce a low
energy state which in fact is lower than that of the starting d6 con�guration con-
taining no ligand holes. The d6 con�guration corresponds to t62g (all holes with eg

symmetry occupied). For simplicity, the con�gurations t52ge
1
g have been neglected,

thereby reducing the size of the matrices in the �tting procedure. This is justi�ed
by the fact that the interaction term which mixes the 3d con�gurations t62g and
t52ge

1
g is λ =

√
3(F2 − 5F4) ' 0.3 eV (see Table 5.2), is much smaller than the ef-

fective crystal��eld splitting ∼ 3 eV. The amount of t52ge
1
g 3d con�gurations can be

calculated by perturbation theory. At most, however, its in�uence on the NEXAFS
spectra is of the order of 1%. Similarly, for Co4+, states with more than one 3d t2g

hole are neglected.
With these simpli�cations and because of the neglect of interactions between elec-

trons at the O sites, the number of relevant states in the subspace of the ground
state for Co3+, is reduced to 7 singlets with A1g symmetry. Similarly, the ground
state for Co4+ is obtained from six identical 38x38 matrices and corresponds to a
spin doublet with T2g symmetry (this means three-fold orbital degeneracy). When
the Oh symmetry is broken, the Eg singlets mix with the ground state (see next
subsection).
Due to the symmetry of the cluster (Oh), the 3d holes conserve its symmetry when

they hop to the O 2p states. Neglecting the small amount of 3d t52ge
1
g states in Co3+,

the only possibility for a ligand hole is then a linear combination of oxygen orbitals
with eg symmetry giving the con�guration d7

t62ge1
g
L1

e1
g
.

A more complicated picture is expected for the cluster corresponding to Co4+.
Since Co4+ contains �ve holes meaning that there will be one hole with t2g sym-
metry in the system (either at the Co site or distributed among the O ions). For
the parameters that �t the experiment, the ground state of this cluster is a spin
doublet with orbital symmetry T2g. This three�fold degeneracy in the point group
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d5
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d6
t2g6Lt2g1

d6
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d6
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(a)

d6
t2g6Lt2g

d6
t2g5eg1Leg

d7
t2g5eg2L2
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d7
t2g6eg1LegLt2g

(b)

d7
t2g6eg1L2

t2g2 d6
t2g5eg1Lt2g1 d5

t2g4eg1tpdtpd

(c)

Figure 5.15: Sketches of the energy scheme for di�erent hole con�gurations of Co4+.
(a): Hybridisation between states with none and one ligand hole, (b) and (c): Hybridi-
sation between states with one and two ligand holes.

Oh is split by the rhombohedral distortion as discussed in the next subsection. An
overview of the structure of the ground state is given in table 5.1 (left). The distrib-
ution among di�erent possible con�gurations up to two ligand holes for the ground
state of the Co4+ octahedra is shown in table 5.1 (right). Note that states with
one and two ligand holes dominate the composition of the ground state. The d5

con�guration is very simple. It consists of four 3deg holes and one 3dt2g hole, or
equivalently it consists of �ve 3dt2g electrons (d5

t52g
). The con�gurations with one

ligand hole with the same symmetry are d6
t52ge1

g
Le1

g
, and d6

t62g
Lt12g

. The former has a
larger hybridisation with the d5 con�guration because the hopping between 3d and
2p eg or t2g electrons involves the Slater�Koster parameter (pdσ) or (pdπ) with the
former having a larger magnitude. For con�gurations with two ligand holes there
are two con�gurations with T2g symmetry: d7

t62ge1
g
Le1

g
Lt12g

and d7
t52ge2

g
Le2

g
. They both

hybridise with the dominant one�hole state d6
t52ge1

g
Le1

g
. The only di�erence is that

the �rst con�guration couples via tt2g hopping to the one�hole state while the sec-
ond con�guration couples via a teg hopping which is larger and results in a stronger
occupation of this state (see table 5.1 (right)). Although it is allowed by symmetry,
the above mentioned states with two ligand holes do not hybridise with the state
d6

t62g
Lt2g due to the particular structure of the wave functions.

From the above described distribution of holes in the Co3+ and Co4+ clusters, it
turns out that the true Co valence for each cluster is 2.04 and 2.56 respectively,
emphasising again the very strong degree of covalency in these systems.

Breaking the octahedral symmetry

The edge�sharing CoO6 octahedra in a CoO2 layer of NaxCoO2 are compressed
along the c�axis (oriented parallel to the (1 1 1) direction of one octahedron, see
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Figure 5.16: (a): Distortion of the octahedra. (b): Splitting of the t2g states in a
trigonal crystal �eld.

�gure 5.16(a)). This distortion reduces the point group symmetry of the cluster to
D3d. As explained above, the ground state of the Co4+ cluster belongs to the T2g

representation of Oh. This representation is split in D3d as T2g = A′
1g +E ′

g, where to
avoid confusion, the representations of D3d are primed. Labelling the basis functions
of the representation T2g as |xy〉, |yz〉, and |zx〉 (which in this case correspond to the
many�body wave functions of the Co4+ cluster), the basis functions that transform
irreducibly in D3d can be written as

|A′
1g〉 =

1√
3
(|xy〉+ |yz〉+ |zx〉) (5.21)

for the state invariant under operations in D3d and

|E ′
g±〉 =

1√
3
(|xy〉+ e±i 2π

3 |yz〉+ e±i 4π
3 |zx〉) (5.22)

for the doubly degenerate states that transform like E ′
g. A 3d orbital with the

symmetry A′
1g looks like a 3z2 − r2 orbital and points into the direction of the

crystallographic c�axis. In a one�electron picture, for an adequate ordering of the
energy of the orbitals, the Co4+ cluster would correspond to e′g orbitals completely
�lled with 4 electrons and a half �lled a′1g orbital [62].
The rhombohedral distortion of the CoO6 octahedra is estimated by the deviation

of the Co-O-Co bond angle from 90◦. For example, for x ≈ 0.7 Huang et al. �nd
an angle α ≈ 96◦ [61] which leads to a change of the thickness of one octahedron by
10%, assuming that the Co�O bond distance remains constant during distortion.
From the �t of unpolarised NEXAFS spectra [165], Wu et al. estimated Dtrg = 1 eV

for the splitting Dtrg = 〈E ′
g±|H|E ′

g±〉−〈A′
1g|H|A′

1g〉 between the many�body ground
state A′

1g and the excited states |E ′
g±〉. By contrast, Koshibae and Maekawa using

a point charge model obtained a negligible splitting and suggested that the band
splitting at the zone center obtained in band structure calculations is dominated
by the e�ective Co-Co hopping mediated by intermediate O atoms [159]. However,
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one expects that the splitting is dominated by covalency e�ects and that the ionic
contribution only plays a minor role.
In order to estimate the energy splitting between A′

1g and E ′
g due to the trigonal

distortion, further calculations have been done. As already explained, the A′
1g states

can be written as A′
1g = 1√

3
(|xy〉+|yz〉+|zx〉), the E ′

g states as E ′
g,1 = 1√

2
(|yz〉−|zx〉)

and E ′
g,2 = 1√

6
(|xy〉 − |yz〉 − |zx〉). The only part of the Hamiltonian where the

trigonal distortion comes into play is a change in the hopping part through changes
in relative orientations of the orbitals and the O-O distances. In addition, an r−3

distance dependence for the hopping between p orbitals [30] has been assumed. For
the parameters determined as explained below a negative value of Dtrg = E(E ′

g) −
E(A′

1g) =∼ −0.1 eV has been obtained. However, the sign is sensitive to the relative
values of Co-O and O-O hybridisation. In this sense, there is a competition between
tpp and tpd. Here, tpp shifts the A1g states to lower energies and increases the values of
Dtrg until, at a critical ratio tpd/tpp, Dtrg changes sign. This calculation is only a �rst
order approximation, since only the positions of the corresponding atoms have been
changed under a trigonal distortion, but not the orientation of their orbitals, which
can lead to second order e�ects since only the orbitals are included that hybridise in
the undistorted case. In order to address this point, calculations with only one hole
but all possible oxygen states (see equation (5.6) have been carried out, which led
to the result that e�ects beyond �rst order perturbation are important. Therefore,
while a realistic calculation of Dtrg seems to require a full diagonalisation in the D3d

group (which is beyond the scope of this work) these results suggest a small value
of |Dtrg|.
Very recently, Dtrg = 0.315eV has been obtained by an ab�initio quantum chemical

con�guration interaction method in a CoO6 cluster [206]. In fact, this is the most
reliable result. The method used is known to provide accurate results for charge
conserving excitations and has been used successfully in a large family of strongly
correlated systems [206].
To check wether the distortion a�ects the results for cubic symmetry, the matrix

element Qmix = 〈E ′
g ± |H|E ′

g±, 2〉 between the E ′
g states and the lowest exited

states |E ′
g±, 2〉 of the same symmetry has been estimated. These excited states

belong to the irreducible representation Eg of Oh and therefore do not hybridise
with the ground state in cubic symmetry. With a pure hopping Hamiltonian as
explained above and an assumed r−3 distance dependence for the hopping between
p orbitals [30], a Qmix = −0.09 eV was found. Since |Qmix| is very small compared
to the other energies of the model, in particular 10Dq and the separation between
T2g and Eg levels, one can safely use the states obtained in cubic symmetry for the
calculation of the NEXAFS spectra.
A ground state with E ′

g symmetry is incompatible with the NEXAFS data. There-
fore only a positive Dtrg is consistent with experiment. The value Dtrg = 0.315 eV is
smaller but of the order of magnitude of the band width reported in ab�initio calcu-
lations. A small value of Dtrg would be consistent with the proposal of Koshibae and
Maekawa [159] that the energy splitting does not originate in the crystal �eld, but
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is determined by the kinetic energy of the electrons. Within this picture, translated
to the many�body states and neglecting Dtrg, the ground state for one Co4+ cluster
moving in a lattice of Co3+ is a Bloch state with total wave vector K = 0 in an
e�ective Kagomé sublattice with point symmetry A

′
1g. To keep it simple, restricting

the wave function to only three sites and one of the four Kagomé sublattices, the
ground state would be

|g〉 =
1√
3
(|1, xy〉+ |2, yz〉+ |3, zx〉), (5.23)

where |i, α〉 denotes a state composed of the ground state of one Co4+ cluster with
symmetry α at site i and the (invariant A1g) ground state of the Co3+ cluster at the
other two sites. However, the e�ective tight�binding Hamiltonian, considering only
the most important hopping term and neglecting Dtrg, has a U(4) symmetry due to
the equivalence between the four Kagomé sublattices. The di�erent possibilities of
breaking this symmetry leads to several scenarios for the ground state [166].
The di�erence between equations (5.21) and (5.23) for the polarisation dependence

of the intensity in the NEXAFS spectra can be easily illustrated for the hypothetical
case in which the �nal states |fα〉 in equation (5.18) for a Co4+ cluster have a core
hole 2pα (α = x, y, or z) with given spin and the rest of the state (the holes of the 3d
shell) belongs to the A1g irreducible representation. This intensity with a factor two
of resulting from the spin corresponds to the sum of the intensities of the peak A in
�gure 5.17 (for a total momentum j = 3/2 of the core hole) and the corresponding
peak at higher energies and lower intensity for j = 1/2 (A' in �gure 5.17). For
incoming light in the direction β, HL is proportional to the momentum operator in
this direction p̂β. Then by symmetry, all matrix elements 〈f |HL|i〉 entering equation
(5.18) can be related to γ = 〈fx|p̂y|xy〉.
With this, the polarisation dependence can be calculated. The crystallographic

c�axis is represented by 1√
3
(x + y + z) and the a and b�axes by 1√

2
(x − y) and

1√
6
(2z− x− y), respectively. Using equation (5.21), the contribution of these states

(summed over α) to the intensity in the one-cluster picture can be calculated. For
A being parallel and perpendicular to the c�axis, respectively, becomes

I1
‖ = 4|γ|2/3, I1

⊥ = |γ|2/3. (5.24)

In the extended picture (equation (5.23)) the light operator is a sum over all sites as
it is already described. Taking again only three sites for simplicity, there are three
possible �nal states for each core hole orbital 2pα |i, fα〉 depending on which site i
was excited by the core hole. Adding these contributions one �nds from equation
(5.18)

Iext
‖ = Iext

⊥ = 2|γ|2/3. (5.25)
Thus, when the hole is distributed over one Kagomé lattice so that coherence is
lost, then there is a drop in intensity by a factor of two for A parallel to c in the
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F0 = 3.5 pdσ = 2.35 10Dqi = 1.2
F2 = 0.2 pdπ = −1.0 εO = 13
F4 = 0.006 ppσ = 0.8 ∆CT (Co3+) = 2.9
Udd = 4.52 ppπ = −0.2 ∆CT (Co4+) = −1.1

Table 5.2: Best �t parameters, all parameters given in eV. The superscript i in 10Dqi

denotes the "ionic" part of the energy splitting.

NEXAFS spectra for the sum of the contributions of peaks A and A' (see �gure
5.17). This factor is large enough to be detected in the experiment. In this case
where a hole is distributed over one Kagomé lattice, the result is the same as for
a ground state composed of a statistical average of the three T2g states and has
no polarisation dependence. The situation is di�erent if the breaking of the above
mentioned U(4) symmetry leads to some coherence between T2g states at the same
site. Note that the intensity is redistributed among the di�erent directions but keeps
the same angular average. This is due to the local character of the transition and
the fact that only one irreducible representation is involved in the initial state, in
the �nal state and the operator.
We shall show that our results point to an intermediate situation, but with domi-

nance of the lattice e�ects over the on-site distortion.

The NEXAFS intensity

As mentioned above, the ground state for a Co3+ cluster is invariant under the sym-
metry operations of Oh and as a consequence, the corresponding NEXAFS intensity
is independent of the polarisation of the incident light. Also, for Co4+, the NEXAFS
intensity for a statistical average of the three states of the irreducible representation
T2g (|xy〉, |yz〉 and |zx〉) (which would correspond to a ground state like equation
(5.23)) leads to the same intensity for A||c and A⊥ c.
Instead, using equation (5.21) for the ground state of Co4+, one obtains a po-

larisation dependence similar to the experiment, but more pronounced: The ratio
of the intensities for excitations to a state with A1g symmetry plus a core hole is
I1
||/I

1
⊥ = 4 (see equation (5.24)) whereas the experimental ratio has been found to

be Iexp
|| /Iexp

⊥ ≈ 1.8. The experiment, therefore, suggests an intermediate situation
between the ground states (5.21) and (5.23). The actual many�body ground state
of the system is out of the scope of these cluster calculations. In order to simulate
this situation, the spectrum has been calculated as a weighted average of equations
(5.24) and (5.25) :

Itotal = (1− ξ)I1
f + ξIext

f (5.26)
with 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1. In order to optain the observed experimental ratio for the A1g peak
ξ has to be approximately equal to 0.73.
In �gure 5.17 the results for the NEXAFS intensity for the parameters indicated

in Table 5.2 that best �t the experiment are shown. As adjustable parameters,
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Figure 5.17: NEXAFS spec-
tra of Na0.5CoO2 for di�erent
polarisations: (a) E||c and (b)
E ⊥ c. In (a) and (b) equation
(5.21) was used to calculate the
ground state of the Co4+ clus-
ter, while (c) corresponds to
equation (5.21) yielding a po-
larisation independent result.
Contributions due to the Co3+

cluster are shown by dashed
drawn curves, those of the
Co4+ cluster are indicated by
dotted curves. The fully drawn
curves represent their sum.

F0 (or Ud = F0 + 4F2 + 36F4), εO (or ∆CT (Con+) = E(dn+1L) − E(dn)), 10Dq,
(pdσ), and (ppσ) are used with Udc = Ud + 0.15 eV. F2 and F4 were taken from
values that approximately �t the energy separation between di�erent terms in atomic
spectra [207]. For the hopping process, the relations (pdπ) = −√3(pdσ)/4, and
(ppπ) = −0.81(pdσ)/3.24 [30] have been assumed.
In terms of more fundamental parameters one has:

∆(Co3+) = εO − εeg − 3F0 + 8F2 − 33F4 − ppσ + ppπ

∆(Co4+) = εO − εeg − 4F0 + 4F2 − 37F4/2− ppσ + ppπ,

(5.27)
which correspond to the minimum energy necessary to promote a Co 3d hole to a
linear combination of O 2p states in absence of Co-O hopping. If the O 2p hole is
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localised at one site, ppσ and ppπ are absent in these equations and both ∆(Co3+)
increase by 1.0 eV.
The observed electronic structures can only be understood when it is assumed

that several electronic con�gurations with a considerable amount of ligand holes (as
described above) is present in the ground state. This implies large covalency, and
this in turn points to high hybridisation, a low charge transfer gap ∆CT and low Ud

in comparison with other transition metal oxides. Also, the relative positions and
the structures of the peaks of Co3+ and Co4+ point to a relatively large 10Dq and a
low spin con�gurations. This is a rough explanation of the resulting parameters in
Table 5.2.
The Co3+ cluster (dashed drawn curve in �gure 5.17) shows only one main peak

at the L3,2 edge (peak (B)) which results from an excitation from the ground state
with A1g symmetry to an excited state with Eg symmetry. The peak is polarisation
independent. In the similar system LiCoO2 which nominally contains only octahedra
with four holes (i.e. a Co3+�central ion) [178] one observes a weak structure on the
high energy side of the eg peak which is missing here because of the missing 2p�3d
core hole exchange interaction. The Co4+ cluster shows two main structures at both
edges. The lower energy peak structure (A) contains a single peak and results from
excitations into states with A1g symmetry, while the higher energy peak structure
(C) originates from many excitations of low intensity to �nal states with T1g and
T2g symmetry. Only peak (A) shows a polarisation dependence and is strong when
light is polarised along the (1 1 1) direction (crystallographic c�axis), but weak for
polarisation perpendicular to the (1 1 1) direction (in�plane polarisation). The main
conclusions regarding the electronic structure have been drawn from the polarisation
dependence of the A1g peaks, for which the 3d shell is in a singlet spin state after
the excitation. Therefore, the e�ect of the 2p�3d exchange vanishes in �rst order.
In �gure 5.18 the theoretical results are compared with experimental data for the

stoichiometries Na0.4CoO2 and Na0.6CoO2 as well as for polarisation perpendicular
and parallel to the crystallographic c�axis. In the theoretical curve at the bottom,
the weighted average equation (5.26) with ξ = 0.73 which best �ts the polarisation
dependence of peaks A and A' has been used. As explained above, this average re-
distributes the spectral weight among the di�erent polarisations but does not a�ect
the total intensity resulting from a Co4+ cluster. However, when comparing the bot-
tom and top curves in �gure 5.18, the above mentioned average is not su�cient to
produce a quantitative agreement with the experiment: there is still a disagreement
in the intensity ratio between that resulting from a Co4+ cluster and that originating
from a Co3+ cluster. For x = 0.4, the theoretical contribution of Co4+ seems to be
two times larger than observed in the experiment (the ratio is a bit smaller than
two for x=0.6). Wet chemical redox analysis points to an oxygen non�stoichiometry
NaxCoO2−δ for x ≤ 0.7, leading to a proportion of Co+4 smaller than that corre-
sponding to the nominal Na content. Actually, upon Na de�intercalation, the Co
valence �rst increases as expected, but does not exceed the value of 3.5 [208]. This
can explain part of the discrepancy. Another possible explanation is the redistribu-
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of the theoretical results (bottom) with experimental data
(top) for x=0.4 and x=0.6 for polarisations indicated inside each �gure. In the middle
curve the results are manipulated in such a way, that the intensity of the Co4+ cluster
is decreased by a factor 2.0.

tion of spectral weight due to itineracy of the �nal states. The e�ects of the hopping
in a model of two sites has been studied by G.A. Sawatzky and A. Lenselink [209].
In principle, this is possible to calculate when the knowledge of the local transition
matrix elements is combined with an e�ective Hamiltonian for the motion of the
holes through the lattice. This approach has been followed to calculate di�erent
optical properties of the cuprates [186, 191, 210�213]. However, in this system this
task is more di�cult and is beyond the scope of the present work. In addition,
in the present case, these e�ects seem to be of minor importance for the peak A,
because the expected magnitude of the hopping ∼ 0.1 eV [159] is much smaller than
the energy di�erence between excited states (∼ 1.9 eV). However, they are certainly
important for the higher energy multiplets.

Note that the neglect of the exchange interaction between the core hole and the
3d holes leads to a slight change in the shape of the curves, but does not a�ect the
total intensities for both clusters.
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Spin�orbit coupling inside the 3d shell, which has been neglected, might also lead
to a reduction of the intensity of the low energy peak at the L2�edge that corresponds
to peak A as an e�ect of selection rules [214]. However, in this case, the e�ect of
spin�orbit coupling is small compared to the intersite hopping terms t ∼ 0.1 eV [159].
Therefore, the approach of considering a sixfold degenerate ground state for Co4+

instead of a split doublet and quartet states is justi�ed. Therefore, it can be expected
that the reduction of intensity due to spin�orbit coupling inside the 3d shell is small.
The relative peak positions do not change upon doping, except for the A1g peak.

The distance between the main (Eg) peak and the A1g peak becomes smaller with
increasing x (decreasing amount of Co4+ ions) [148]. This change is best simulated by
a variation of the ionic crystal �eld 10Dqi from 1.2 eV (x=0.4) to 0.9 eV (x=0.6). A
decreasing value of 10Dq is also supported by Huang et al. who performed neutron
di�raction experiments on powder samples and found an increasing Co�O bond
length with increasing doping [61]. This would change the total crystal �eld splitting
(the ionic term 10Dq plus the e�ects of hopping), but a slight change in the hopping
parameters does not change the relative peak positions.

The XPS intensity

In addition to the calculations of the NEXAFS experiments, polarisation indepen-
dent calculations of the Co 3d XPS intensity at the valence band for Co3+ have been
performed, too. Di�erent from NEXAFS which is mostly sensitive to crystal �eld
e�ects, XPS is very sensitive to charge transfer e�ects. As it will be shown, the
position of the Co 3d satellite peak depends strongly on the size of the pd hopping
integral. Note that no core hole is involved in such a process. In addition, the
spectra are multiplied by a Fermi distribution function in order to get the correct
shape at low binding energies. Since the XPS spectra have been calculated only for
an octahedron with a Co3+ central ion, it is most useful to compare the theoretical
data with the experimental data for the highest Na content, in this case x = 0.7.
Calculations for Co4+ have not been done since there the matrices become very large
due to a large number of possible con�gurations. In �gure 5.19 (a) a comparison
of the result of the Co3+ cluster using the parameters that best �t the NEXAFS
experiment (see Table 5.2) with experimental data for x = 0.3 and x = 0.7. The
theoretical result �ts the experiment pretty well; note that even the double peak
structure at the satellite at ≈11 eV is reproduced. The spectra are essentially com-
posed of three parts: A strong peak at ≈0.7 eV and a satellite double peak structure
at around 11 eV that both originate from excitations with the �nal states having T2g

symmetry. A third peak in between these two at around 6 eV consists of a mix of
excited states with T2g and Eg symmetry. In the true spectra of this region also the
oxygen 2p states are present which are missing in the calculation since we consider
only the ejection of 3d electrons. It is worth noting that the peak at 11.4 eV binding
energy originates from excitations into �nal states that contain a sizeable amount
(20%) of a d8L3 con�guration. Note that the connected ground state con�guration
d9L3 plays a minor role in the electronic structure (Table 5.1). Therefore, these
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Figure 5.19: (a) Comparison of the theoretical results for Co3+ (black) with experi-
mental data for x=0.3 (blue) and x=0.7 (dark green) for unpolarised light. The dashed
vertical lines represent the intensity for excitations into �nal states with T2g symme-
try, whereas dotted lines represent excitations into �nal states with Eg symmetry. (b)
Comparison of the e�ect of di�erent pdσ values on the results of calculations for Co3+

using the parameters as in table 5.2.

states can only appear after a charge redistribution in the �nal state due to the
strong hybridisation in the CoO6 octahedron. The main parameters that change
the spectrum are the pd intersite hopping tpd as well as the on�site energy Ep of
the oxygen ligands. In �gure 5.19 (b) the dependence of the spectral shape for dif-
ferent values of pdσ is shown. It is seen that the satellite peak structure around
11 eV binding energy shifts to higher energies with increasing pdσ due to increasing
hybridisation. The �ts lead to pdσ = 2.35 eV, a value also used in the NEXAFS
calculation. A similar behaviour of the center peak at around 4-6 eV was observed
for di�erent O 2p on�site energies.

Indirect d-d hopping - an approach by cluster perturbation method

In the results presented above always only one CoO6 octahedron has been used,
which, of course, makes a Co�Co hopping impossible. From what has been shown
by Koshibae and Maekawa [159] the main hopping path from one Co site to a
neighbouring Co site is via an intermediate O site which leads to a picture of a
Kagomé lattice. In �gure 5.20 (left) a part of a Kagomé lattice is shown without
any distortion. One �nds that hopping is only reasonable from a t2g orbital to
another t2g orbital since the eg orbitals are too high in energy. The calculations
presented above give all values necessary to calculate an e�ective dd hopping using
a cluster perturbation approach.
To explain the idea, it will be illustrated with a simple model that consists of two
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Figure 5.20: Illustration of a possible hopping path. On the left a part of a CoO2

plane is shown with the d orbitals that may contribute to the transport. For the sake
of a clearer view only one oxygen orbital is depicted. Cobalt sites are indicated by red
colour, oxygen sites by blue colour. On the right an enlargement is shown with three
Co sites and important O orbitals that illustrates a hopping from one cobalt site (i)
to another Co site (j) via an intermediate O site.

d sites 1 and 2 with an O site in the middle in a linear arrangement containing only
one hole. Without loss of generality one can consider the Co site 1 and the O site as
one cluster that contains the hole with the ground state |g1(1)〉 = d+

1 |0〉 − tpd

∆
p+|0〉

for tpd << ∆, where the subscript denotes the site and the number in parentheses
denotes the number of holes. d+

i creates a hole on the d site i; similarly for p+ at the
oxygen site. Consequently, the second Co site has the basis function |g2(0)〉. In �rst
order, the hopping tdd of the hole from site 1 (|g1(1)g2(0)〉) to site 2 (|g1(0)g2(1)〉) is
described by

〈g1(0)g2(1)|+ tpdd
+
2 p|g1(1)g2(0)〉 = tpd〈g1(0)|p|g1(1)〉〈g2(1)|d+

2 |g2(0)〉

= −t2pd

∆
〈g2(1)|d+

2 |g2(0)〉, (5.28)

as we know from second-order perturbation theory. The situation in NaxCoO2 is
di�erent because of the importance of covalency and the smaller overlap between
cluster states. In �gure 5.20 (right) a sketch of the hopping possibilities of a hole
from site i to site j and also to site k are shown. Note that the only possibility
for a hole to hop from a t2g orbital at site i to site k is into an eg orbital. Such
an e�ective hopping involves states higher in energy and is disregarded. The only
hopping processes that have been taken into account are from a Co4+ site (5 holes)
to a Co3+ site (4 holes). From energetic reasons, all other possibilities are less likely.
As it can be seen in �gure 5.20 (right) a hole that sits on the intermediate oxygen
site py has three possibilities to hop on: Either to the Co site dj,yz or to one of
the two O sites above pj,y,a and below pj,y,b the Co site. This scenario leads to the
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intersite hopping parameter tdd:

tdd = 〈gi(4)gj(5)|(tpdd
+
j,yz + tpp(p

+
j,y,a − p+

j,y,b))pz|gi(5)gj(4)〉
= 〈gi(4)|pz|gi(5)〉〈gj(5)| − tpdd

+
j,yz − tpp(p

+
j,y,a − p+

j,y,b)|gj(4)〉
= 〈gi(4)|1

2
pyz|gi(5)〉〈gj(5)| − tpdd

+
j,yz − tppp

+
j,yz|gj(4)〉

= −1

2
〈gi(4)|pyz|gi(5)〉〈gj(5)|tpdd

+
j,yz + tppp

+
j,yz|gj(4)〉.

(5.29)

With the parameters found from a �t of the experimental NEXAFS and XPS data
(see Table 5.2) the dd hopping via an intermediate oxygen site has been found to be
tdd = 101meV, which is in a good agreement to the value t = 0.1 eV as it has been
estimated by Khalliulin et al. [196] from the free�electron bandwidth ∼1 eV [57].
Naturally, tdd is sensitive to the value of pdσ and pdπ.

5.4 Electronic structure and Fermi surface topology
of NaxCoO2

Despite all e�orts, a discrepancy between the experimental results of the shape of
the Fermi surface (FS) and its theoretical explanations remains. As explained above,
angle�resolved photoemission (ARPES) revealed only a single hole like FS around Γ
and no hole pockets [95�97,127]. Theoretically, local�density approximation (LDA)
calculations predict a Fermi surface with a large portion around the Γ point of
the Brillouin zone in agreement with the experiment, and six pockets near the K
points [57,112] in disagreement with the experimental data. Since the associated e′g
band fails to cross the Fermi level for a wide range of sodium doping concentration
x these pockets cannot be observed at the Fermi surface.
In the following, the reason for this discrepancy will be explained and a solution

for the correct theoretical treatment will be shown. Most of the following section
has been accepted for publication in Physica C (see also cond-mat/0610173) [160].
There, a detailed description of the formalism and further arguments can be found.
In general, LDA is a procedure for calculating the energy of the system in terms of

the local electronic density, approximating exchange and correlation in mean �eld.
The density is expressed in terms of (�ctitious) eigenstates of a suitable chosen
one�particle problem. It is known that LDA fails to reproduce the band structure
of highly correlated systems. However, when using exact diagonalisation or the
self�consistent Born approximation applied to generalised e�ective Hubbard or t�J
models, the dispersion was successfully explained, for example, in the case of Sr
oxychlorides or underdoped cuprates [212, 213, 215�217]. LDA is also known to fail
in low dimensional materials, like layered systems or two-dimensional electron gases,
for which new techniques like exact exchange have been developed [218].
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In particular, one e�ect of the correlations is to narrow the bands predicted by
LDA. When there are several bands crossing the Fermi energy, the narrowing of
each band may be di�erent and leads to distortion of the Fermi surface. It has
been suggested that the discrepancy between the LDA calculations and the Fermi
surface measured by ARPES can be explained as an e�ect of the correlations [219],
which are absent in LDA and LDA+U approaches, even in the most sophisticated
treatments [157]. However, the e�ective Hamiltonian used is unjusti�ed and di�ers
from the one that will be introduced below. Moreover, the dispersion relation along
Γ�K di�ers from the experimentally observed one, and the results contradict those
obtained using dynamical mean �eld theory, which actually obtain an enhancement
of the hole pockets [220]. Another recently proposed explanation is a localisation of
the hole pockets by disorder [221]. However, this localisation is not expected to alter
the small volume enclosed by the main portion of the LDA Fermi surface around Γ,
while according to the more recent ARPES experiments, this portion contains all
holes in a way consistent with the Luttinger theorem [97].
Another reason for the observed discrepancy is the large value 3D ∼ 0.3 eV of the

T2g splitting in the e�ective three�band model for the cobaltates. This value has
been obtained by quantum chemical methods [206], which are the most reliable for
this type of calculations, because they properly include the e�ects of correlations
and covalency. The e�ects of correlations in the original multiband Hamiltonian
(including Co and O orbitals) that have an e�ect in "tuning" the Co�O charge
transfer energy are crucial. These e�ects are neglected in LDA.
Therefore, a good starting point should account for the strong Co�O covalency.

In Ref. [160] A. Bourgeois et al. start from the exact solution of the appropriate
multiband Hamiltonian for Co 3d and O 2p holes in the basic CoO6 octahedron.
The parameters of the multiband model were �xed by a previous �tting of the
polarisation dependent NEXAFS spectra (see the previous section and Ref. [179]).
The e�ective model has been solved in a slave�boson mean��eld approximation
[222,223]. The most important e�ective hopping is the one mediated by O orbitals,
described by the hopping parameter t = 0.1 eV (see previous section). While t is
the more important hopping process [166], the direct hopping t′ between d electrons
might be important for a realistic description of the band structure [159]. For the
direct hopping Bourgeois et al. �nd t′ = 50meV [160]. The energy splitting of the
t2g states due to the trigonal distortion is an essential parameter of the e�ective
model. Its large value compared to estimations using a point charge model [159] is
due to the e�ects of the Co�O hybridisation. Therefore, the e�ect of the distortion
of the CoO6 octahedra is stronger than in previous multiband approaches, but not
so strong as to justify a one�band model based on localised a′1g bands [160].
In �gure 5.21 the resulting dispersion relation for electrons for three di�erent values

of x and the corresponding FS are shown. As a consequence of the relatively strong
trigonal splitting due to the large Co�O covalency and the band renormalisation,
the hole pockets near the Brillouin zone boundary disappear. Note that if only one
of these e�ects were present, these pockets would remain [160]. The results agree
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Figure 5.21: Renormalised band�structures for doping x = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and corre-
sponding FS in red, green, blue respectively. Larger FS corresponds to lower doping
x. The �gures are taken from Ref. [160].

with the most recent ARPES measurements [97], the Fermi surface shows only a
central lobe with a hexagonal shape, which is more pronounced for a lower doping
level. The feature that would give rise to the hole pockets near the K points remains
under εF with almost no doping dependence. The a′1g character has been found to be
minimal in the Γ-K direction and maximal in the Γ-M direction, which indicates that
although only one band crosses the εF , its character is strongly mixed and cannot
be derived from states of a′1g symmetry only [160]. Also, the dispersion relation in
the Γ-K direction has the form of a hysteresis loop, in agreement with experiment.



Summary

In this work, the electronic structure of NaxCoO2 has been investigated using exper-
imental and theoretical methods. As experimental tools, mainly X�ray absorption
and photoemission spectroscopy have been employed, but also magnetisation and
X�ray di�raction experiments have been performed. For the theoretical description
of the absorption data, cluster calculations have been done which are able to explain
the experimental results and help to improve the fundamental understanding of the
system.
The phase diagram of NaxCoO2 shows three important regions including the spe-

cial case x = 0.5. At this composition an insulating behaviour has been found,
di�erent from all other doping levels. In this case, Na ordering as well as charge
ordering are expected. Using high energy X�ray di�raction, Na ordering could be
con�rmed at low temperatures at which the re�ection pattern in the reciprocal space
showed re�ections of half and quarter integers, implying an enlarged unit cell due to
ordering. Resonant X�ray scattering at the Co K�edge of an electrochemically de�
intercalated Na0.66CoO2 sample showed evidence for two di�erent cobalt sites which
can be explained by lattice independent charge ordering, but also lattice distortion
e�ects or orbital ordering can not be ruled out. As a function of temperature, the
resonance peak in the σσ�channel decreases non linearly with increasing tempera-
tures. Such a behaviour may be caused by a loss of order which in turn may be
connected to the electronic and thermal transport properties.
Magnetisation measurements on a Na0.82CoO2 single crystal con�rmed at T =

4.2K a spin��op transition for �elds parallel to the crystallographic c�axis at ≈
8.5T. For a higher doping x = 0.9 a stronger signature of uncoupled spins has been
found, consistent with a low spin picture at least for the Co3+ ions and a decrease
of Co4+ ions with increasing x.
In order to learn more about the electronic structure of non�hydrated NaxCoO2,

X�ray absorption and photoemission spectroscopy experiments have been performed
on a wide doping range. Since both methods are surface sensitive, the crystals have
been cleaved in�situ in order to gain information of the bulk properties. Core�level
photoemission results show two di�erent Na sites which are occupied di�erently for
doping levels x = 0.3 and x = 0.7 in such a way that at x = 0.3 mainly just one
site is occupied, whereas at x = 0.7 both sites are almost equally occupied. Such
a behaviour can be understood in terms of two di�erent Coulomb energies due to
di�erent Na�Co distances. From temperature dependent measurements a change in
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the electronic structure at temperatures larger than 100◦C has been observed and
a loss of Na at temperatures larger than 150◦C. After heating the sample at 400◦C
for one hour, Na could no longer be detected in the photoemission experiment.
Furthermore, X�ray absorption spectroscopy experiments at the Co L2,3�edge,

the O K�edge, and the Na K�edge have been performed at di�erent temperatures
choosing polarised light perpendicular to the crystallographic c�axis and at a grazing
incident of 70◦ with respect to c. It turned out that the surface of NaxCoO2 single
crystals is very sensitive to adsorbates, so that the samples had to be cleaved in�situ
at low temperatures under ultra�high vacuum conditions. These adsorbates usually
contain oxygen which makes the temperature dependent measurement of the O K�
edge unreliable. The adsorbates, however, do not exert any in�uence at the Co
L2,3�edge which did not exhibit any signi�cant variation between 25 and 372K.
The study of single crystals with a stoichiometry between x = 0.4 and x = 0.75
revealed polarisation dependencies that cannot be explained by a simple trigonal
distortion of the CoO6 octahedra. Taking into account the results of both the Co
L2,3�edge and the O K�edge, it follows that an additional distortion must be present
which is stronger for octahedra with a formal Co3+ central ion than for octahedra
with a formal Co4+ central ion. A possible explanation for such a phenomenon has
been given by Bernhard et al. who found magnetopolarons in Na0.82CoO2 due to
a lowering of the local symmetry. Furthermore, doping dependent relative peak
positions at the Co L2,3�edge have been detected which can be explained by a
doping dependent splitting of the t2g�eg levels (10 Dq) in agreement with cluster
calculations. An explanation of the doping dependent splitting is the variation
of the Co-O bond lengths which themselves vary with the amount of doping. At
the O K�edge strongly polarisation dependent excitations into unoccupied O levels
occur. These levels which are hybridised with Na orbitals emphasising the covalent
character of the interplanar binding of the CoO2 and Na planes.
For a further understanding, the local electronic structure around a Co atom in

NaxCoO2 has been investigated by solving exactly a CoO6 cluster (a basic octa-
hedron of the system) containing the Co 3d and O 2p valence electrons and given
the appropriate charge according to the Na doping. All interactions between 3d
electrons in the cluster have been included. For the calculation of the polarisation
dependence of the X�ray absorption spectrum, the energy of the Co 2p core hole
with its spin�orbit coupling ∆SO ∼ 15 eV and its repulsion with the Co 3d holes
has been included. The exchange interaction between Co 2p and 3d holes has been
neglected for simplicity. Due to a comparatively large magnitude of ∆SO as well as
crystal��eld e�ects and covalency the in�uence of this term is expected to be small
compared to lighter 3d transition metals.
Furthermore, the main conclusions regarding the electronic structure have been

drawn from the polarisation dependence of the A1g peaks, for which the 3d shell
is in a singlet spin state after the excitation. Therefore, the e�ect of the 2p�3d
exchange vanishes in �rst order.
Within a purely local picture, assuming an A′

1g ground state and disregarding for
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the moment the total intensity of the Co4+ contribution, it is possible to reproduce
the essential features of the polarisation dependent NEXAFS experiments fairly well.
Slight di�erences at the shoulders of the largest peaks originate from the neglect of
the Co 2p-3d exchange interaction which would add an additional weak structure in
this region, as shown by comparison with LiCoO2.
Quantitatively, a fully coherent A′

1g ground state leads to too a large intensity ratio
for the low energy peak of the Co+4 contribution between light polarised parallel
or perpendicular to the trigonal axis. This indicates that a purely local picture is
not fully consistent with experiment. In fact, the best �t corresponds to a ≈ 70%
loss of coherence produced by delocalisation. This redistribution of intensity among
the di�erent polarisations is consistent with a picture of itinerant electrons based on
four Kagomé sublattices hidden in the CoO2 layer as a �rst approximation for the
electronic structure.
The above mentioned redistribution is not su�cient to explain the large total

amount of the Co+4 contribution to the intensity. To some degree this discrepancy
might be due to a proportion of Co+4 that is smaller than suggested by the nominal
Na content. A more quantitative calculation of the X�ray absorption spectrum
requires that the itineracy of holes in the ground state and the excited states after
the creation of the core hole is taken into account, which leads to spectral weight
transfer between Co+4 and Co+3 contributions. Using the cell perturbation method,
the indirect Co�Co hopping t via an intermediate O site could be determined to be
100meV for the values that best �t the experimental spectra.
Finally, an e�ective Hamiltonian for the motion of the highly correlated t2g states

in NaxCoO2 has been constructed in a three-band model. It includes the indirect
Co-O-Co hopping t = 100meV and the crystal �eld splitting. In this model, with-
out any additional hypothesis or new adjustable parameters, the dispersion of the
bands near the Fermi energy and Fermi surface topology agrees with angle�resolved
photoemission experiments, in contrast to predictions using the local-density ap-
proximation.



Appendix A

Theoretical tools

A.1 The d-d interaction matrix elements
A complete list of all 〈ab| 1

r12
|cd〉 matrix elements for d�d electrons (holes):

(I) Matrix elements for operators that leave the number of occupied states
within the t2g and eg levels unchanged:

a b c d 〈ab|1/r12|cd〉
J(z2, z2) z2 z2 z2 z2 F0 + 4F2 + 36F4 = Udd

J(x2 − y2, x2 − y2) x2 − y2 x2 − y2 x2 − y2 x2 − y2 F0 + 4F2 + 36F4 = Udd

J(xy, xy) xy xy xy xy F0 + 4F2 + 36F4 = Udd

J(zx, zx) zx zx zx zx F0 + 4F2 + 36F4 = Udd

J(yz, yz) yz yz yz yz F0 + 4F2 + 36F4 = Udd

J(x2 − y2, zx) x2 − y2 zx x2 − y2 zx F0 − 2F2 − 4F4

J(x2 − y2, yz) x2 − y2 yz x2 − y2 yz F0 − 2F2 − 4F4

J(xy, yz) xy yz xy yz F0 − 2F2 − 4F4

= Udd − 2JH(t2g)
J(xy, zx) xy zx xy zx F0 − 2F2 − 4F4

= Udd − 2JH(t2g)
J(zx, yz) zx yz zx yz F0 − 2F2 − 4F4

= Udd − 2JH(t2g)
J(z2, zx) z2 zx z2 zx F0 + 2F2 − 24F4

J(z2, yz) z2 yz z2 yz F0 + 2F2 − 24F4

J(z2, xy) z2 xy z2 xy F0 − 4F2 + 6F4

J(z2, x2 − y2) z2 x2 − y2 z2 x2 − y2 F0 − 4F2 + 6F4

= Udd − 2JH(eg)
J(x2 − y2, xy) x2 − y2 xy x2 − y2 xy F0 + 4F2 − 34F4

K(xy, yz) xy yz yz xy 3F2 + 20F4 = JH(t2g)
K(xy, zx) xy zx zx xy 3F2 + 20F4 = JH(t2g)
K(zx, yz) zx yz yz zx 3F2 + 20F4 = JH(t2g)

xy xy yz yz 3F2 + 20F4 = JH(t2g)
yz yz zx zx 3F2 + 20F4 = JH(t2g)
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zx zx xy xy 3F2 + 20F4 = JH(t2g)
K(x2 − y2, zx) x2 − y2 zx zx x2 − y2 3F2 + 20F4

K(x2 − y2, yz) x2 − y2 yz yz x2 − y2 3F2 + 20F4

K(z2, x2 − y2) z2 x2 − y2 x2 − y2 z2 4F2 + 15F4 = JH(eg)
x2 − y2 x2 − y2 z2 z2 4F2 + 15F4 = JH(eg)

K(z2, xy) z2 xy xy z2 4F2 + 15F4

K(z2, zx) z2 zx zx z2 F2 + 30F4

K(z2, yz) z2 yz yz z2 F2 + 30F4

K(x2 − y2, xy) x2 − y2 xy xy x2 − y2 35F4

zx z2 zx x2 − y2 −2
√

3F2 + 10
√

3F4

yz z2 yz x2 − y2 2
√

3F2 − 10
√

3F4

zx zx z2 x2 − y2
√

3F2 − 5
√

3F4

yz yz z2 x2 − y2 −√3F2 + 5
√

3F4

z2 zx zx x2 − y2
√

3F2 − 5
√

3F4

x2 − y2 xy yz zx −√3F2 + 5
√

3F4

(II) Matrix elements for operators that change the number of occupied states
within the t2g and eg levels by one:

a b c d 〈ab|1/r12|cd〉
z2 xy zx yz

√
3F2 − 5

√
3F4

z2 xy yz zx
√

3F2 − 5
√

3F4

z2 zx xy yz −2
√

3F2 + 10
√

3F4

z2 yz zx xy
√

3F2 − 5
√

3F4

z2 zx yz xy
√

3F2 − 5
√

3F4

z2 yz xy zx −2
√

3F2 + 10
√

3F4

x2 − y2 xy zx yz 3F2 − 15F4

x2 − y2 xy yz zx −3F2 + 15F4

x2 − y2 yz zx xy 3F2 − 15F4

x2 − y2 zx yz xy −3F2 + 15F4

(III) Matrix elements for operators that change the number of occupied states
within the t2g and eg levels by two:

a b c d 〈ab|1/r12|cd〉
zx zx z2 x2 − y2

√
3F2 − 5

√
3F4

zx zx x2 − y2 z2 −√3F2 + 5
√

3F4

yz yz z2 x2 − y2
√

3F2 − 5
√

3F4

yz yz x2 − y2 z2 −√3F2 + 5
√

3F4

x2 − y2 x2 − y2 zx zx 2F2 + 20F4

x2 − y2 x2 − y2 yz yz 2F2 + 20F4

x2 − y2 x2 − y2 xy xy 35F4

z2 z2 zx zx F2 + 30F4

z2 z2 yz yz F2 + 30F4

z2 z2 xyz xy 4F2 + 15F4
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A.2 The hopping integrals

Hopping integrals for ss-, sp-, sd-, pd-, and dd-hopping using the Slater�
Koster parameters [197]:

Es,s (ssσ)
Es,x l(spσ)
Ex,x l2(ppσ) + (1− l2)(ppπ)
Ex,y lm(ppσ)− lm(ppπ)
Ex,z ln(ppσ)− ln(ppπ)

Es,xy

√
3(sdσ)

Es,x2−y2
1
2

√
3(l2 −m2)(sdσ)

Es,3z2−r2 [n2 − 1
2
(l2 + m2)](sdσ)

Ex,xy

√
3l2m(pdσ) + m(1− 2l2)(pdπ)

Ex,yz

√
3lmn(pdσ)− 2lmn(pdπ)

Ex,zx

√
3l2n(pdσ) + n(1− 2l2)(pdπ)

Ex,x2−y2
1
2

√
3l(l2 −m2)(pdσ) + l(1− l2 −m2)(pdπ)

Ey,x2−y2
1
2

√
3m(l2 −m2)(pdσ)−m(1 + l2 −m2)(pdπ)

Ez,x2−y2
1
2

√
3n(l2 −m2)(pdσ)− n(l2 −m2)(pdπ)

Ex,3z2−r2 l[n2 − 1
2
(l2 + m2)](pdσ)−√3ln2(pdπ)

Ey,3z2−r2 m[n2 − 1
2
(l2 + m2)](pdσ)−√3mn2(pdπ)

Ez,3z2−r2 n[n2 − 1
2
(l2 + m2)](pdσ) +

√
3n(l2 + m2)(pdπ)

Exy,xy 3l2m2(ddσ) + (l2 + m2 − 4l2m2)(ddπ) + (n2 + l2m2)(ddδ)
Exy,yz 3lm2n(ddσ) + ln(1− 4m2)(ddπ) + ln(m2 − 1)(ddδ)
Exy,zx 3l2mn(ddσ) + mn(1− 4l2)(ddπ) + mn(l2 − 1)(ddδ)
Exy,x2−y2

3
2
lm(l2 −m2)(ddσ) + 2lm(m2 − l2)(ddπ) + 1

2
lm(l2 −m2)(ddδ)

Eyz,x2−y2
3
2
mn(l2 − m2)(ddσ) − mn[1 + 2(l2 − m2)](ddπ) + mn[1 + 1

2
(l2 −

m2)](ddδ)
Ezx,x2−y2

3
2
nl(l2−m2)(ddσ)+nl[1−2(l2−m2)](ddπ)−nl[1− 1

2
(l2−m2)](ddδ)

Exy,3z2−r2

√
3lm[n2− 1

2
(l2+m2)](ddσ)−2

√
3lmn2(ddπ)+ 1

2

√
3lm(1+n2)](ddδ)

Eyz,3z2−r2

√
3mn[n2 − 1

2
(l2 + m2)](ddσ) +

√
3mn(l2 + m2 − n2)(ddπ) −

1
2

√
3mn(l2 + n2)](ddδ)

Ezx,3z2−r2

√
3ln[n2− 1

2
(l2 +m2)](ddσ)+

√
3ln(l2 +m2−n2)(ddπ)− 1

2

√
3ln(l2 +

n2)](ddδ)
Ex2−y2,x2−y2

3
4
(l2−m2)2(ddσ)+[l2+m2−(l2−m2)2](ddπ)+[n2+ 1

4
(l2−m2)2](ddδ)

Ex2−y2,3z2−r2
1
2

√
3(l2−m2)[n2− 1

2
(l2+m2)](ddσ)+

√
3n2(m2− l2)(ddπ)+ 1

4

√
3(1+

n2)(l2 −m2)](ddδ)
E3z2−r2,3z2−r2 [n2 − 1

2
(l2 + m2)]2(ddσ) + 3n2(l2 + m2)(ddπ) + 3

4
(l2 + m2)2(ddδ)
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A.3 The Hamiltonian concerning d-d interaction

The complete Hamiltonian concerning the d − d interactions. It is Ud = F0 +
4F2 + 36F4, JH,t2g = 3F2 − 20F4, JH,eg = 4F2 + 15F4, λ1 =

√
3(F2 − 5F4), λ2 =

F0− 2F2− 4F4), λ3 = F0 + 4F2− 34F4, λ4 = F0 + 2F2− 24F4, λ5 = F0− 4F2 + 6F4,
λ6 = 3F2 + 20F4, λ7 = 35F4, λ8 = F2 + 30F4, and λ9 = 4F2 + 15F4.

Hdd =

Ud

(
nxy,↑nxy,↓ + nyz,↑nyz,↓ + nzx,↑nzx,↓ + nx2−y2,↑nx2−y2,↓ + n3z2−r2,↑n3z2−r2,↓

)
+

(Ud − 2JH,eg)
∑
σ1

∑
σ2

nx2−y2,σ1
n3z2−r2,σ2

+

JH,eg

2

∑
σ1

∑
σ2

(
d+

x2−y2,σ1
d+

3z2−r2,σ2
dx2−y2,σ2

d3z2−r2,σ1
+ h.c.

)
+

JH,eg

(
d+

x2−y2,↑d
+
x2−y2,↓d3z2−r2,↓d3z2−r2,↑ + h.c.

)
+

(Ud − 2JH,t2g)
∑
σ1

∑
σ2

(
nxy,σ1nyz,σ2 + nxy,σ1nzx,σ2 + nyz,σ1nzx,σ2

)
+

JH,t2g

2

(
d+

xy,σ1
d+

yz,σ2
dxy,σ2dyz,σ1 + d+

yz,σ1
d+

zx,σ2
dyz,σ2dzx,σ1 +

d+
xy,σ1

d+
zx,σ2

dxy,σ2dzx,σ1 + h.c.
)

+

JH,t2g

(
d+

xy,↑d
+
xy,↓dyz,↓dyz,↑ + d+

yz,↑d
+
yz,↓dzx,↓dzx,↑ + d+

zx,↑d
+
zx,↓dyz,↓dyz,↑ + h.c.

)−
2λ1

∑
σ1

∑
σ2

(
nzx,σ1 − nyz,σ1

)(
d+

3z2−r2,σ2
dx2−y2,σ2

+ d+
x2−y2,σ2

d3z2−r2,σ2

)
+

λ2

∑
σ1

∑
σ2

(
nx2−y2,σ1

(nzx,σ2 + nyz,σ2)
)

+ λ3

∑
σ1

∑
σ2

(
nx2−y2,σ1

nxy,σ2

)
+

λ4

∑
σ1

∑
σ2

(
n3z2−r2,σ1

(nzx,σ2 + nyz,σ2)
)

+ λ5

∑
σ1

∑
σ2

(
n3z2−r2,σ1

nxy,σ2

)
+

λ6

∑
σ1

∑
σ2

(
d+

x2−y2,σ1
d+

zx,σ2
dx2−y2,σ2

dzx,σ1 + d+
x2−y2,σ1

d+
yz,σ2

dx2−y2,σ2
dyz,σ1

)
+

λ7

∑
σ1

∑
σ2

(
d+

x2−y2,σ1
d+

xy,σ2
dx2−y2,σ2

dxy,σ1

)
+

λ8

∑
σ1

∑
σ2

(
d+

3z2−r2,σ1
d+

zx,σ2
d3z2−r2,σ2

dzx,σ1 + d+
3z2−r2,σ1

d+
yz,σ2

d3z2−r2,σ2
dyz,σ1

)
+

λ9

∑
σ1

∑
σ2

(
d+

3z2−r2,σ1
d+

xy,σ2
d3z2−r2,σ2

dxy,σ1

)
+
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λ1

∑
σ1

∑
σ2

(
d+

3z2−r2,σ1
d+

zx,σ2
dx2−y2,σ2

dzx,σ1 + d+
x2−y2,σ1

d+
zx,σ2

d3z2−r2,σ2
dzx,σ1 −

d+
3z2−r2,σ1

d+
yz,σ2

dx2−y2,σ2
dyz,σ1 − d+

x2−y2,σ1
d+

yz,σ2
d3z2−r2,σ2

dyz,σ1

)
+

λ1

(
(d+

zx,↑d
+
zx,↓ − d+

yz,↑d
+
yz,↓)(dx2−y2,↓d3z2−r2,↑ − dx2−y2,↑d3z2−r2,↓) +

(d+
3z2−r2,↑d

+
x2−y2,↓ − d3z2−r2,↓dx2−y2,↑)(dzx,↓d+

zx,↑ − dyz,↓d+
yz,↑)

)
+

λ6

(
d+

x2−y2,↑d
+
x2−y2,↓(dzx,↓dzx,↑ + dyz,↓dyz,↑) + (d+

zx,↑d
+
zx,↓ + d+

yz,↑d
+
yz,↓)dx2−y2,↓dx2−y2,↑

)
+

λ8

(
d+

3z2−r2,↑d
+
3z2−r2,↓(dzx,↓dzx,↑ + dyz,↓dyz,↑) + (d+

zx,↑d
+
zx,↓ + d+

yz,↑d
+
yz,↓)d3z2−r2,↓d3z2−r2,↑

)
+

λ7

(
d+

xy,↑d
+
xy,↓dx2−y2,↓dx2−y2,↑ + h.c.

)
+

λ9

(
d+

xy,↑d
+
xy,↓d3z2−r2,↓d3z2−r2,↑ + h.c.

)
+

λ1

∑
σ1

∑
σ2

(
d+

3z2−r2,σ1
d+

xy,σ2
(dyz,σ2dzx,σ1 + dzx,σ2dyz,σ1) +

d+
3z2−r2,σ1

d+
yz,σ2

dxy,σ2dzx,σ1 + d+
3z2−r2,σ1

d+
zx,σ2

dxy,σ2dyz,σ1 + h.c.
)−

2λ1

∑
σ1

∑
σ2

(
d+

3z2−r2,σ1
d+

zx,σ2
dyz,σ2dxy,σ1 − d+

3z2−r2,σ1
d+

yz,σ2
dzx,σ2dxy,σ1 + h.c.

)−
√

3λ1

∑
σ1

∑
σ2

(
d+

x2−y2,σ1
d+

xy,σ2
(dzx,σ2dyz,σ1 − dyz,σ2dzx,σ1) +

d+
x2−y2,σ1

d+
yz,σ2

dxy,σ2dzx,σ1 − d+
x2−y2,σ1

d+
zx,σ2

dxy,σ2dyz,σ1 + h.c.
)
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A.4 Clebsch-Gordon coe�ciants

Figure A.1: Taken from T.G. Trippe et al., Reviews of Modern Physics 84 S1 (1976),
"Review of particle properties (Particle Data Group)", page S36 [224]
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